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SUMMARY
Recent advances in semiconductor technology extended the economic power range
for DC transmission to just a few MW. Network planners need tools to compare AC
and DC alternatives in order to find the best technical and economic solution for a
specific network. TESAT, a software analysis tool, is developed to determine the
optimum conductor and line technology for a network. Voltage regulation problems
are identified and can be solved with network devices which have the potential to
solve network problems more effectively and economically than ever before. PSAT,
another software analysis tool developed in previous research, is used to model
networks and support technologies. Hence, with the aid of TESAT and PSAT, line
and support technologies are combined in an attempt to find the most effective
solution in terms of cost and technical performance. This is demonstrated with the aid
of a case study.
Furthermore, interfaces between PSAT and the real world are developed. This
includes an extension to the input interface of PSAT that calculates the equivalent
impedances of a transmission line automatically, as well as an interface to share data
between ReticMaster and PSAT. A dispersed generation and support technology
database is also developed as an extension to the output interface ofPSAT.
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OPSOMMING
Onlangse vooruitgang in halfgeleiertegnologie het tot gevolg dat GS transmissie
ekonomies is vir slegs 'n paar MW. Netwerkbeplanners benodig gevolglik pakette
om WS en GS alternatiewe te vergelyk vir 'n spesifieke netwerk. In hierdie tesis is 'n
analitiese sagteware-pakket (TESAT) dus ontwikkelom die optimale geleier en
lyntegnologie VIr 'n netwerk te bepaal. Spanningsregulasie-probleme word
geïdentifiseer en opgelos met netwerktoestelle wat die potensiaal het om
netwerkprobleme meer doeltreffend en ekonomies as ooit tevore op te los. PSAT, 'n
ander analitiese sagteware-pakket wat in vorige navorsing ontwikkel is, word dan ook
gebruik om netwerke en steuningstegnologieë te modelleer. Dus word PSAT en
TESA T gebruik om lyn- en steuningstegnologieë te kombineer. Die doel hiervan is
om die mees doeltreffende oplossing in terme van kostes en tegniese werksverrigting
te vind. Dit word met behulp van 'n gevallestudie gedemonstreer.
Verder word koppelvlakke tussen PSAT en die eksterne wêreld ontwikkel. Dit sluit
in: (a) 'n uitbreiding van die intreekoppelvlak van PSAT wat die ekwivalente
impedansie vir 'n transmissielyn outomaties bereken; (b) die koppelvlak om data te
deel tussen PSAT en ReticMaster. 'n Verspreide generasie- en steuningstegnologie
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A power transmission system serves a dual purpose, i.e. system interconnection and
bulk energy transfer. Total power generation capacity and fuel cost can be minimised
using a transmission system to pool power plants and load centres. Transmission
interconnections enable one to take advantage of diversity of loads, availability of
sources and fuel price in order to supply electricity to loads at minimum cost with a
required reliability [B 1].
There are various alternatives as far as bulk energy transfer is concerned, not all of
them involving electric power transmission and an economic assessment is essential
in each case. Whenever the transmission distance is sufficiently large, and restricting
the choice to the electrical alternatives, the case of high voltage direct current
(HVDC) transmission is well established in spite of the relatively high cost of the dual
conversion required [B2]. The use of the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) in
DC transmission, however, has extended the economic power range for DC
transmission to just a few MW.
In less obvious decisions, such as schemes to increase the power transmission
capability inside of a system or to transmit a small amount of power over a large
distan~e, the economic comparison between alternating current (AC) and DC must
include the cost of lines, terminals, any special apparatus needed for voltage support,
short circuit limitation, etc. The energy losses and the plant needed to supply it must
also be capitalised.
To achieve a meaningful and generally applicable comparison between AC and DC in
marginal cases is indeed a very difficult task. Among the factors responsible for the
complexity of a generalised theory are [B2]:
• The wide range of practical situations involving different conditions among
countries, e.g. the costs of overhead lines vary from country to country by a
factor as high as 2.5, while the cost of the converter terminals varies very
little;
• The lack of technical comparability, given the rather different degrees of AC




• The need to consider the long-term effects on overall system design and cost
when choosing among alternative plans for system development;
• The rapid development made in the technology of both AC and DC
transmission. In this respect transmission line costs have experienced a large
increase in recent years. Since the line cost is relatively lower in the case of
DC transmission, this effect has affected the AC alternative. However, the
appearance of Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices is now
having a similar beneficial effect on AC transmission costs.
Network planners need tools to compare AC and DC alternatives in order to find the
best technical and economic solution when planning new networks or upgrading
existing networks. An analysis tool would provide planners with the ability to
compare AC and DC transmission line technologies in a manner known to power
system engineers, i.e. with loadflow analysis and financial comparisons between
different line options. The two most important characteristics of this tool must be:
• Assistance in the understanding of AC and DC as a transmission technology
and the problems associated with these technologies;
• Provision of an analysis tool for first assessment of the voltage regulation,
line losses and life-cycle costs (LCC) of different conductors from an AC and
DC perspective in order to select the optimum conductor for the task at hand.
Such an analysis tool was developed under the name TESA T (Technical and
Economical Software Analysis Tool). TESAT allows network planners to evaluate
different AC and DC line options on a per project basis. The optimum conductor for
a particular AC or DC line technology is identified, as well as any voltage regulation
problems that will require some form of line compensation. Apart from being an
analysis tool, TESAT can also be used as a training tool to educate network planners
in the use of AC and DC as a transmission technology.
Network technologies present an alternative in terms of network devices, which can
be used to solve network problems. Recent advances in semiconductor technology
pushed a large number of network devices onto the market. These devices have the




and economically than ever before [AI]. All network support devices can be
classified into one of four categories according to their configuration, i.e. shunt,
series, series-shunt and in-line devices. DC transmission is an in-line technology that
connects two separate AC networks by a DC link. DC is, therefore, not a grid
network in the way that an AC system is, nor is it expected to be. The role of DC
transmission, for economic reasons, is to interconnect AC systems where a reliable
AC interconnection would be too expensive [B3].
When constructing new networks, utility planners are frequently reluctant to integrate
network support technologies with the planning process, mainly due to a lack of
adequate planning tools. To address these needs a software analysis tool was
developed to model networks and support technologies. The aim of PSAT (Power
System Analysis Tool) is to assist in the understanding of network problems, network
technologies and their interaction and to provide an analysis tool for first assessment
in the network problem-solving process [A2].
When planning a new network or upgrading an existing network, the aim of TESAT
is to assist in the selection of:
1. The line technology for the network;
2. The optimum conductor for the line technology;
3. Identification of any voltage regulation problems.
After determining the three aspects above with the aid of TESAT, PSAT can
subsequently be used to analyse the complete network. Voltage regulation problems
in the new networks can be identified and solved in the design phase, resulting in the
construction of an already compensated network. This can result in extensive cost
benefits as post-construction alternations to the network are eliminated. The
economic impact of the various solutions to a network problem can be evaluated in
TESAT with various conductors for a particular line technology, in order to select the
most effective solution, both in technical and financial terms.
It is important to note the difference between TESAT, PSAT and other simulation
packages. When designing new networks TESA T can be used to determine the




regulation problems. PSAT can then be used to analyse the complete network,
evaluating all possible solutions and identifying one or two optimum solutions, which
can quickly be evaluated in TESAT to judge the cost implications of the various
solutions to the network problem. These optimum solutions can then be studied in
detail in existing packages such as PSSIU and ReticMaster.
Presently only three-phase and bipolar DC lines are considered in TESAT. Future
developments in TESAT will include alternative line technologies such as SWER




















·Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR)
Series-shunt
·Phase shifter
·Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC)
Fig.1.1: Different line and support technologies
In today's economic environment it is of the utmost importance that optimum use is




networks. The aim of this thesis is to show how the network planner can integrate
line and support technologies in the planning process to determine the most effective
solution in terms of cost and technical performance. This will allow the planner to
select a conductor and line technology that will meet the power requirements of the
network. Network support technologies can then subsequently be used to solve any
voltage regulation problems in an attempt to stretch networks up to thermal capacity.
The different line and support technologies are shown in Fig. I. I. Secondly, the aim
of this thesis is to document the development and practical application of the three-
phase AC and bipolar DC engines ofTESAT.
In the development ofTESAT, the following contributions were made:
1. The process of determining the optimum conductor for different AC and DC
transmission technologies was documented extensively on a high level.
2. Equations were documented to calculate the voltage regulation, line losses and
transmission costs of AC transmission lines. Similar equations were developed
for the voltage regulation, line losses and transmission costs of DC transmission
lines.
3. A technology index was developed to compare various DC line technologies on a
per project basis. The technology index for AC line technologies with and without
network support devices were also documented.
4. Three-dimensional graphs were created to portray the voltage regulation, line
losses, transmission costs and technology indexes of different AC and DC line
technologies for all values of line position and point load.
Other contributions ofthis thesis include:
1. Comparisons between the load reaches and transfer capabilities of AC and DC
lines at distribution voltage levels.
2. The development of interfaces between PSAT and the real world. This included
the development of the line parameters interface, the ReticMaster interface and the
support technology and dispersed generation database.
Chapter 2 discusses the process of determining the optimum conductor for AC and
DC line technologies on a high level. The AC and DC transmission line models are




AC model is presented. Special attention is devoted to the voltage regulation, power
losses and costs of AC and DC line technologies. An index is also developed to
compare objectively various line technologies on a per project basis. Chapter 2 is
concluded with a discussion of the TESA T interface, its features and its development.
Chapter 3 focuses on AC and DC line technologies at distribution voltage levels. The
chapter starts with the deterministic and probabilistic determination of conductor
ampacity ratings for both AC and DC transmission. The thermal load reach
capabilities of three-phase and bipolar line technologies are calculated next at
different voltage regulation margins for distribution networks. The chapter is
concluded with the calculation of the transfer capabilities of these line technologies at
different voltage regulation margins.
The Katima Mulilo case study is presented in Chapter 4. The study involves the
construction of a new line to transmit a small amount of power over a large distance.
Firstly, TESAT is used to determine the optimum conductor for a three-phase AC
line. Voltage regulation of the optimised line with the transformer and load
impedances is then subsequently analysed in PSAT with shunt, series and series-shunt
compensators. DC transmission is implemented in PSAT as an in-line technology
where TESA T determines the optimum conductor to be used for the DC link. Critical
evaluation of the voltage regulation, power losses and transmission costs graphs also
demonstrates the tutoring ability of TESAT. The chapter is concluded with a
discussion of the most effective solution in terms of cost and technical performance.
Chapter 5 discusses the development of a PSAT interface to extract the electrical
characteristics of a reticulation network from ReticMaster. The development of a
support technology and dispersed generation database is also presented. Future
developments for the overhead line parameters interface of PSAT and TESA T is
proposed, as well as possibilities for future studies.
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 with a summary of the theoretical and practical
results obtained with PSAT and TESAT.
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CHAPTER 2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the development of methods for technical and economic
comparisons between AC and DC transmission. The AC transmission line model is
discussed first, after which section 2.3 deals with the DC transmission line model. In
sections 2.4 and 2.5 the voltage regulation and line losses for AC and DC lines are
discussed, followed by a discussion on transmission costs in section 2.6. The ATI
models for AC and DC line technologies are presented in section 2.7. A discussion of
TESA T concludes the chapter.
Transmission lines transmit electrical power from a sending end to a receiving end
without supplying any consumers. In contrast, a distribution line supplies consumers
directly at short intervals along the line. In practice the distinction between
transmission and distribution is not so clear-cut as several large consumers are now
being supplied at 132 kV and above [B4]. For the purposes of this discussion
transmission voltages are assumed to be above 132 kV, sub-transmission voltages
between 132 kV and 33 kV and distribution voltages 33 kV and less.
Low-voltage (LV) distribution networks operate up to and including voltages of a
1 000 V r.m.s., while medium-voltage (MV) distribution networks operate at voltages
exceeding 1 000 V r.m.s. up to and including 33 kV. High-voltage (HV) networks
operate at voltages above 33 kV.
9
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2.2 THE AC TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL
Fig. 2.1 represents a line section of length !XX. Conductor spacing, types, and sizes
determine the series impedance and shunt admittance. Series impedance affects
line-voltage drops, PR losses and stability limits. Shunt admittance, primarily
capacitive, affects line-charging currents, which inject reactive power into the power
system [B4].
I(x + f1X) zl1x
+ +
V(x + f1X) yl1x V(x)
(x + f1X) ~x
Fig. 2.1: Line section of length Ax [B5]
The matrices to calculate the series impedance and shunt admittance for untransposed
as well as transposed three-phase lines with neutral conductors are developed in
sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, followed by a discussion on the transmission line models for
short, medium and long lines in section 2.2.3. Section 2.2 is concluded with a
discussion on the line parameter interface ofPSAT.
2.2.1 Series impedance
Series resistance
The content of this section is based on work done by Smit [C3].
The total AC resistance (Rae) of a conductor can be calculated as [B5]:
(2-1)
where Ploss is the conductor real power loss and I is the rms conductor current.
However, many times Ploss and I are unknown and must be calculated. The
manufacturers of overhead conductors supply only the DC resistance per kilometre
(rde) at 20°C, which includes the spiralling effect for stranded conductors. The AC
10
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resistance per kilometre (r ac) can be calculated in one of two ways and will be
discussed next.
Method 1: Various effects
rac can be calculated as follows:
a) Obtain rde at 20°C from the data sheets for overhead aluminium
conductors.
b) rdc is then corrected to the required operating temperature, e.g. at 40°C.
c) The new rde is corrected for the skin effect.
d) The resistance of aluminum conductor, steel-reinforced (ACSR)
conductors should be further corrected for hysteresis and eddy current
losses.
e) r ac is also dependent on the proximity effect of conductors.
Method 2: Empiricalformuia
It is difficult to calculate all the effects (c) - (e) in method 1. An alternative method
can be used:
f) Empirical formulae to calculate rac.
Steps (a) - (f) will now be discussed in detail in the following sections.
All-aluminium-alloy conductor (AAAC) and all-aluminium conductor (AAC)
resistances should be calculated according to Method 1, with only the skin effect
taken into account. ACSR conductor resistances should be calculated according to
Method 2, with hysteresis and eddy current losses taken into account.
a) rdc at 20°C can be obtained from the Aberdare tables [C4].
b) The variation of temperature is considered as linear over the operating range,
although it is not linear over a wide range of temperatures. rac can only be
calculated if rdc is known at the operating temperature. The following method is
used:
(2-2)
where = DC resistance at temperature TJ [OC]
DC resistance at temperature T2 [0C]
11
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a = temperature coefficient of resistance at 20°C
average temperature [0C]=
The manufacturers of overhead conductors supply the a values for different
conductors, given in Table 2-1 [C4]. There is a difference between the core and
surface temperatures of a conductor, but this is only between O.2°C and ±4°C.
The average temperature, Tav, is therefore assumed the same as the surface
temperature.






c) The resistance of non-magnetic conductors varies with frequency. This is caused
by current flowing nearer to the outer surface of the conductor as a result of
non-uniform flux distribution in the conductor. This phenomenon is commonly
known as the skin effect and must be taken into account. rac at the desired
operating temperature is calculated to include the skin effect as follows:
(2-3)
where = AC resistance at the desired frequency
DC resistance at the desired temperature
value in Table 2-2K
In Table 2-2, K is a function of X, where K is interpolated for a specific X value:
X = 0.050138 riil (2-4)V;::
frequency [Hz]
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Table 2-2: Skin effect table (B6]
X K X K X K X K
0.0 1.00000 1.0 1.00519 2.0 1.07816 3.0 1.31809
0.1 1.00000 1.1 1.00758 2.1 1.09375 3.1 1.35102
0.2 1.00001 1.2 1.01071 2.2 1.11126 3.2 1.38504
0.3 1.00004 1.3 1.01470 2.3 1.13069 3.3 1.41999
0.4 1.00013 1.4 1.01969 2.4 1.15207 3.4 1.45570
0.5 1.00032 1.5 1.02582 2.5 1.17538 3.5 1.49202
0.6 1.00067 1.6 1.03323 2.6 1.20056 3.6 1.52879
0.7 1.00124 1.7 1.04205 2.7 1.22753 3.7 1.56587
0.8 1.00212 1.8 1.05240 2.8 1.25620 3.8 1.60314
0.9 1.00340 1.9 1.06440 2.9 1.28644 3.9 1.64051
d) The resistance of ACSR conductors is affected by the hysteresis in the steel core,
where the number of layers plays a role. The current spirals around the core,
following the strands. The magnetising effect is opposite for the layers in a
two-layer conductor and results in a small increase of the effective resistance. The
biggest increase is for a single layer, up to 15%. The resistance for a three-layer
conductor increases by 5% to 10% at the rated full load of the conductor.
Eddy currents are produced due to cyclic magnetisation and cause heating. The
heating effect is usually negligible for non-ferrous conductors. The total heat gain
of the conductor consists of an eddy current and a hysteresis component, where
the hysteresis component is about 2 - 5 times the eddy current component. These
values are difficult to determine and the empirical formula of (f) offers an easier
solution.




where s is the spacing between the conductors and d the overall diameter of the
conductor [A3]. For a ratio sid = 3, the proximity effect causes an increase in
resistance of less than 1% [C5]. Also, the spacing between phases is usually more
13
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than 5 times the conductor diameter, which means that the proximity effect may
be ignored.
f) An empirical formula is presented as an alternative method to calculate the skin,
hysteresis and proximity effects [A4]. The theory works on the basis that the
power input must be the same for both AC and DC circuits for the same average
temperature of the conductor:
(2-6)
The DC current that will result in a certain temperature being reached is calculated
and the empirical formulae are then used to convert the DC to the AC current:
i) For ACSR conductors with three layers of aluminium strands:
(2-7)
ii) For ACSR conductors with single- and double-layer aluminium strands and
a nominal aluminium area of ~ 175 mnr':
(2-8)
iii) For other ACSR conductors with single- and double-layer aluminium
strands and a nominal aluminium area of <175 mnr':
Ik = I de (2-9)
a
where a is the nominal aluminium area and h the DC current per mrrr',
If Ik 5, 0.742 then
lac = Ide (2-10)
If 0.742 < h 5, 2.486 then
14
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I (1+0.5142-2.6781k +5.7721; -6.691: + J1 = 1ac de 4 5 6 74.531k -1.79461k + 0.38621k - 0.034881k (2-11)
If2.486 <h$; 3.908 then




For bundled conductors the effective resistance per unit length of the bundled
conductor is equal to rain, where n is the amount of conductors per bundle (n = 2, 3,
or 4).
Line resistance is dependent on the chosen operating temperature. The system
planner uses a single value of line resistance in all power network simulations. For
clearance purposes, most of the lines are designed for an operating temperature of
only 50eC. Probability studies will show that the conductor is operated at
temperatures below 50eC for most of the time. Line resistances should, therefore, be
calculated at an operating temperature $; 50eC. It is recommended that all resistances
be calculated at the temperature of 40eC.
Series inductance
The line inductance depends on the partial flux linkages within the conductor cross-
section and external flux linkages [B7]. For a completely transposed three-phase,
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is the geometric mean distance (GMD) between the conductors of phases a, b, and c.
In the above equation Ds is the geometric mean radius (GMR) of the phase
conductors.
To calculate LI = L2 for bundled conductors with bundle spacing d, an equivalent
conductor with GMR = DSL replaces the bundle. DSL replaces Ds in equation (2-14)











In this section equations are developed for calculation of the series impedance of the










Fig. 2.2: Three-phase transmission line with earth replaced by earth return conductors
The line has three phase conductors a, b, and c, where bundled conductors, if any,
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(2-16) - (2-18). The line also has two neutral conductors. All neutral conductors are
connected in parallel and are grounded to the earth at regular intervals along the line.
Any isolated neutral conductors that carry no current are omitted. The phase
conductors are isolated from each other and from earth [B5].
If the phase currents are not balanced, there may be a return current in the grounded
neutral wires and in the earth. The earth return current will spread out under the line,
seeking the lowest impedance return path. A classic paper by Carson [AS], later
modified by others [B8], [B9], shows that the earth can be replaced by a set of
equivalent "earth return" conductors located directly under the overhead conductors,
as shown in Fig. 2.2. Each earth return conductor carries the negative of its conductor
current, has a GMR denoted Du', distance Dkk' from its overhead conductor, and
resistance rr given by:
Dk'k' = Dkk [ml






where p is the earth resistivity andfthe frequency. The value of p for various earth
types is given in Table 2-3. It is customary to use an average value of 100 Qm if the
actual earth resistivity is unknown.
Table 2-3: Resistivity of different soils (BIO]
Ground Type p[Qm]
Seawater 0.01-1.0






Crushed Rock 1.5 x 108
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All the earth return conductors are the same distance Du from their overhead
conductors and have the same resistance rk'. A circuit representation of the line is










Fig. 2.3: (a) Complete circuit and (b) simplified circuit representation of series-phase impedances
Using the circuit in Fig. 2.3 (b) the vector of voltage drops across the conductors is:
VAa «: Zab Zae Zan I Zan2 II
VBb Zba Zhb Zhe Zbnl Zhll2 12
VCe «: Zeh Zee , Zenl Zen2 13 (2-22)---------------r---------
0 Znla ZlIlb Znle ZlIlnl ZIII1I2 t;
0 ! In2ZII2a Zn2h ZII2e , Zn2111 Zn2112
The diagonal elements of this matrix are:
. 2 10-41 Dkk'Zu = rk + rk, + Jm x n--Du
[nlkm] (2-23)
and the off-diagonal elements, for k "* m, are:
18
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For equations (2-23) and (2-24) rk is the AC resistance at 40°C and Dkk the GMR of
conductor k. Dkm' is the distance between overhead conductor k and earth return
conductor m, and Dkm the distance between overhead conductor k and m.
Next, (2-22) is partitioned as shown above to obtain:
(2-25)
E» is the three-dimensional vector of voltage drops across the phase conductors; lp is
the three-dimensional vector of phase currents and In is the two-dimensional vector of
neutral currents.
Equation (2-25) is rewritten as two separate matrix equations:
E, = ZAlp + ZB1n (2-26)
(2-27)
Solving (2-27) for In and substituting back into (2-26):
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These senes impedances are for an untransposed line; if symmetrical component
transformations are applied, the results will show mutual coupling between the
sequence components [B5], [B8]. Since this is not desirable, the use of symmetrical
components is not advised, unless it is assumed that the line is perfectly
transposed [A6]. The equations for the transposed line are simply obtained by
averaging the diagonal impedances and the off-diagonal impedances:
Zs ZM ZM
" " "






z, = 3(Zaaeq + Zbheq + Zcceq) (2-33)
A 1
ZM = 3(Zabeq + Zhceq + Zcaeq) (2-34)
Symmetrical component transformation will give:
Zo 0 0






These equations give the results that are generally desired for most purposes, but on
occasion it is preferable to use the untransposed impedances in terms of the abc
variables instead of the symmetrical component variables. Of course, in the balanced
three-phase case, the positive-sequence resistance is just the resistance of the phase
conductor, and the positive sequence reactance is readily calculated from (2-14).
20
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2.2.2 Shunt admittance
Shunt conductance
Conductance accounts for power loss between conductors or between conductors and
ground. This power loss is due to leakage currents along insulator strings and corona.
In overhead lines its effect is small and usually neglected [BIl].
Shunt capacitance
Firstly, a three-phase, three-wire line with equal phase spacing is considered. The
effect of the earth and the neutral conductors is neglected and due to the symmetry
only one phase is considered. The positive sequence capacitance, which also equals
the negative sequence capacitance, can be calculated as follows:
(2-38)
where r is the outside radius of the conductor, Deq is the GMD and e is the
permittivity of the dielectric medium (for air: 8.854x 10-12). In the equation above r is
assumed to be the outside radius of the conductor, thus treating the stranded conductor
as a solid cylindrical conductor. This assumption is valid since most of the charge on
a conductor resides on its surface, and thus most of the current will only flow on the
surface (skin effect).
To calculate Cl = C2 for bundled conductors with bundle spacing d, r is replaced by




Dsc = Vrd2 (2-40)
Four-conductor bundle (quad):
Dsc = 1.0911.[;;1 (2-41 )
To determine the zero sequence capacitance, Co, the effect of neutral conductors and
the earth must be considered [B5]. The neutral conductors and the earth also affect
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the positive- and negative-sequence capacitance, since they alter the electric field.
Equations are subsequently developed for the phase capacitance and sequence
capacitance matrices of three-phase lines with neutral conductors.
The earth surface is approximated as a perfectly conducting horizontal plane, even
though the earth under the line may have irregular terrain and resistance. The effect of
the earth plane is accounted for by the method of images, where an image conductor,
which has the same radius as the original conductor, replaces the earth. This
conductor lies directly below the original conductor and has an equal quantity of
negative charge.
Fig. 2.4 shows a three-phase line with neutral conductors and with the earth plane
replaced by image conductors. Dian is the distance between overhead conductor k and
m and Dkk is the outside radius of overhead conductor k (rk). Hlan is the distance
between overhead conductor k and image conductor m. Since all neutral conductors






Fig. 2.4: Three-phase line with neutral conductors and with earth plane replaced by image
conductors
In matrix format the voltage between the phase conductors and the earth, and the
voltage between the neutral conductors and the earth, are:
22
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Vall Pao Pab r; , r: Pall2 qa,
r:1I ~a ~b P"e P"III ~1I2 qb
Veil = Pea r, ~c ~III PcII2 qe (2-42)------------------------_.
0 r: r: P'lIe , P',IIII P'1I112, qlll
0 P"2a P"2b P"2c P"2111 P"2112 qll2








Equation (2-42) is partitioned as shown above to obtain:
(2-44)
Vp is the three-dimensional vector of phase-to-neutral voltages; qp is the
three-dimensional vector of phase-conductor charges and qn is the two-dimensional
vector of neutral-conductor charges.
Equation (2-44) is rewritten as two separate equations:
Vp = PAqp +PBqn (2-45)
(2-46)
Equation (2-46) is solved for qn, which is used in (2-45) to obtain:
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Cp given by (2-49) is the 3 x 3 matrix of phase capacitances whose elements are
denoted:
[Coo Cab Coclc, = Cba < c; [Firn] (2-50)
c; c, c;
In general, Cp does not satisfy the conditions for a symmetrical capacitance matrix.
However, if the line is completely transposed, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements
of C» are averaged to obtain:
Cs CM CM
A A A








CM =3(Cab +Cbc +CcJ [Firn]
(2-52)
(2-53)
c- is a symmetrical matrix whose diagonal terms c, are positive, and whose
off-diagonal terms c; are negative. This indicates when a positive line-to-neutral-
voltage is applied to one phase, a positive charge is induced on that phase and
negative charge are induced on the other phases, which is physically correct.
The shunt phase admittance matrix is given by:
v, = jwCp = j(21r/~p [Slm] (2-54)
or, for a completely transposed line:
A A A
Y, = jwCp = j(2:if)Cp [Slm] (2-55)
Symmetrical component transformation of (2-55) will give:
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Co 0 0
A
YS = j(2:if 0 Cl 0
0 0 C2
where
Co = CS+2CM [Firn]




Since c; is negative, it can be concluded from equations (2-57) and (2-58) that the
zero-sequence capacitance, êo, is usually much less than the positive- or
negative-sequence capacitance.
The value calculated by (2-58) for positive- and negative-sequence capacitance will
exceed the value given by (2-38) by only about 1% [B4]. Both the effect of the
neutral conductors and the earth can therefore be neglected when calculating the
positive- and negative-sequence capacitance. In the case of zero-sequence
capacitance the neutral conductors may increase the capacitance by an amount of the
order of 10%, so that its presence cannot be neglected as may be done for the positive
and negative sequences.
2.2.3 AC transmission line models for short, medium
and long lines
Consider the two-port network in Fig. 2.5, which is a generalised representation of an









Fig. 2.5: Representation of a two-port network (B5]
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The relation between sending- and receiving-end quantities may be expressed in the
following general form:
Vs = A VR + BI R [V]
Is = CVR +DIR [A]
(2-59)
(2-60)
or, in matrix format,
(2-61)
The ABCD parameters, sometimes called generalised circuit constants, depend on the
transmission-line parameters R, L, C and G. The ABCD parameters are, in general,
complex numbers. A and D are dimensionless. B and C have the dimensions of ohms
and siemens (mhos), respectively.
Short and medium line approximations
Fig. 2.6 represents a short line, usually applied to overhead lines less than 80 km long.
Only the series resistance and reactance are included, whereas the shunt admittance is
neglected. The circuit applies to either single-phase or completely transposed
three-phase lines operating under balanced conditions [B5]. For a completely
transposed three-phase line, Z is the positive-sequence series impedance, Vs and VR
the positive-sequence line-to-neutral voltages, and Is and IR the positive-sequence line
currents. Similar zero-sequence and negative-sequence circuits can be employed to
represent unbalanced operating conditions, using the parameters derived in the
previous section.
z = z/ = (rae + jwL)/
+ +
Fig. 2.6: Short line [BS)
From Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 the following notation is used:
Series impedance per unit length:
z = rae + i tol: [a/km] (2-62)
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Shunt admittance per unit length:
Y = laC [S/km] (2-63)
Total series impedance:
Z = zl [n] (2-64)
Total shunt admittance:
Y = yl [SJ (2-65)
where I is the length of the line in kilometers. The subscript 1, indicating positive
sequence quantities, is omitted in this section.
Writing a KVL and KeL for the short line in Fig. 2.6:
Vs = VR + ZIR (2-66)
(2-67)
or in matrix format
(2-68)
Comparing equations (2-68) and (2-61), the ABCD parameters for the short line are:
A = D = 1 [per unit] (2-69)
B = Z [n] (2-70)
C=O [SJ (2-71)
For medium-length lines, ranging from 80 to 250 km, it is common to lump the total
shunt capacitance and locate half at each end of the line [B5]. Such a circuit is called




Fig. 2.7: Medium-length line - nominal n circuit (B5)
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Writing a KVL and KCL for the medium-length line III Fig. 2.7 the following
equation is obtained, written in matrix format as:
(2-72)
Comparing equations (2-72) and (2-61), the ABCD parameters for the medium-length
line are:
A = D = 1+ YZ [per unit]
2
B = Z [n]





Long overhead-line equations (in terms of the ABCD parameters) will be discussed,
as these represent an exact model for the overhead line. Fig. 2.1 represents a line
section of length ~ and are repeated in Fig. 2.8 for convenience.
I(x + tsx) z/),X I(x)
+ +
V(x + llx) V(x)
(x + llx) "'-x
Fig. 2.8: Overhead line section of length Lix [B5]
The position x is measured from the receiving end of the line. The circuit constants:
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Equation (2-78) gives the ABeD parameters of the distributed line as a function of
distance:
[V(x)] =[A(X) B(X)] [VR]I(x) C(X) D(x) IR
(2-78)
where
A(x) = D(x) = coshbx] [per unit]






Ze = FlY [0] is called the characteristic impedance of the line, and r = Jzy km'
the propagation constant.
Equation (2-78) gives the voltage and current anywhere along the line, at a distance x
from the receiving end. Letting x = I, the length of the line in kilometres, we obtain
the voltage and current at the sending end of the line:
Vs = VR cosh(}i)+ I RZe sinh(}i)




The ABeD parameters given by equations (2-79) to (2-81) are exact parameters valid
for any line length. For accurate calculations these equations must be used for
overhead lines longer than 250 km [B5]. For quick calculations by hand, the
approximate parameters discussed in the previous sections for short or medium lines
can be used. For more accurate calculations the exact ABeD parameters must be used
as well for short and medium lines.
Many computer programs, used in power system analysis and design, assume a circuit
representation of an overhead line. The overhead line equivalent Jr circuit, shown in
Fig. 2.9, are therefore a more convenient way of representing the terminal
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Fig. 2.9: Overhead line equivalent 7t circuit [BS)
From Fig. 2.9:
Z'= Z sinh(ri)c




Fig. 2.9 is identical in structure to the nominal n circuit of Fig. 2.7, except that Z' and
Y' are used instead of Zand Y. Z' and Y' (equations (2-84) and (2-85» are chosen in
such a way that the equivalent 7t circuit will have the same ABCD parameters as those
of the distributed line (equations (2-79) to (2-81 ». Table 2-4 summarises the ABCD
parameters for short, medium and long overhead lines.
Table 2-4: Summary of Overhead Line Parameters [BS)
A=D
Parameter B [nl c [sJ[per unit]
Short line (less than 80 km) 1 Z 0
Medium line - nominal 7t 1+ YZ Y(I+ Y:)Z
circuit (80 to 250 km) 2
Long line - equivalent 7t Y'Z'
(l/Ze )sinh(rt)
cosh(ri) = 1+- Ze sinh(rt) = Z'
= Y'( 1+Y~Z')circuit (more than 250 km) 2
2.2.4 Implementation
This section focuses on the development of the Overhead Line Parameters (OLP)
software tool, which was written as an extension to the input interface of PSA T
(Power System Analysis Tool) to automatically calculate the equivalent impedances
of a transmission line. OLP is restricted to calculating the series impedance and shunt
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admittance of balanced three-phase, three-wire lines, where it is assumed that the lines
are perfectly transposed. Because currently only three-phase, balanced circuits are
considered in PSAT, these restrictions are acceptable.
An ACSR conductor and tower database is implemented in OLP. Input data consist
of selecting a phase conductor, a tower configuration and the number of phase
conductors in a bundle. The values for bundle spacing, earth resistivity and distance
of the line must also be entered. Output data consist of the series impedance and
shunt admittance of different ACSR conductor sizes, bundle selections and tower
configurations. The equivalent 1t circuit discussed in section 2.2.3 is also calculated.
Provision is already made for unbalanced conditions as both the positive- and
zero-sequence values are calculated. The results can be exported to either the sending
or the receiving end in the input interface ofPSAT [AI], [C2].









-10 -5 0 5 10
HDrizonIal Spacing 1m)
Fig. 2.10: Overhead line parameters interface
The OLP interface is shown in Fig. 2.10. Different conductors are selected from the
conductor database by clicking on the conductor name in the Conductor Name
listbox. Similarly, different towers can be selected from the tower database by
clicking on the tower name in the Tower Name listbox. The tower structure is
graphically portrayed as a single black line in the center: the red, blue and white
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circles represent the three phases and the black circles the neutral Wires. The
calculated sequence values for the series impedance and shunt admittance are
displayed in the Electrical Characteristics box and are used to calculate the
equivalent 1t circuit.
To add new conductors to the conductor database or modify existing conductors in the
database, Add Conductor or Modify Conductor can be selected from the Conductor
menu in the OLP interface. The add conductor and modify conductor interface of
OLP is shown in Fig. 2.11.
Flo Ed. T.... WIndow HoIp
I Add (onductot ' ,,_
Nlllnel
Ca)
Flo Edt T.... WIndow HoIp
NIllnB IHare
(b)
Fig. 2.11: a) Add conductor and b) Modify conductor interface
Similarly, new towers can be added to the tower database or existing towers can be
modified by selecting Add Tower or Modify Tower from the Tower menu in the OLP
interface. These interfaces are shown in Fig. 2.12.
OLP is used to quickly calculate the senes impedance, shunt admittance and
equivalent 1t circuit for different ACSR conductor sizes, bundle selections and tower
configurations. Calculation time and effort are therefore greatly reduced and the
results can be exported to PSAT.
Software development
OLP is implemented using Matlab, developed by Mathworks Inc. Matlab was chosen
as it is fundamentally a mathematical package, but it also supports the development of
object-orientated graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Equations and formulae
implemented in Matlab can easily be exported to other simulation packages that allow
the user to create custom devices. It also provides excellent graphing tools that are
not always available in other simulation packages.
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FIoIi<ltT .... _ ...







Fig. 2.12: a) Add tower and b) Modify tower interface
Matlab GUIs are built around figures. A function is linked to each object in the figure
and is executed according to the selections made or inputs given by the user. Matlab
provides excellent printed and on-line documentation regarding GUIs [B12], and
therefore the functions pertaining to the GUI and other graphics are not discussed
here.
The equations to calculate the series impedance, shunt admittance and equivalent 1t
circuit for a specific tower structure with different ACSR conductors, bundle
selections, distances and earth resistivity are implemented in conductor.m. The
equations to calculate the series impedance, shunt admittance and equivalent 1t circuit
for different tower configurations are implemented in tower.m. The functions to add
new conductors and modify existing conductors or to add new towers and modify
existing towers are included in conductor.m and tower.m respectively. The
development of the equations was discussed in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3. The full
program listing for conductor.m and tower.m is included in Addendum B.l.
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2.3 THE DC TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL
Fig. 2.13 represents a line section of length Lix. Whereas the configuration of AC
lines is determined by the number of phases, the equivalent for DC lines are the poles.
Since there is no inductance, there will not be any stability problems. There will be
no line-charging currents, because there is no capacitance. Therefore, there will be no




I(x + llx) I(x)
V(x+ llx) V(x)
(x + llx) '-x
Fig. 2.13: DC line section of length Ax





= conductor resistivity at temperature T
= conductor length
= conductor cross-sectional area.
For stranded conductors alternate layers of strands are spiralled in opposite directions
to hold the strands together. This makes the strands 1 or 2% longer than the actual
conductor length. As a result of this, the DC resistance of a stranded conductor is 1 or
2% larger than that calculated from equation (2-86) for a specified conductor length.
It is very seldom that resistance is calculated from first principles, since the DC
resistance values are readily available from the conductor tables at 20°C. These
values also include the spiralling effect for stranded conductors. Equation (2-2) is
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For bundled conductors, the effective resistance per unit length of the bundled
conductor is equal to rs/n. where n is the amount of conductors per bundle (n = 2, 3,
or 4) [B5].
Fig. 2.14: DC transmission line model




Comparing equations (2-167), (2-168) and (2-61) the ABCD parameters for the DC
line are:
A = D = 1 [per unit]
B= RDC [n]
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2.4 VOLTAGE REGULATION AND LINE LOSSES FOR
AC TRANSMISSION LINES
Voltage regulation and efficiency (percentage losses) are fundamental properties of
the performance of a transmission line. Losses depend on the impedance of a line.
For AC transmission, line impedance is a function of the phasing (three-phase,
phase-phase, etc.), conductor AC resistance and conductor spacing [C6].
Line losses can be reduced by either increasing the conductor size or by increasing the
supply voltage for constant power loads or lowering it for constant impedance loads.
Where the load is of constant power type, like most industrial loads, increasing the
supply voltage is effective. The drawback of increasing the voltage is that the
equipment is stressed, which in turn reduces the lifespan. This increases the
probability of flashovers and failures, which in turn reduce the reliability of
supply [C6]. Therefore losses cannot be reduced through acceptable means other than
increasing the conductor size, which is a very costly option.
2.4.1 Power flow in terms of ABeD constants
Although power flow at any point along an overhead line can be found if the voltage,
current and power factor at that point are known or can be calculated, equations for
power can also be derived in terms of ABCD constants. Also, many times the only
known variables in the system are the sending-end voltage at the source bus (also
called the slack or swing bus), the line length, the line parameters and the
receiving-end power.
The two-port network of Fig. 2.5 is repeated in Fig. 2.15 for convenience, as well as








Fig. 2.15: Representation of a two-port network [BS)
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From equations (2-59) and (2-60):
Vs =AVR+BIR [V]
Is = CVR + DIR [A]
(2-92)
(2-93)









The ABCD parameters are derived for line-to-neutral voltages; therefore Vs and VR
must also be treated as such.
Substituting (2-94) and (2-95) into (2-92) and solving for IR:
(2-98)
Then, the complex power per phase VRI; at the receiving end is:
(2-99)
where I; is the complex conjugate of IR.
The real power (PR) and reactive power (QR) delivered to the receiving end are:
P = Re(S )= IVRllVslcos(p _8)_IAIIVRI2 cos(p -a)
R R IBI IBI
Q = Im(S )= IVRllVslsin(p _8)_IAIIVRI
2
sin(p -a)
R R IBI IBI
(2-100)
(2-101)
2.4.2 Calculation of the sending-end voltage
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Only the magnitude IVsl of the sending-end voltage is usually known, where the angle
5 is actually unknown and must be eliminated from equations (2-100) and (2-101).
The next few steps indicate how to calculate Vs from the basic information available.
Solving (2-100) for cos(/] - 6):
(2-102)
and similarly (2-101) for sin(/] - 6):
(2-103)
The angle 5 is unknown and is eliminated from (2-102) and (2-103) using the
following identity:
(2-104)
Substituting equations (2-102) and (2-103) into equation (2-104):
(2-105)
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(2-107)
and




With S~ = pi +Q~ and using the same identity as in (2-104), (2-106) can be
simplified to:
(2-109)
The angles a and p are network dependent and are eliminated by replacing the angles
with the appropriate values of the equivalent 7t model of the line. It is also preferable
to work with the real variables available, as they are easier to implement in a program
or spreadsheet.
Using the equivalent 7t model of Fig. 2.9 and equations (2-84) and (2-85), the
following formulae apply:
Z'= Ze sinh(b7) = R'+jX'
Y' tanh (}'i) G' . B'
-= =-+J-
2 Ze 2 2




From Table 2-4 the following:
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{ 'B')=> A =1+(R'+jX\J
2
(
B'X') .R'B'=>A= 1--- +J--2 2
(2-112)
and
B = IBIL,8= Z'
=> B = R'+jX'
(2-113)
In the equations to follow the subscript (') indicating equivalent rt circuit values will
be neglected for the sake of simplicity and to avoid confusion.
(2-112) and (2-113) it further follows that:
(1- BX)
cosa = cos A = IDI
. . RB










Substituting the values for lA I and IBI into equation (2-109) and remembering that IBI
is one of the transmission line parameters equal to Z' with the subscript neglected:
(2-118)
Using the following identities:
cos(fJ - a) = cos fJ cos a + sin fJ sin a
sin(fJ - a) = sin fJ cos a - cos ,8 sin a
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(2-121)
By further substitution of equations (2-114) to (2-117) into equation (2-121):
IVsl'~ I~!.ri +IDI'IVRI'
R (1 B;) X RB X (1 B;)











2.4.3 Calculation of the receiving-end voltage
If !Vsl is known !VRI can be calculated by evaluating equation (2-124) with the general
expression for a quadratic equation:
- b ± -J b 2 - 4ac
x=-----
2a
where x is the unknown quantity and a, band c are numerical factors referred to as
coefficients of the equation.
(2-126)
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K = 1-BX +----'---'--
4
(2-130)
Equation (2-128) is now written in the form of (2-126) as:
(2-131 )
The receiving-end voltage (IVRI) can now be determined by calculating the values for
F and K in (2-129) and (2-130) and substituting these values into (2-131).
After IVRI is determined from equation (2-131), the voltage regulation of the line can
be expressed as:
(2-132)
where Vs and VR are per unit quantities.
2.4.4 Calculation of the sending-end power
In order to calculate the line losses the sending-end power needs to be calculated. The
complex power at the sending end of the line is given by:
(2-133)
From section 2.4.1 the sending-end voltage and current was expressed in terms of the
ABeD parameters as:
Vs = A VR + BI R [V]
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IR is the only unknown variable in (2-135) and can be solved for by substituting
(2-134) into (2-135) and simplifying:
D
Is = eVil +-(Vs - AVII)B
~ I = DV _ VII(AD - Be)
s B s B (2-136)
whereAD-Be= 1.
The complex conjugate of Is will thus be:
(2-137)
The complex power at the sending end is calculated by substituting (2-137) into
(2-133) and simplifying:
Ss = Ps + jQs J~IIqDllvs IL(P - "')-IVRIL(P + ,,)l (2-138)
The real power (Ps) and reactive power (Qs) at the sending end are:






The angle 8 in equations (2-139) and (2-140) are unknown and must be eliminated,






Using trigonometric identities (2-141) and (2-142) can be rewritten as:
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cos(/J - 0) = cos fJ cos 0 + sin p sin 0 = K]




sin(p - 0) = sin fJ coso - cos p sin 0 = K2
• s: (sinfJcoso - K2)~ sm u = --'----'---------''-'-
cosp
(2-144)
Substitute (2-143) into (2-144) and simplify:
(
. fJ (K] -sinfJ.sino) -K Jsm . 2
• s: cos p
SIn u = --'---------'------~
cosp
. S:(1 sin ' PJ sin fJ K K2~smu + = ]---
cos ' P cos/ P cos P
~ sin 0 = sin(fJ )K] - cos(p )K2
(2-145)
Equation (2-145) is now substituted back into (2-143) and simplified:
cos 0 = (K] - sin fJ[sin(p )K] - cos(fJ)K 2D
cosfJ
~ coso =~(I-sin2 p)+sin(fJ)K2cosp
~ cos 0 = cos(fJ )K] + sin (p)K 2
(2-146)
Expanding equation (2-139):
p. JDliVl cos(p - ~)_IVsIIVRI (cos pcoso -sinfJsino)
s IBI IBI (2-147)
The term (cosfJcoso -sin fJ sin o)can now be rewritten as:
cos fJ cos 0 - sin fJ sino = K] (cos2 fJ - sin ' p)+ K2 (cos fJ sin fJ + cos fJ sin fJ)
~K =K](cos2 fJ-sin2 p)+2K2cospsinfJ (2-148)
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Substitute (2-149) into (2-147) and simplify:
Ps = IDI~iI' cos{p - L'.l - (cos' p - sin' P{ PR )AII;i I' cos(p - a lJ
- 2 cosP sin p( QR )AI11;iI' sin(p - a lJ










The angles a, 13, and LIare network dependent and are replaced by the appropriate
values of the equivalent 7t circuit model. From section 2.4.2 the following:
(1- BX)
cosa = cos A = IDI
. . RB
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Expanding the sine and cosine terms in equations (2-150) - (2-152) and substituting
equations (2-153) - (2-156):
(1 BX)







Substitute (2-158) and (2-159) into (2-157) and simplify:
IVs 12 R - PR(R2 - X2 )- 2RXQRP. - .!..-::....!.---'-'--'--------'----'-
S - IZl2
_1~112(R(R2 _ X2 )+ 2RX(X _ B IZI2)J
IZl4 2
(2-160)
Some of the terms in (2-160) are now reduced as follows:
(R2 _ X2 ) = R2 _ X2 + 2R2 - 2R2
~ (R2 _X2) = 2R2 -IZI2 (2-161)
and
(2-162)
Substituting (2-161) and (2-162) into (2-160) and simplifying:
Ps = R 2 (~vl-Ivl )-2(RPR + XQR)+ Bxlvl )+ PRIzl (2-163)
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The real line losses can be defined as the difference between the sending-end real
power Ps and the receiving-end real power PR:
(2-164)
The receiving-end reactive power QR can be calculated in the same way as the real
power PR:
Similarly the reactive line losses can be defined as the difference between the
sending-end reactive power Qs and the receiving-end reactive power QR:
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2.5 VOLTAGE REGULATION AND LINE LOSSES FOR
DC TRANSMISSION LINES
Fig. 2.16: DC transmission line model
The DC transmission line model is illustrated in Fig. 2.14 and is repeated in Fig. 2.16
for the purposes of this discussion. Writing a KVL and KCL for the line:
Vs = VR +RocIoc [V]
Is = IR = I DC [A]
(2-167)
(2-168)
Comparing equations (2-167), (2-168) and (2-61) the ABCD parameters for the DC
line are:
A = D = 1 [per unit]
B = RDC [nl




In the case of DC transmission line inductance and capacitance have no effect and
equations (2-169) to (2-171) will be treated as real values, where the angles are
ignored. The ABCD parameters are derived for line-to-neutral voltages; therefore Vs
and VRmust also be treated as such.
The real power per pole at the receiving end is:
PR =VRIR (2-172)




which can also be solved for IVRI.
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Rewriting (2-173) in terms of (2-126) with IVRI as the unknown variable:
Vs + ~(VS2 - 4RDCPII )V = -----':.._:._--------'-
II 2
(2-174)
Losses for DC transmission are dependent on the number of poles (monopolar or
bipolar) and the conductor DC resistance. Line losses can be defined as the difference
between the sending-end power Ps and the receiving-end power PR:
(2-175)
The sending-end power is unknown and must be calculated:
Ps = VsIs (2-176)
Substituting (2-168), (2-172), (2-176) into (2-175) and simplifying:
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2.6 TRANSMISSION COSTS
Whenever there are different investment schemes with either different technologies or
different scales for an engineering project, a technical and economic quantitative
analysis should be carried out and an economic assessment should be given in order to
select the optimal scheme [BB]. The economic analysis is done in terms of the
present value of money (PVM). Present value of money is a method of comparing
costs and savings that occur at different times on a consistent and equitable basis for
decision-making [B14]. Inflation is not taken into account in the transmission cost
equations since it has equal influence on savings and costs.
When comparing transmission costs for an AC or DC interconnection, it is necessary
to evaluate not only the investment cost of the line and terminals, but also the cost of
losses in order to select the most suitable scheme. Converter losses are another
important parameter that must be taken into consideration when calculating DC
transmission costs [A7].
In this section the procedure to calculate the transmission costs for both AC and DC
technologies will be discussed. Transmissions costs are also referred to in literature
as the cost of capital and losses or LCC. The term LCe will be adopted for the
purposes of this discussion.
2.6.1 Review of the LCC
a) The cost oflosses per annum, CL(n), can be calculated as:





Shown in Fig. 2.17 is CL(n), which is directly proportional to the square of the
annual load factor (ALF) of the line or feeder. ALF is the actual energy supplied
over a period divided by the maximum demand over that period multiplied by the
time period selected (i.e. actual energy supplied divided by potential energy
supplied) [B14]. This proportionality can be quantified by the ELF [C8] as:
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ELF = x- ALF+(I-x). ALF2




Fig. 2.17: A graphical representation of the relationship between PVC/c, AMC and CL(n)
The generation cost, also referred to as the de-escalated energy cost [c/kWh], is
fixed for each year and was obtained from the financial department of Eskom.
Pline loss was determined for AC and DC lines in sections 2.4.4 and 2.5 respectively.
Networks losses (PLosses) include the losses in both the line technologies and any
additional network support technologies. The cost of compensator losses must be
included in the transmission costs of AC networks requiring compensation.
Subsequently, converter losses must be taken into account for DC transmission
costs. The cost of line and support technology losses can be calculated as follows:
CL(n)= 8760· ELF· GC· (~jneIOSS + P'upportloss)
~ CL(n) = 8760· ELF· GC· PLosses [RJyr] (2-180)
where P support loss
PLosses =
kW losses of the support technologies
Total kW losses
The present value of the annual cost of losses (PVCL) can be calculated from the
interest rate (i) as:
1
PVCL (n)= CL(n) (1+ it (2-181)
where n is the number of years.
The interest term (i) was introduced in (2-181). In the economic assessment of an
engineering project the real meaning of interest is different in both concept and
value from what is involved in an investment in a bank. It is the result of profit in
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the process of the use of capital. In order to differentiate between the two
concepts, the term discount rate is substituted for interest rate [B13]. The term
discount factor (DF) can, therefore, be defined from equation (2-181) as:
1
DF{n)= ( )1+ i n (2-182)
The present value of the total cost of losses (PVTCL) can now be calculated over






~ PVTCL = ICL{n). DF{n)
n=l
b) The determination of the annual equivalent maintenance cost (AMC) for the line is
regularly ignored when doing an economic assessment of AC or DC line
technologies. This is because the maintenance cost of one conductor is the same
as for another conductor. It would therefore have no significant effect on the
reduction of the LCC [C9]. However, when AC and DC line options are
economically weighted against each other, AMc must be considered because the
maintenance cost for AC and DC technologies differ. Fig. 2.17 shows the AMc
over the lifetime of the line. The total maintenance cost over the life-cycle of the
line can be calculated in terms of the present value of money as:
PV -A {1+ij-l
1MC - MC i{1+ ir (2-184)
AMC for conventional AC line technologies (no compensation required) will
include only the annual maintenance cost of the line:
(2-185)
AMC for DC line technologies or AC line technologies with compensation will
include the annual maintenance cost of the line and the support technology:
AMC = AMC(/ine) + AMC(supporl) (2-186)
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The capital investment cost of the two converter stations must be included in the
PVc/c (present value of the CIC) for the DC line technologies. For AC line
technologies requiring compensation, the capital investment cost of the support
technologies is included. The relationship between PVc/c, Atuc and eL(n) is
shown in Fig. 2.17.
d) The present value of life-cycle cost (PVLCC) is calculated from the initial capital
investment (PVc/c), an annual maintenance component (PVrMc) and the cost of
losses (PVrcL):
(2-187)
2.6.2 Determination of the break-even distance
If the transmission distance is great enough, the saving in capital cost and lower losses
with DC transmission line may be enough to pay for the two converter stations, one at
either end [A8]. This is known as the break-even distance. According to Hingorani,
the AC vs DC issue in simplistic, generalised terms of break-even distance amounts
to [A9]:
• What is the difference in cost between AC and DC lines, taking into account
the construction cost and the cost of losses? This difference will favor DC.
• What is the difference in cost between AC substations (including reactive
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An interesting point is that, as the power requirement is decreased, the saving from
AC to DC transmission line per MW-km would increase faster than the increase in the
cost of converters, and therefore the break-even distance would generally decrease
[A9]. An example is used in the next paragraph to illustrate how the break-even
distance is determined.
Consider a 400 kV HVAC line for 2000 MW at a cost of R800 000 per kilometer (or
R400 per MW -km). The converter costs of the alternative DC solution are about
Rl 000 per kW. Allowing R400 per kW for the AC substations, a total of Rl200
million must be saved from the line cost to break even. If an HVDC line cost R240
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2.7 THE APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY INDEX (ATI)
FOR AC AND DC LINE TECHNOLOGIES
The ATI is used to provide a quantative measure of the best technical and economic
option. The results are not absolute, due to the influence of weighting factors, and are
project specific. Key performance indicators (KPIs) are summated using weighting
factors to obtain the overall technical and economical performance of a line
technology [C9].
The ATI is defined as:
(2-188)
where WI to W4 are weighting factors quantifying the importance of the KPls, KI to N"
for a specific project. The KPls are determined by the technology applied whereas
the weighting factors are project specific.
The philosophy of determining the ATI of various line technologies has been
successfully applied in the past for HV AC lines at various voltage levels. Recently it
has also been applied for MV AC and LV AC lines [C6]. Where compensation is part
of the AC line technology, its effect has been included in the various KPls. The
results of these studies are discussed in section 2.7.1.
2.7.1 ATI for AC line technologies
Fig. 2.18 provides a summary of the KPls for AC line technologies at the three major
voltage levels (HY, MV and LV). At HV levels the KPls to consider are life-cycle
costs, capacity, stability and voltage regulation. MV and LV networks rarely suffer
from stability problems and this KPl is therefore ignored for MV and LV levels.
Similarly the ATI technique can be applied to LV networks with an added KPl in the
form of measuring the dynamic response of the voltage regulator employed to
compensate for voltage fluctuations due to sudden load changes.
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a) b)
Stability Voltage














Fig. 2.18: KPls for AC line technologies at various voltage levels: a) BV b) MV and c) LV [C6]
The first KPl, Ki, is the total LCC normally taken over a period of 25 years. The
calculations of this KPl for conventional AC networks and for compensated AC
networks are discussed in detail in section 2.6.1, and only the formula used to
represent the total LCC in terms of the PVM will be repeated here:
(2-189)
The second KPl, K2, is the line cost per probabilistic power rating of the line
technology to be compared. This KPl is an indication of the importance of the
continuity of supply under heavy-loaded conditions above its previous deterministic
thermal current rating [C6]. For conventional AC line technologies:
K 2 = PVC1 = PVCIC [RIkmIMVA]
MVAemergency Jj.U .I .N .t (2-190)
For AC lines with compensation, the additional capital cost of the support technology
must be added to PCIC. With additional compensation it is also possible to increase
the power transfer capacity of the power network. For compensated AC lines:
K
2
= PVC1(line) +PVC1(support) = PVC1C(line) +PVCIC(support)




= PVC1 = PVCIC [RIkmIMV A]
MV Aemergency Jj.U .I .N .t + f1.S
where:
PVCI present value of the total capital investment (Cl) [R/km]
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present value of the Cl of the compensator [RIkm]
present value of the total CIC [R]
present value of the CIC of the power line [R]
present value of the CIC of the compensator [R]
system voltage (line-line) [kV]
~
ampacity current at 80°C [A]
number of conductors in a bundle
line length [km]
emergency loading of the line
apparent power increase due to compensation [MVA]
The ampacity, l, of a conductor can be defined as the current which will meet the
design, security and safety criteria of a particular line on which the conductor is
used [All]. The ampacity can be determined by deterministic or probabilistic means
using a number of formulae. A discussion on the deterministic and probabilistic
ampacity ratings of conductors is presented in section 3.2.
The third variable, K3, is the line cost per surge impedance loading (SIL) of the line
technologies to be compared. This variable determines the quality of supply with a
stability focus. Some HV lines are not suitable for loading above their SIL limit,
because of problems associated with stability due to the fact that the network is
mechanically controlled [C6]. This KPl is ignored for MV and LV line technologies,

















present value of the total capital investment [RIkm]
= present value of the total capital investment cost [R]
surge impedance of the line [nl
= magnitude ofthe positive sequence impedance [nl
positive sequence [sJ
system voltage (line-line) [kV]
= line length [km]
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MVAslL = surge impedance loading of the line
The fourth and last KPl, K4, is the percentage voltage drop over the total length of the
line. This measures the ability of the particular line technology to meet the set voltage
regulation requirements [C6]. Voltage regulation were discussed in great detail in
sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 and only the equations to calculate the receiving-end voltage






K = 1-BX + _____!__.!_
4
(2-195)
In (2-194) and (2-195) R is the total line resistance in per unit, X the total line
inductance in per unit and B the total line susceptance in per unit. PR and QR are
respectively the per unit real and reactive power at the receiving-end of the line. Also
from (2-193) to (2-195) the following:
IZI2=R2+X2 [nl (2-196)
From equation (2-132) the voltage regulation of the line can be expressed as:
Vd = (Vs - VR)x 100% (2-197)
where Vs and VRare per unit quantities.
2.7.2 ATI for DC line technologies
Fig. 2.19 shows the KPls for DC line technologies at the three major voltage levels
(HV, MV and LV).
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Fig. 2.19: KPls for DC line technologies at BV, MV and LV levels
With DC no stability problems occur, because the AC systems are decoupled and the
power can be freely and rapidly adjusted by converter control. The KPl (K3) that
determines the quality of supply with a stability focus or measures the dynamic
response of the converter to compensate for voltage fluctuations at the load end can,
therefore, be ignored for DC line technologies. Only the LCC, capacity and voltage
regulation KPls will be considered for DC line technologies.
The calculation of K, for DC line technologies are discussed in detail in section 2.6.1
and only the formula used to represent the total LCC in terms of the PVM will be
repeated here:
(2-198)
The line cost per probabilistic power rating of the DC line technologies to be
compared (K2) is derived in similar fashion as its AC counterpart. This KPl is an
indication of the importance of the continuity of supply under heavy-loaded
conditions. However, overloading is much more restricted in DC transmission,
because the silicon-controlled rectifier has a very small thermal capacity and thus the
modern converter valve is only designed to handle temporary over-currents. If
long-term overload capacity is desired, appropriate overrating of the silicon devices
and permitting higher temperatures at the converter plant can achieve this [B2]. For
DC line technologies K2 is defined as:
PVC1(line) +PVC1(support) PVC1C(line) +PVCIC(support)K
2
= =--~~~--~~~~
MWemergern;y 2 .U . I . N ·1
=> K
2
= PVC1 = PVCIC [R/km/MW]
MWemergency 2·U . I . N ·1
(2-199)
where:
PVC! present value of the total capital investment (Cl) [R/km]
present value of the Cl of the line [R/km]PVCI(line) =
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present value of the Cl of the converter [RIkm]
present value of the total CIC [R]
present value of the CIC of the power line [R]
present value of the CIC of the converter [R]
system voltage (pole-neutral) [kV]
ampacity current at 80°C [A]
number of conductors in a bundle
line length [km]
emergency loading of the line
The voltage regulation KPl (K4) was discussed in great detail in section 2.5 and only
the equations to calculate the receiving-end voltage (VR) and the voltage regulation
(Vd) will be repeated here:





total DC line resistance in per unit
receiving-end real power in per unit
From equation (2-132) the voltage regulation of the line can be expressed as:
Vd = (Vs - VR)x 100% (2-201)
where Vs and VRare per unit quantities.
2.7.3 Implementation of the ATI
In order to equalise the four independent KPls to one measuring scale, the upper and
lower limits per KPl have to be set. The upper limit represents the best-case result
(score of 10) and a median value of 3 represents the average of existing solutions.
The lower limit represents a score of zero. The rest of the values for each KPl are
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Example:
For K, the upper limit would be the line technology with the lowest Lee, say
Rl 000 000, and the lower limit the line technology with the highest Lee, say
R5 000 000. The median value can then be calculated as follows:
!"di 1/ ILL' . (Lower Limit - Upper Limit) 3lVle zan ya ue = ower 1mIt - .
10
=> Median Value = R5 000000- ( R5 000 0001~Rl 000 OOO} 3
=> Median Value = R3 800000
A value of R3 000 000 is then linearly extrapolated between the low and high values
as follows:
K = 10-( Kl -Upper Limit ).10
l(exlrapolaled) L Limit TTL' 'tower imt - upper tmt
=> K = 10- ( R3 000000 - Rl 000000 ). 10
l(exlrapolaled) R5 000 000- Rl 000000
=> Kl(exlrapola,ed) = 5
The values above are graphically portrayed in Fig. 2.20.












Actual values of LCC [R x 1000000]
5
Fig. 2.20: Ranking for LCC evaluation
The weighting factors are used to indicate the dominance of a KPL The values of the
weighing factors are between 0 and 1 (1 = dominant and 0 = no influence at all). If,
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for example, the Lee is more important than the voltage drop of a line, then WI would
be higher than W4. The sum of all the weighting factors should be equal to one.
For HV Ae line technologies the weighting factors (0.7 0.05 0.05 0.2) mean that the
Lee (importance of initial capital expenditure and losses) is 70% dominant, the
probabilistic current rating (capacity) and SIL (stability) are 5% dominant and the
voltage drop is 20% dominant. The weighting factors are project specific and can be
scaled to compare the sensitivity of each factor per chosen line technology. At
present the following sensitivities can be evaluated:
• (1,0,0,0) - Normal operation
• (0,1,0,0) - Emergency operation only
• (0,0,1,0) - Surge impedance at HV or dynamic performance at LV levels
• (0,0,0,1) - Voltage drop only
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2.8 IMPLEMENTATION
TESAT is used to evaluate the voltage regulation, line losses, LCC and ATIs of
different AC and DC line technologies. The equations for voltage regulation, line
losses, LCC and ATIs discussed in sections 2.4 to 2.7 are implemented in TESAT.
These equations were derived using ABCD parameters and trigonometric identities to
eliminate the voltage angle (0), which is usually not known.
The AC interface ofTESAT is shown in Fig. 2.21 and the DC interface in Fig. 2.22.
The series impedance, shunt conductance, cost and ampacity rating (at 80°C) for three
different conductors are specified in the Compare frame of the interfaces. Load data,
system voltage and line length are also specified, as well as the interest rate, the
support technology cost and the ALF. The values of the weighting factors (Wi - W4)
are specified in the A 11 frame of the interfaces .
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Fig. 2.21: AC interface of TESAT
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Fig. 2.22: DC interface of TESAT
In Fig. 2.21 and Fig. 2.22 three-dimensional graphs are used to portray the resulting
voltage regulation, losses, Lee and AT! for the different Ae and De conductors
respectively. The growth in point load is plotted on the X-axis and the line length on
the Y-axis. For voltage regulation, losses, Lee and ATIs the magnitude is plotted on
the Z-axis. In addition to the three-dimensional graphs three two-dimensional graphs
are displayed. These graphs provide cross-sections through the three-dimensional
graphs at user-selected points. One cross-section is parallel to the XZ-plane; one is
parallel to the YZ-plane and the other parallel to the XY-plane (contour plot). These
are labelled as Voltage Regulation vs. Point Load, Voltage Regulation vs. Position
and Contour plot of VoltageRegulation, respectively. The user specifies the specific
position, the specific year and the specific contour under Graph Controls. The
parameters of interest (Voltage regulation, kW losses, LCC and AT!) are also
selectable under Graph Controls. Fig. 2.21 and Fig. 2.22 displays the voltage
regulation graphs, but it is easy to switch to losses, Lee or AT! graphs.
Software development
TESAT is implemented, just like OLP, in Matlab. The reasons for choosing Matlab
and the use ofMatlab GUIs were discussed in section 2.2.4.
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The equations to calculate the voltage regulation, line losses, Lee and ATIs for the
Ae and De technologies are implemented in !fac.m and !fdc.m respectively. These
programs start by importing all the conductor parameters, system parameters, load
parameters and financial parameters. The programs will only function properly if the
user enters all the basic parameters before analysis. The same method is followed by
!fac.m and !fdc.m for comparing different line conductors:
1. Calculate the receiving-end voltage and the voltage regulation for the different
line technologies from the conductor parameters, system parameters and load
parameters specified by the user.
2. With the receiving-end voltage known, the line losses can be calculated for the
different lines.
3. With the line losses known, the Lee cost for each line technology can be
calculated from the financial parameters.
4. With the Lee costs known, the rest of the ATIs for the different lines can be
calculated from the financial parameters.
All the solutions will be real. Line technologies with complex solutions are
highlighted in red to indicate that the specific conductor cannot be used. The
solutions to the voltage regulation, line losses, Lee and ATIs for each technology are
assigned to data matrixes that are used by the GUl to plot the various graphs. The full
program listing for !fac.m and !fdc.m is included in Addendum B4.
TSAT uses basic information to quickly evaluate the voltage regulation, losses, Lee
and ATIs of different conductors from an Ae and De perspective in order to select
the optimum conductor for the task at hand. TESAT therefore greatly reduces the
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CHAPTER 3 LOAD REACH AND TRANSFER CAPABILITIES OF AC AND DC LINE TECHNOLOGIES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Much work has been done recently on the applicability of new line technologies in the
stretching of distribution networks. This work included the identification of practical
application opportunities for the Electronic Voltage Regulator (EVR) on MV and LV
AC distribution networks [AIO]. However, the recent advances in the semiconductor
technology have also extended the economic power range for DC transmission to just
a few MW. With DC transmission the load reach limits of these networks become
something of the past. The aim of this chapter is to compare the load reach and
transfer capabilities of various AC and DC line technologies as far as bulk energy
transfer is concerned.
A discussion on the deterministic and probabilistic current ratings of conductors is
presented in section 3.2. In 3.3 the thermal load reach of different AC and DC line
technologies are compared at distribution voltage levels: firstly for the Nampower
choice of conductors and then for the Eskom choice. It is also shown how
deterministic and probabilistic current ratings affect the load reach of these
conductors. The transfer capabilities for different AC and DC line technologies,
distribution voltages and conductor sizes are presented in section 3.4.
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3.2 THERMAL LOAD REACH - A DETERMINISTIC AND
PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
Willis defines load reach as the distance an electrical line can move power before
encountering limits in its performance due to engineering criteria [BI4]. If the
maximum allowable voltage drop across a line is set at 7.5% and a line has a voltage
drop of 2.5% per kilometer at the recommended loading level, it follows that the line
has a load reach of three kilometers or less. If a point load placed at the end of the
line requires power to be moved three kilometers or less, then the line is capable of
meeting these needs at the recommended loading. However, if the requirement is for
power to be moved more than three kilometers, than either the line must be upgraded
to one with less voltage drop per kilometer, or the size of the point load must be
reduced.
Willis defines thermal load reach as the distance a particular line type can move
power at its thermal loading limit [BI4]. For many years the conductor thermal
rating or ampacity has been determined by a deterministic method using conservative
ambient conditions. It is a quick and simple method and has been used by Eskom and
other utilities around the world. The deterministic approach assumes certain bad
cooling conditions (low wind speed, high ambient temperature, etc.) and calculates
the current that would result in the line design temperature being reached. The line
templating or design temperature is that temperature at which the height of the
conductor above the ground is the minimum permissible [All]. The drawback of this
method is that it does not address the safety or the relationship between safety and the
power transfer capability.
However, in today's economic environment it is necessary to use assets more
effectively and, on power lines, costs can be deferred or saved by finding ways to
operate lines closer to their thermal limits. A new approach to that of weighing up the
probability of risk of flashover due to environmental conditions and ground
clearances has resulted in the so-called probabilistic ampacity ratings of conductors.
The probabilistic approach provides the means to calculate the thermal rating at
different templating temperatures. It also quantifies the probability of an unsafe
condition arising associated with the rating and keeps this constant for conductors of a
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similar type. The probabilities applied are based on present probabilities so that if the
line is utilised at a higher temperature, the probability of an unsafe condition arising is
no more than at present.
The deterministic approach will be used for the Nampower choice of conductors and
the probabilistic approach for Eskom conductor choices. The reason for this is firstly
to illustrate the use of both the deterministic and probabilistic method to establish the
table of conductor ampacities. Secondly, the probabilistic values at different template
temperatures for some of the Nampower conductor choices are not readily available.
The ampacity values for the Nampower conductor selection at distribution voltage
levels are shown in Table 3-1. The conductors in Table 3-1 are thermally rated for a
75°C electrical rating, but the line template temperature is at 50°C.
Table 3-1: Conductor ampacity table using deterministic loading techniques [C12)
Conductor Templating Normal Loading (75°C) Emergency Loading (90°C)
Type Temperature [0C] 1= lAC [A] 1= loc [A) 1= lAC [A] 1= loc [A]
Gopher 50 122 128 147 154
Fox 50 150 157 181 190
Hare 50 285 297 349 363
Rabbit 50 186 196 225 238
Oak 50 288 288 370 370
Table 3-2 shows the probabilistic ampacity values for the conductors used by Eskom
at 11, 22 and 33 kV. For the purpose of generating the table the probability of an
unsafe condition occurring was calculated for the Eskom design philosophy prior to
1987 [Cll]. With this philosophy the conductor was thermally rated for a 75°C
electrical rating, but the line template temperature was at 50°C. In the equations the
probability of an unsafe condition was then kept constant and the ratings at different
template temperatures were calculated.
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Table 3-2: Conductor ampacity table using probabilistic loading techniques [C13], [C12]
Conductor Templating Normal Loading Emergency Loading
Type Temperature [0C) l= lAC [A] l= lIX [A] l= lAC [A] l= lIX [A]
Magpie 50 33 35 40 42
Magpie 60 47 49 52 55
Magpie 70 58 61 62 65
Magpie 80 67 70 70 73
Magpie 90 74 78 77 81
Magpie 100 81 85 84 88
Squirrel 50 106 111 135 142
Squirrel 60 130 136 160 168
Squirrel 70 149 156 181 190
Squirrel 80 165 173 198 208
Squirrel 90 178 187 213 223
Squirrel 100 190 199 227 238
Fox 50 148 155 192 201
Fox 60 184 193 228 239
Fox 70 210 220 258 271
Fox 80 233 244 283 297
Fox 90 253 265 305 320
Fox 100 270 283 324 340
Mink 50 209 220 272 286
Mink 60 258 271 324 341
Mink 70 297 313 367 386
Mink 80 330 347 402 423
Mink 90 357 376 434 457
Mink 100 382 402 461 485
Hare 50 292 304 380 396
Hare 60 357 372 454 473
Hare 70 408 425 515 536
Hare 80 455 474 565 588
Hare 90 496 516 609 634
Hare 100 529 551 685 713
It is important to note that if the values in Table 3-2 are to be used, it is of vital
importance that the template temperature and the conductor thermal rating are the
same, e.g. for a 500e template temperature the normal and emergency values at 500e
electrical rating must be used. If the template temperature and conductor thermal
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rating are different the probability of an unsafe condition will not be the same as that
for the calculated values in Table 3-2.
The conductor types and sizes specified in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 have already been
standardised by both Nampower and Eskom at distribution level and are adopted
without change to this work [C14],[CI5]. The conductor properties were sourced
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3.3 THERMAL LOAD REACH OF AC AND DC LINE
TECHNOLOGIES AT DISTRIBUTION VOLTAGE
LEVELS
The receiving-end voltage for three-phase AC lines was calculated in Chapter 2 as a
function of the sending-end voltage, the receiving-end power and the impedance.
From equation (2-127) the receiving-end voltage can be written as:
(2/2 212\("'12
lv: 12 -2r tt: _Q (2xl-bl(r 2/2 +x2/2)~=rac +X PRS ac R R ac ~ I~J
[
b2/2 ~o:12 + x2/2 )]1 12
+ I-blxl + VR
4
(3-1)
where rac and x is the series impedance per kilometer and b the shunt admittance per
kilometer.
The thermal load reach can be calculated by rewriting equation (3-1) in terms of the
line length. The solution to the line length is a fourth-order solution. Explicit
solutions exist for fourth-order equations, but the formulae are very long and tedious
to work with. Maple, a symbolic mathematical software package from Waterloo, was
used to solve (3-1) in terms of the line length I:
(3-2)
where
Cl = ~:b2(r2 + x2)
c2 = -4QRV}b~2 _b2)
c3 = 4(S~r2 + S~X2 - VR4bx)
C4 =8V1i(rPR +XQR)






Matlab was used to calculate the values for the constants Cl - c5 and the line length I.
Addendum B5 contains the listing of constants.m, the file written to solve (3-2). Four
possible solutions exist for the line length, and the correct solution must be chosen
from the four possibilities. Two of the solutions to (3-2) are complex numbers and
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the other two are real numbers, of which one is a negative number. Both the complex
solutions and the negative solution are ignored, as line length cannot be a complex or
negative number.
Similarly the thermal load reach can be calculated for bipolar DC lines by rewriting
equation (2-173) in terms of the line length:
I = VR (vs - VR )
'dcPR
(3-8)
where, de is the de resistance per kilometer.
Fig. 3.1 shows the deterministic thermal load reach of 33 kV three-phase AC and
bipolar DC networks for various Nampower conductor types and sizes. Fig. 3.2
shows the probabilistic load reach of these networks for different Eskom conductors
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5 10 15 20
Volt Drop [%l
25 30 35 40
--+- 33 kV Three-phase Magpie -- 33 kV Three-phase Squirrel -- 33 kV Three-phase Fox
-- 33 kV Three-phase Mink --'It-- 33 kV Three-phase Hare -- ±33 kV Bipolar Magpie
-+- ±33 kV Bipolar Squirrel - ±33 kV Bipolar Fox - ±33 kV Bipolar Mink
--+- ±33 kV Bipolar Hare
Fig. 3.2: Probabilistic thermal load reach of different Eskom conductors from an AC and DC
perspective
Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show that a reduction in voltage-drop restrictions implies an
increased conductor length by more than three to four times. Cost can be significantly
reduced on medium and low voltage AC networks by increasing the voltage
regulation margin by more than 30% [Ala]. Cost comparisons on different options to
compensate for these low voltages were done. The study not only investigated the
applicability of new line technologies in the stretching of AC distribution networks,
but also innovative techniques for network support to establish longer load-reach
capabilities. The cost savings were evaluated against the cost of boosting the reduced
voltage levels to the required margins [AI2].
The voltage drop limitations of AC networks become something of the past when
applying DC line technologies. The voltage source converter at the load-end is able
to compensate for a voltage drop of more than 30% with no commutation problems
(transistor-based technology). Also the lower losses with DC transmission line imply
longer load reach distances, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. However, because it
requires two converter stations having a total power rating of twice the maximum
required power transmission, DC technology is not that inexpensive. The cost savings
must, therefore, be evaluated against the cost of the two converter stations.
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5 10 15 20
Volt Drop rAIl
25 30 35 40
--- 33 kV Three-phase Hare 8O"C -- 33 kV Three-phase Hare 1OQ·C
-+-:t33 kV Bi lar Hare 8O"C ---:t33 kV Bi olar Hare 1OQ·C
Fig. 3.3: Probabilistic load reach of 33 kV three-phase and bipole Hare at different template
temperatures
Shown in Fig. 3.3 is the combined impact of increased current ratings (at template
temperatures of 50, 80 and 100Ce) and extended voltage-regulation margins in
determining the thermal load reach of 33 kV three-phase and bipolar Hare. By
increasing the template temperature the ratings of the different lines increase, but this
in tum implies shorter load reach distances.
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3.4 TRANSFER CAPABILITIES OF AC AND DC LINE
TECHNOLOGIES AT DISTRIBUTION VOLTAGE
LEVELS
An analysis has been made to illustrate the effectiveness of different MV line
technologies from a load capacity [MVA] and transfer capability [MVA.lan] point of
view [CI6].
The transfer capability of a line technology is basically the amount of power that can
be transferred over one kilometer of the line, at a specific voltage regulation limit and
power factor. Rewriting equation (2-127) in terms of the receiving-end power SR and
substituting line length (I) with one kilometer, the transfer capabilities of three-phase
AC line technologies at distribution level can be determined as:
(3-9)
where
C6 = (r2 + x2)= Izl2




Equation (3-9) can be solved with the general expression for a quadratic equation:
km -c7±~c;-4c6CSMVA· = -.:....__...!........:._-=-~
2c6
(3-13)
which will yield two possible solutions. The negative solution is ignored, as the
transfer capability of a line cannot be a negative number. Again Matlab was used to
calculate the values for the constants c6 - Cs and the transfer capability MVA.km.
Addendum B6 contains the listing oftransfer.m, the file written to solve (3-13).
The transfer capability of a bipolar DC line can easily be calculated from equation
(2-173), where the line length is taken as one kilometer:
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Fig. 3.5: Line transfer capabilities for different Eskom AC and DC line technologies, distribution
voltages and conductor sizes
Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 summarize the line transfer capabilities of different three-phase
and bipolar networks at distribution voltage levels for Nampower and Eskom
conductor sizes, respectively. A power factor of 0.95 was used to calculate the real
power transfer capabilities of the AC line technologies.
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These graphs show that higher voltage lines can transfer more power, since power is
proportional to the square of the voltage. They normally cost more due to expensive
insulation, but this is offset by the much increased transfer capability [C6]. Also
shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 is the much higher transfer capability of bipolar DC
lines for the same conductor size. Even if the voltage drop limitations of AC
distribution networks is increased beyond the acceptable norm of7.5% and 10% up to
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4.6 IN-LINE COMPENSATION - THE DC ALTERNATIVE
4.6.1 DC line technology optimisation
4.6.2 Simplified network
4.7 SUMMARY OF THE KATIMA MULILO CASE STUDY
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 4 represents the practical application of the theory developed in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3. A case study is presented which involves the construction of a new
line to transmit a small amount of power over a long distance. Two transmission
technologies are evaluated, namely 132 kV three-phase AC and ±50 kV bipolar DC.
It is shown that the AC network will require compensation due to overvoltages at a
distance from the source and the effects of shunt, series and series-shunt
compensation are considered for these networks. The DC network is evaluated as an
in-line compensated AC network.
A description of the Katima Mulilo case study is presented in section 4.2. Different
ACSR conductors are evaluated by TESAT in 4.2.1 to determine the optimum
conductor for a 500 km, 132 kV three-phase AC line. The methods used to determine
the network parameters for the generic network of PSAT are also presented in 4.2.2.
A voltage regulation problem for the AC network is identified in 4.2.3 and in sections
4.3 - 4.5, shunt, series and series-shunt devices are analysed as voltage regulators. In
section 4.6.1 different ACSR conductors are evaluated by TESAT to determine the
optimum conductor for a 500 km, ±50 kV bipolar DC line. PSAT is then used to
analyse the voltage regulation performance of the DC transmission network as an
in-line technology in 4.6.2.
The chapter is concluded with a summary of the different options available for
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4.2 THE KATIMA MULILO CASE STUDY
The Caprivi region, shown in Fig. 4.1, is a thin projection of north-eastern Namibia
surrounded by the countries of Angola, Zambia and Botswana. Its environmental
character derives from the three perennial rivers that cross and border the area and the





Fig. 4.1: The Caprivi region
The current total electrical load of the Caprivi Region amounts to approximately
0.52 MVA at a power factor of 0.96. This load is supplied from Katima Mulilo
distribution station. The Caprivi network is isolated from the rest of the Namibian
electricity network (about 500 km from the closest point of supply at Rundu). The
Katima Mulilo network is currently connected to the Zambian national electricity
supply authority (ZESCO). The Zambian network is heavily loaded and operates at
the limits of its capacity. This results in frequent power outages. The total load of the
Caprivi region is anticipated to reach 8.5 MW after 20 years, which corresponds to a
load growth of 15.22% per annum [CI7].
4.2.1 AC line technology optimisation
The AC interface of TESAT is used to evaluate three different Nampower conductor
choices in order to select the optimum conductor for a 500 km, 132 kV three-phase
AC line (shown in Fig. 4.1) between Rundu substation and Katima Mulilo distribution
station. The following three line technologies were evaluated:
• Wolf conductor with a TRANS 980 tower
• Pelican conductor with a Concrete tower
• Twin Hare conductor with a Kamerad tower.
The line structures used by Nampower for the above-mentioned conductors are shown
in Fig. 4.2. The data for the different conductors were sourced from conductor
property tables and are included in Addendum AI.
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Fig. 4.2: 132 kV Nampower line structures (C18]
The senes impedance and shunt admittance of the different conductors and line
structures were calculated, using the OLP interface ofPSAT. The RXB values for the
different line technologies are given in Table 4-1, as well as the deterministic
ampacity values and the cost of these lines. The AC resistance values at 40°C were
calculated from the DC resistance values at 20°C.
Table 4-1: 132 kV Nampower line technology data
rac (40"C) X B Ampacity Line Cost
Conductor Tower
[nlkm] [nlkm] [!.tSIkm] [A] [Rlkm]
Wolf TRANS 980 0.2091 0.4157 2.72 372 127000
Pelican Concrete 0.1291 0.3665 3.13 486 151 000
Twin Hare Kamerad 0.1601 0.3041 3.73 571 179000
The data in Table 4-1 are entered in the AC interface of TESAT. A base value of
100 MVA is used for Sbase and 132 kV for Vbase. Eskom supplied the generation cost
for the next 20 years, where the year 1999 was taken as the base year. The current
interest rate was taken as 13.8% and the ALF as 0.4. Nampower supplied the line
costs, which are treated as confidential and are used only for reference purposes. The
costs of the line technologies per kilometre were calculated using a cost estimation
tool provided by Eskom. These costs included material costs, construction costs,
survey costs, field services, engineering fees and general overhead costs.
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Voltage regulation analysis
The voltage plots indicating the voltage regulation of the different line technologies
are shown in Fig. 4.3. The growth in point load is plotted on the X-axis and the
physical position along the line on the Y-axis. Therefore, the Z-axis represents the
voltage magnitude. These graphs can be used for additional insight into the voltage
regulation of different line technologies for different point load sizes and distances.








Fig. 4.3: Voltage regulation of the AC line technologies as a function of distance and load growth
A cut parallel to the XZ-plane at a distance of 500 km (Fig. 4.4) reveals the true
extent of the voltage regulation problem. Due to the long distance and the small point
load, there is a rise in the receiving-end voltage, due to the flow of capacitive
(line-charging) current through line inductance (Ferranti effect). The worst-case
scenario is a sudden opening of the line at the receiving end, which will cause the
sending-end voltage to rise due to the capacitive current of the line flowing through
the source impedance. This worst-case over-voltage is approximately 16% (Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4: Voltage regulation of the AC line technologies as a function of load growth
Table 4-2 provides a summary of the voltage regulation performance for the different
AC line configurations in Fig. 4.4. The values in Table 4-2 are well above the
NRS 048 standard of 1.05 p.u. for ~ 500 V networks [B16]. Appropriate forms of line
compensation must therefore be provided to keep the overvoltages on the lines to
acceptable limits.
Table 4-2: Summary of the voltage regulation performance
132kV % Voltage Regulation
Three-phase AC Minimum Maximum
Pelican -9.8 -15.9
Twin Hare -9.3 -15.6
Wolf -6.8 -15.4
A cut parallel to the YZ-plane gives the voltage regulation at different positions along
the line for a specific load. The voltage regulation for an initial load of 0.52 MVA
and a final load of 8.85 MVA is shown in Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.5 shows that, as the load
grows from its initial value to its final value, there will be an improvement in the
voltage regulation along the line. Depending on the load current, the lines will either
absorb or supply reactive power. At loads below the SIL the lines will produce net
reactive power. Increasing the load increases the line current that flows from the
source to the load, decreasing the net effect of the line charging current and improving
the voltage regulation along the line.
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Fig. 4.5: Voltage regulation of the AC line technologies as a function of position for an (a) initial
load of 0.52 MVA and (b) a final load of 8.85 MVA
The voltage regulation of the different line technologies can also be explained with
the aid of a contour plot, which is a cut parallel to the XY-plane. Fig. 4.6 shows the
voltage regulation contours of the different line technologies for a value of zero
regulation. The growth in point load is plotted on the X-axis and the position along
the line on the Y-axis. The value for voltage regulation will be negative (rise in
receiving-end voltage) for all the combinations of point load and position above the
voltage regulation contours of the different line technologies. For all the values below
the contours the voltage regulation will be positive.
250









Fig. 4.6: Contour plot for voltage regulation of the AC line technologies
As for voltage regulation, TESAT provides similar three- and two-dimensional graphs
for power losses, transmission costs and ATIs. The graphs were analysed in detail for
voltage regulation, and from this point forward only the graphs portraying voltage
regulation, losses, transmission costs and ATls against growth in point load will be
studied.
Transmission losses
The power losses in kW for the different three-phase line technologies are shown in
Fig. 4.7 and do not include compensation losses. The lines will experience maximum
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power losses for initial load conditions. The maximum losses for the different lines
are more than 100% of the transmitted power and are due to large line charging
currents flowing through the line inductance for small loads over long distances. As
the load increases, the line charging-currents and the power losses decreases to a
minimum value that differs for the three cases shown in Fig. 4.7.
,




Fig. 4.7: Power losses of the AC line technologies as a function of load growth
Table 4-3 provides a summary of the power losses for the different Ae line
configurations in Fig. 4.7. The maximum losses are between 150% and 260% of the
transmitted power, whereas the minimum losses are between 11% and 17% of the
transmitted power.




Pphase loss Pline loss Pphase loss Pu« loss
[kW] [kW] [kW] [kW]
Pelican 253 760 289 867
Twin Hare 436 1 307 507 1 522
Wolf 303 910 350 1 050
Transmission costs
Fig. 4.8 shows the transmission costs or Lee of the different three-phase line
technologies in terms of the present value of money. The cost of line compensation
required for the Ae line technologies is not included in the Lee of Fig. 4.8. The
three-phase Wolf proves to be the most economic solution for the lifetime of the Ae
network (20 years), while Twin Hare will be the most expensive solution.
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Fig. 4.8: Lee for the Ae line technologies
Table 4-4 provides a summary of the minimum and maximum present values of the
Lee over the lifetime of the uncompensated Ae network. The present value of the
cost of losses is also shown in Table 4-4, where Pelican will have the lowest cost of
losses and Twin Hare the highest cost of losses.
Table 4-4: Summary of Lee and cost of losses
132kV PVLcc[MR]
PVTCL [MR]
Three-phase Ae Minimum Maximum
Pelican 75.50 76.27 0.77
Twin Hare 89.50 90.85 1.35
Wolf 63.50 64.43 0.93
Appropriate technology index (ATI)
The ATI technique is used to identify the optimum conductor for the three-phase line.
As was discussed previously in section 2.7.1., the KPls to consider for HY networks
are Lee, capacity, stability and voltage regulation. The capacity KPl is ignored,
because the load current requirement is much smaller than the current rating of the
conductors used to supply the load. Owing to small point load, the power angle
across the line is small (about 9°), and as a result the stability KPl is also ignored. All
the line technologies will require voltage compensation during the lifetime of the
network and, therefore, the weighting factors for the Lee and voltage regulation are
chosen to be 50% each.
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Fig. 4.9: ATI of the three-phase line technologies
The ATls for the three-phase line technologies are shown in Fig. 4.9 and the results
are summarised in Table 4-5. Fig. 4.9 clearly indicates Wolf conductor to be the
optimum choice for the lifetime of the line. On the contrary, Twin Hare conductor
would be the least optimum choice to string the line with.
Table 4-5: ATI summary of the three-phase line technologies
132 kV ATI









4.2.2 Obtaining network parameters
The Caprivi network can connect to the Namibian electricity network at Rundu
substation at 132 kV. Nampower supplied the source impedance at the 132 kV and
66 kV busbars at Rundu substation and at the 66 kV busbar at Katima
Mulilo distribution station. These values are shown in Table 4-6 below. The high
source impedance at the 132 kV Rundu busbar is of particular concern. This high
value is due to the long lines that characterise the Namibian electricity network. A
switched 7 MVar shunt reactor, with a corresponding reactance of j2489.89 n, is
connected at the 132 kV Rundu busbar to compensate for a voltage rise at Rundu
substation during light loading conditions. The connection of another 500 km line
with a relatively small point load at this weak point will just worsen the voltage
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Table 4-6: Source impedances
Bus
132 85.23 + j214.34
66 25.70 + j77.52
66 58.68 + j 143.27




The source impedance is compensated for using a series capacitor and two identical
shunt reactors connected on either side of the capacitor as shown in (a) of Fig. 4.1O.
The purpose of the series capacitor is to reduce the source inductance, while the
purpose of the shunt reactors is to control the line voltage on either side of the series
capacitor [B17]. The series compensating capacitor was chosen to compensate for
50% of the source reactance, so that Xc = jl07.17 0 (450 kVar). XRl is the 7 MVar
switched busbar reactor at Rundu substation. To save costs this reactor is
reconfigured as a line reactor on the one side of the series capacitor and a second
identical line reactor, XR2, is added on the other side. All values in Fig. 4.10 are per
unit, with base values Sbase = 100 MVA and Vbase = 132 kV.








Fig. 4.10: Compensated source
The model in (a) of Fig. 4.10 can be simplified by Thévenin-Norton source
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(4-2)
From section 4.2.1 it was determined that Wolf conductor with a TRANS 980
structure would be the optimum conductor-tower combination for the AC network.
The series impedance and shunt admittance was calculated previously by the OLP
interface of PSAT for the specified conductor and line structure. These values are
then used to calculate the ABCD parameters, which is an exact representation of the
line. It would, however, be more convenient to have a circuit representation of the
line. The equivalent 7t circuit model is calculated in the OLP interface to have
identical ABCD parameters to what was calculated previously for the specific
conductor and line structure.
ZSOURCE = ZS1 =
67.05+j91.02 n 94.89+200.5 n VpCCS
'SOURCE t --.
SSOURCE SpCCS
VSOURCE= YS1 = YS2 =
117.084 kVL8 696115 696115
Fig. 4.11: Compensated source impedance and equivalent 1t circuit model
The compensated source and equivalent 7t circuit model are shown in Fig. 4.11. ZSl
and YSl are the total series impedance and shunt admittance of the line, respectively.
This model is implemented in OLP and can be simplified by one or two Thévenin-
Norton source transformations. The results, Vs and Zs, are converted to per unit
values and exported to the sending-end ofPSAT. Equations (4-3) and (4-4) are used
to calculate Vs and Zs:
v. - VSOURCEZSlIZSI2
S - (ZSlIZSOURCE + ZSIZSOURCE + ZSIZSlI + ZS12ZS0URCE + ZSI2ZSlI)
Z - ZSI2(ZSOURCEZSlI + ZSOURCEZSI + ZSI2ZSlI)
S - (ZSlIZSOURCE + ZSIZSOURCE + ZSIZSlI + ZSI2ZS0URCE + ZSI2ZSlI)
=Rs+jXs
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4.2.3 Uncompensated network
The simplified model of the complete network, including the compensated source, the
500 km line and the initial load at Katima Mulilo, is shown in Fig. 4.12. This is a
radial network and has only one voltage source, namely Rundu substation. A voltage-
regulation problem is anticipated for initial load conditions. Due to the long distance
and small point load, there is a rise in the receiving-end voltage, due to the flow of



















Fig. 4.12: Equivalent circuit diagram for the Katima Mulilo network
The circuit in Fig. 4.12 was analysed in PSAT. The phase angle of Vs(8, as indicated
in Fig. 4.12) was given a fixed value when the network parameters were determined.
All other parameters were kept constant while 8 was varied from -n to 7t to simulate
various voltage angles across the network. A higher 8 generally results in a higher
power transfer across a network, but in practice uncompensated networks are seldom
operated at power angles larger than 0.7 rad. The possibility exists that a
compensated network can be operated at larger voltage angles because the
compensator can increase the first swing stability margin [B3].
The voltage plots indicating the voltage regulation for this network are shown in
Fig.4.13. The figure shows the voltage regulation across the network of Fig. 4.12.
The physical location on the network is plotted on the Y-axis and 8 is plotted on the
X-axis. Therefore, the Z-axis represents the respective voltage magnitude and angle
at a specific location in the network, with a certain phase angle across the network.
The graphs are plotted for -7t :$ 8:$ 7t.
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Fig. 4.13: Voltage regulation as a function of network position and voltage angle for the
uncompensated Katima Mulilo network
The voltage regulation problem at the point of common coupling (PCC) is clearly
visible in the magnitude plot in (a). The sending end, receiving end and the load are
situated at the PCC. In all plots the PCC is labelled as follows: PS for pecs
(sending-end side of PCC), PR for PCCR (receiving-end side of PCC) and PL for
PCCL (load side of PCC). Due to the constant load at Katima Mulilo and only one
voltage source in the network, the voltage magnitude at a specific location in the
network remains constant for all 0. For no receiving-end source or impedance, the
voltage graphs stop at the PCC. The voltage drop across Zs is visible between the
sending end and PCCS in both the voltage magnitude (a) and angle (b) graphs. For a
radial network the relative voltage angle across the network stays constant for all 0.
The difference in the voltage angles between the sending end and the PCC is constant
for all lJ and is due to the voltage drop across Zs. The third dimension therefore
contains no information. A cut parallel to the YZ-plane at lJ = 0 reveals the true
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Fig. 4.14: Voltage regulation as a function of network position for the uncompensated Katima
Mulilo network and an initial load of 5.21 x 10-3p.u.
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In Fig. 4.141VpccRI equals 1.167 p.u., which is 0.117 p.u. above NRS 048 standard of
1.05 p.u. for >500 V networks. IVpccsl also equals 1.167 p.u. (Vpccs and VPCCRare
physically at the same point for the uncompensated network), which is not acceptable
for loads along the line. In this case no loads are connected along the line, but the line
equipment is stressed, which in tum reduces its lifespan. This increases the
probability of flashovers and failures. A higher load demand will improve the voltage
regulation at the PCC.
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~ I I
::J I I I I
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Fig. 4.15: Voltage regulation as a function of network position for the uncompensated Katima
Mulilo network and a final load of 88.54 x 10-3p.u.
In Fig. 4.15 IVPCCRIand IVpccsl equals 0.992 p.u which is within NRS 048limits. The
voltage regulation of the anticipated final load for the Katima Mulilo network, as well
as all the points along the line, will be within the required limits. No compensation,
therefore, will be required for higher load demands. The negative voltage angle at the
PCCR is due to the voltage drop across Zs while the sending-end voltage angle, 0, is
zero.
Transmission cost of the uncompensated network
The Caprivi network is supplied from Katima Mulilo distribution station at 66 kV.
An 10 MVA 132/66 kV transformer must, therefore, be installed at Katima Mulilo
distribution station and the cost included in the LCC of the uncompensated network.
The equipment needed to reduce the source impedance at Rundu substation also
increases the capital cost of the uncompensated network. These capital costs are
summarised in Table 4-7.
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Description
Table 4-7: Additional capital costs incurred for tbe uncompensated Katima Mulilo network
Total [R]
10MVA 132/66 kV transformer
450 kVar capacitor bank
1 112000
4800
Switchgear, civil work and steelwork 1 500 000
Primary over-voltage protection
Control and protection




Nampower supplied the costs of the transformer and the shunt reactor bank. The
costs of the series capacitor and the equipment to protect the capacitor against fault
conditions, as well as other related costs, were supplied by ABB. The present value
of LCC (PVLcc) for the lifetime of the uncompensated Katima Mulilo network is
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Fig. 4.16: Lee of tbe uncompensated Katima Mulilo network
A summary of the minimum and maximum present values ofLCC over the lifetime of
the uncompensated AC network is shown in Table 4-8. PVLcc included the capital
investment cost of the 500 km, 132 kV three-phase Wolf line, the transformer at
Katima Mulilo distribution station and the source compensation equipment at Rundu
substation. Only the cost of losses in the line (PVTCL)was included in PVLcc, whereas
the cost of losses in the transformer and the equipment required for source
compensation were not included.




Uncompensated 68.23 69.16 0.93
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The voltage regulation problems and the high cost of the equipment needed to protect
the series capacitor during fault conditions raises suspicions about the effectiveness of
an AC interconnection in terms of cost and technical performance. In the sections to
follow shunt, series and series-shunt compensator topologies will be investigated and
analysed as solutions to the voltage regulation problem of the AC network for small
loads. DC transmission, as an alternative to an AC interconnection, will also be
investigated in order to determine the optimum solution for this network.
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4.3 SHUNT COMPENSATION
Katima Mulilo has a 3.75 MVA diesel-fired power station, which consists of six
generators with a capacity of 0.5 MW and 0.375 MVar each. These generators only
turn in during outages. Using the generators as synchronous condensers may be a
solution to the voltage regulation problem for light loading conditions. The
generators will be under-excited in order to absorb reactive power. Used in this
manner, the generators inject no active power into the network and therefore do not
expend any fuel (no energy storage required). With the generators connected directly
to the AC network, reaction time is in the order of cycles and continuously variable
compensation is achieved.
An alternative solution is to install shunt reactors, which will absorb purely reactive
power. The shunt reactors are used to provide inductive reactance to control system
voltage and to compensate for the effects of the high charging current of long lines.
For light load conditions this charging current can produce more leading reactive
power than the system can absorb without risk of instability or excessively high
voltages at the line terminals [A13]. Apart from being switched, these devices are
incapable of continuous variable compensation. An intelligent controller, which
monitors the voltage waveform, can be used to switch the reactors when the network
voltage exceeds the NRS 048 specifications. Such a controller can reduce switching
cycles to milliseconds. Switching transients introduced by the reactor switching are
also a major drawback of this method.
Fig. 4.17 is the circuit diagram of the shunt-compensated network. IVpccRI is specified
as 1.0 p.u. to adhere to NRS 048 specification. Note that the voltage angle at the
sending end is now taken as the reference angle (0 rad), while the voltage angle at the
pec is varied from -n 5 o51t. The network parameters are known from Fig. 4.12.
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Sending end
Zs =








5.21x10-3 p.u . ...........,..._ ....
Constant
power load
Fig. 4.17: Katima Mulilo network with a shunt compensator for light loads
The voltage diagram generated with PSAT at the peeR and pees, which are the
same points for shunt compensation, is shown in Fig. 4.18. !VpccRI is lowered to l.0
p.u. for all 0, which is how the shunt compensator is expected to work. Fig. 4.18
shows that the voltage regulation for light loads, as well as all the points along the
line, will be within the required limits. As for the uncompensated network, the
difference in voltage angles is constant for all 8 and is due to the voltage drop across
Zs.








-3 -2 -1 0 2 3
S[radJ
Fig. 4.18: Voltage plots at the PCC
Although phase-shifted by the losses in the network, the reactive power demand at the
sending end is a typical co-sinusoidal function of 0,while the active power demand is
a sinusoidal function of 0, as shown in Fig. 4.19. The chosen direction of power flow
is shown in Fig. 4.17.
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Fig. 4.19: Active and reactive power dissipated across the shunt-compensated Katima Mulilo
network
The shunt compensator, by adding its active and reactive power to the network,
creates the step in active and reactive power at the peeR. The step at the peeL in
the active and reactive power graphs is the active and reactive power dissipated by the
load at Katima Mulilo distribution station. PSAT shows the compensator power as a
separate two-dimensional graph, shown in Fig. 4.20.
-3 -2 -1 0 2 3
I) [rad)
Fig. 4.20: Power plots for the shunt compensator
The compensator has a minimum rating of 0.0683 p.u. (6.83 MVA). The active and
reactive power absorbed are 0.0404 p.u. (4.04 MW) and 0.0551 p.u. (5.51 MVar),
respectively. This minimum rating is achieved at £5 = 0 rad. This is well above the
capability of the generators at the diesel-fired power station. Also, minimum
compensation requires a power factor of -0.59, whereas the generators can only
operate down to a power factor ofO.8.
A purely reactive compensator can be implemented when the active power is zero.
This occurs at £5 = -1. 88 rad and £5 = 0.1 rad. The latter is chosen as this delivers the
lowest compensator rating of 0.086 p.u. A switched reactor bank capable of
absorbing 8.6 MVar at the peeR is therefore required for this control strategy.
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Alternatively, the generators at Katima Mulilo power station can be modified to
operate as synchronous condensers. The cost involved will be that of modifying the
generators to operate as synchronous condensers. Switched shunt reactor banks can
be installed to absorb the bulk of reactive power, whereas the generators can be used
to rapidly compensate the balance of the required reactive power. The trade-off is the
reduction in the capital investment of providing the equipment to absorb the reactive
power.
Transmission losses of the purely reactive shunt-compensated
network
Fig. 4.21 shows the effect of purely reactive shunt compensation on the power losses
of the uncompensated network. For the uncompensated network high line charging
currents produce more leading reactive power than the system can absorb, causing
high power losses and excessively high voltages at the line terminals. The effect of
purely reactive shunt compensation is to absorb the balance of the leading reactive
power in the network, reducing power losses and overvoltages in the network.
1500 r - - - - - - r - - - - Uncompensated network




















Fig. 4.21: Effect of purely reactive shunt compensation on the power losses of the uncompensated
network
A shunt reactor bank of 7 MVar is installed to absorb the bulk of reactive power. The
generators at Katima Mulilo power station are reconfigured to operate as synchronous
condensers to absorb the rest of the reactive power (maximum of 1.6 MVar).
Table 4-9 provides a summary of the total power losses for uncompensated and shunt
compensated network in Fig. 4.21. The minimum losses for the shunt-compensated
network are 90% less than the minimum losses for the uncompensated network,
whereas the maximum losses for the shunt-compensated network are 58% less. In Fig.
4.21 the additional power losses in the shunt reactors banks and synchronous
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condensers were not included in the total power losses for the shunt-compensated
network.





Pphaseloss PLosses Pphaseloss PLosses
[kW] [kW] [kW] [kW]
Uncompensated 303 910 350 1050
Shunt compensated 30 90 148 444
Transmission cost of the purely reactive shunt-compensated
network
Using shunt reactors and static condensers to compensate for overvoltages imply
increased capital cost incurred. The cost of losses must therefore be used as outflows
of capital in determination of the minimum present value of LCC. Fig. 4.22 shows
the present value ofLCC for the uncompensated and shunt-compensated networks for
an ALF of 0.4. Nampower supplied the cost of the 7 MVar shunt reactor banks
(Table 4-7). The cost of reconfiguring the generators as synchronous condensers is
much less than the capital cost of the shunt reactor banks and was, therefore, not
included.
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Fig. 4.22: LCC of the uncompensated and sbunt-compensated Katima Mulilo network
(ALF = 0.4)
From an economic point of view it can be concluded from Fig. 4.22 that only in the
18th year does the shunt-compensated network become more cost effective than the
uncompensated network. Thus, only after 18 years are the savings in the cost of
losses with the shunt compensated network great enough to pay for the shunt reactors.
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Fig. 4.23: Lee of the uncompensated and shunt-compensated Katima Mulilo network for an
ALF of (a) 0.6 and (b) 0.2
The effect of increasing the ALF to 0.6 is shown in Fig. 4.23 (a). Increasing the load
factor will reduce the number of years to pay back the initial capital investment of
shunt compensation. In this case the payback period will be reduced from 18 years to
10 years. Similarly by reducing the ALF to 0.2 will increase the payback period.
This is shown in Fig. 4.23 (b). Table 4-10 provides a summary of the minimum and
maximum present values of the LCC over the lifetime of the uncompensated and
shunt-compensated AC networks for different values of ALF.
Table 4-10: Summary of the Lee of the uncompensated and shunt-compensated Katima Mulilo




Uncompensated 0.2 68.23 68.46 0.23
Uncompensated 0.4 68.23 69.16 0.93
Uncompensated 0.6 68.23 70.32 2.09
Shunt compensated 0.2 68.93 68.96 0.04
Shunt compensated 0.4 68.93 69.07 0.15
Shunt compensated 0.6 68.93 69.26 0.33
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4.4 SERIES COMPENSATION
Series compensators are widely recognised as voltage regulators. A series controller
could be a variable impedance, such as capacitor, reactor, etc., or a power
electronics-based variable source of main frequency, sub synchronous and harmonic
frequencies (or a combination) to serve the desired need [B3]. In principle all series
compensators inject a voltage in series with the line. Even variable impedance
multiplied by the current flow through it represents an injected series voltage in the
line. The drawback of series compensation is that full load current flows through the
compensator, which can be problematic under fault conditions.
The standby generators at Katima Mulilo power station cannot be used for series
compensation by itself. It can, however, be used as an energy source connected
through a regulator to the DC bus of a transistor-based series device. Depending on
the rating of the device, this can be a very costly option. Series capacitors are a viable
alternative to shunt compensation due to their relatively low cost. Depending on the
controller, series capacitors are also limited by their switching times, as discussed in
section 4.3. Since series capacitors compensate for the line impedance, they are
self-regulating in terms of load variations. Switching is, however, often required for
stability reasons. Increasing in cost and complexity, a Thyristor-Controlled Series
Capacitor (TCSC) or a transistor-based device, namely a Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC), can also be used as a voltage regulator [B3]. The TCSC can
supply only reactive power with a reaction time of half a cycle, while the SSSC, if
equipped with energy storage, can supply both active and reactive power in less than a
millisecond [C 1].
Fig. 4.24 is the circuit diagram of the series-compensated network. !VPCCR! is
specified as 1.0 p.u. to adhere to NRS 048 specification. The network parameters are
known from Fig. 4.12.
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!VPCCR 1= 1.0 p.u.
SL =




Fig. 4.24: Katima Mulilo network with a series compensator
The magnitude and angle across the series-compensated Katima Mulilo network are
shown in Fig. 4.25. The voltage magnitude and angle injected by the series
compensator varies as the voltage angle at the pee is varied from -r: ~ ()~ Jr (between
pees and peeR). For different values of 4 the series compensator can be modelled
as variable impedance connected in series with the line. By varying the line
impedance with 4 the voltage drop across the line will not be constant for all values













Fig. 4.25: Voltage magnitude and angle across the series-compensated Katima Mulilo network
The voltage diagrams before and after the compensator at pees and peeR are shown
in Fig. 4.26 for an initial load of5.21 x 10-3p.u. The voltage regulation at peeR is as
desired, but varies between 1.16 and 1.19 p.u. at pees, which is acceptable as long as
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Fig. 4.26: Voltage plots at (a) pees and (b) peeR
The true voltage added by the series compensator, as well as the power injected by the
compensator, is shown Fig. 4.27. Although the series compensator must carry full
load current, the voltage across the compensator is quite small (0.1658 p.u. for a
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Fig. 4.27: (a) Voltage and (b) power plots for the series compensator
The compensator has a minimum rating of8.636xl0-4 p.u. or 86.36 kVA with a power
factor of -0.97 (83.77 kW and 20.99 kVar). This minimum rating is achieved at 0= 0
rad. Compared to the minimum shunt voltage regulator, the series device rating is
97.93% less active power and 99.62% less apparent power. A SSSC equipped with
energy storage can be used to supply both active and reactive power. As discussed
previously, the generators at Katima Mulilo power station can be used as an energy
source for this control scheme.
A purely reactive compensator can be implemented when the active power is zero.
This occurs at 0= -0.32 and 0= 0.8875 rad. The former is chosen as this delivers the
lowest compensator rating of -1.97xl0·3 p.u. A series capacitor or a more complex
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device, such as a TCSC, with a rating of 197 kVar is required for this control strategy.
Compared to purely reactive shunt compensation, the series device rating is 97.71%
less reactive power, but requires additional bypass switches to prevent network fault
currents from flowing through the compensator.
Transmission cost of the purely reactive series-compensated
network
Because this is a series network the line current magnitude and angle stays constant
throughout the network. The power losses of the series-compensated network will
therefore be the same as for the uncompensated network discussed previously in
section 4.2.3. The capital cost of the series capacitor and the equipment needed to
bypass the capacitor during fault conditions just increases the LCC of the already
expensive uncompensated AC network. For the series-compensated case the cost of
losses cannot be used as outflows of capital in determination of the minimum present
value of LCC, because the power losses are the same for both the uncompensated and
the series-compensated network. The cost of the series capacitor and additional
protection and control equipment were supplied by ABB and is shown in Table 4-11.
Table 4-11: Additional capital costs incurred for the series-compensated Katima Mulilo network
197 kVar capacitor bank 2 100
Description Total [R]
Switchgear, civil work and steelwork 1 500000
Primary over-voltage protection 1 200 000
Control and protection 210 000
Fig. 4.28 shows the present value of LCC for the lifetime of the uncompensated and
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Fig. 4.28: Lee of the uncompensated and series-compensated Katima Mulilo network
The increased capital cost incurred with series compensation is clearly visible In
Fig.4.28. Due to the high cost of the equipment to protect the series capacitor against
fault conditions, the purely reactive shunt compensator will be a more cost effective
solution than the series compensator.





Uncompensated 68.23 69.16 0.93
Series compensated 71.14 72.07 0.93
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4.5 SERIES-SHUNT COMPENSATION
As its name indicates, the series-shunt compensator is a combination of the two
devices. The series and shunt devices are fed from a common De bus and, therefore,
can exchange active power between them. The series-shunt device, therefore, has no
need for an energy-storage device. With two devices, which can do both active and
reactive power compensation, a potentially powerful and highly effective
compensator is realized. Such a device not only has full four-quadrant operating
capability in the complex P +jQ plane, but also internal Var generation capability to
support self-sufficiently the reactive power demand in any quadrant [B3].
With the network parameters from Fig. 4.12, the circuit diagram of the series-shunt
compensated network is drawn in Fig. 4.29. Both the magnitude and the angle of
VPCCR can be controlled by the series part of the compensator. For consistency,
IVpccRI is specified to 1.0 p.u. BpCCR is also needed and specified as 0.1 rad. The load
does not have a constant voltage or constant current characteristic, so BpCCR makes no
difference to the load [el]. The shunt compensator controls the power factor at the
pees with reactive power injection. It is taken as unity to limit reactive power



















Fig. 4.29: Katima MuIilo network with a series-shunt compensator
The voltage diagrams generated by PSA T at the pees and peeR are shown in
Fig. 4.30 for an initial load of 5.21 x 10-3 p.u. The voltage regulation at the peeR is
the desired 1.0 p.u., but 1.1695 p.u. at the pees, which is well above NRS 048
specifications. No loads are connected along the line, but the line equipment must be
rated for overvoltages at initial load conditions.
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Fig. 4.30: Voltage plots at (a) PCCS and (b) PCCR
The true voltage injected by the series compensator to regulate !VPCCR! is shown in
Fig. 4.3l. The compensator will have a maximum voltage rating of 2.17 p.u. at
0= 3.14. Although the possibility exists that the compensator can increase the first
swing stability margin, a compensated network will never be operated at such a high
voltage angle. If a maximum voltage angle of 0.7 rad is assumed across the network,
the maximum voltage rating will reduce to 0.77 p.u. The compensator will have a
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Fig. 4.31: True voltage injected by tbe series compensator
The active and reactive power delivery for the separate series and shunt compensators
are shown in Fig. 4.32. The active power of the series and shunt devices are the
opposite of one another, because the shunt compensator absorbs the active power
required by the series compensator. This power is then transferred via the De bus.
De bus losses are ignored; therefore, the series device injects all active power
absorbed by the shunt device back into the network. The reactive power ratings differ
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Fig. 4.32: Power requirements ofthe (a) series and (b) shunt devices
The maximum apparent power delivered by the series compensator is 3.282 x 10-3 p.u.
(328.2 kVA) at 0= 0.7. The maximum apparent power absorbed by the shunt
compensator is 2.191 x 10-3 p.u. (219.1 kVA). The active power delivered and
absorbed per compensator is 1.75 X 10-3p.u. (175 kW) at this point. It can therefore be
reasoned that the maximum rating of the series-shunt compensator is 547.3 kVA
(350 kW).
The minimum apparent power delivered by the series compensator is 7.253 x 10-4p.u.
(72.53 kVA) at 0= O. The active power delivered and absorbed per compensator is
7.247 x 10-4(72.47 kW) at this point. The minimum apparent power absorbed by the
shunt compensator is 9.407 x 10-4 p.u. (94.07 kVA) at 0= 0.2513, and the active
power delivered and absorbed per compensator is 8.663 x 10-4 (86.63 kW).
Although the power rating of the series-shunt compensator is much less than the shunt
device rating, the implementation of a series-shunt compensator for the Katima
Mulilo network is technically impractical, due to the high voltage ratings of the series
and shunt devices (102 kV and 132 kV). Such a device is economically not feasible
and nor is it commercially available.
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4.6 IN-LINE COMPENSATION - THE DC ALTERNATIVE
Medium-voltage direct current (MVDC) transmission can be used to bridge greater
distances with low voltage and low power [A7]. MVDC can be considered as in-line
compensation in the sense that it consists of a DC link with a voltage source converter
(VSC) connected at either end. The advantages of using a VSC (with a series
connection ofIGBTs) for DC transmission include the following [AI4]-[AI7]:
• Independent control of active and reactive power
• Operation against isolated AC networks with no generation of their own
• Can operate at any short-circuit ratio
• Limited need of filters
• No converter transformers
• Can connect isolated generators to the grid or to other isolated loads.
For DC transmission the compensator at the sending end absorbs active and reactive
power and transfers the active power across a common DC link to the receiving-end
compensator. It, therefore, has no need for an energy-storage device. If the
compensators are based on VSC technology, both active and reactive power can be
transmitted in any direction. The reactive power capabilities of the converter can be
used to control the AC voltages of the networks connected to the converter stations.
With this type of operation the converter can be connected into an extremely weak
AC network. The AC network can supply the reactive power, but capacitor banks are
often used to supply this demand [AI8]. The receiving-end compensator transmits
the active power received over the DC link to the connected AC network. Since in a
VSC the current can be forced to commutate, there is no need for a network to
commutate against. In DC transmission it could then be very advantageous to use the
VSC technology to supply passive or isolated networks such as Katima Mulilo.
4.6.1 DC line technology optimisation
The DC interface of TESAT is used to evaluate three different Nampower conductor
choices in order to select the optimum conductor for a 500 km, ±50 kV bipolar DC
line (shown in Fig. 4.1) between Rundu substation and Katima Mulilo distribution
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The line structure used by Nampower for the above-mentioned conductors are shown
in Fig. 4.33. The data for the different conductors were sourced from ACSR property
tables and are included in Addendum A.I.
3.51 m 3.51 m
10.51 m
Fig. 4.33: 66 kV Nampower tower (Kamerad) [CIS]
The DC resistance values at 40°C were calculated from the DC resistance values at
20°C. The resistance values for the different conductors are given in Table 4-13, as
weU as the deterministic ampacity values and the estimated cost of these lines.
Table 4-13: ±50 kV bipolar DC line data
rde (40"C) Ampacity Line Cost
Conductor Tower
[nlkm] [A] [RIkm]
Rabbit Kamerad 0.5863 196 68500
Hare Kamerad 0.2953 297 75900
Wolf Kamerad 0.1975 383 87700
The data in Table 4-13 are entered in the DC interface of TESAT. A base value of
100 MW is used for Sbase and 50 kV for Vbase. The same values are used for interest
rate, generation cost and ALF as for the AC line technologies. The additional cost of
the converter stations, one at either end of the line, must be entered by the user, as
well as the losses in each station as a percentage of the transmitted power. An
estimated cost of Rl.8 million per MW for the converter stations was used (R3 600
per MW-km), with the losses in each station estimated as 3% of the transmitted
power. Details of the estimated converter station costs are included in
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Addendum A.2. The cost per kilometre for the different DC lines was calculated in
the same way as for the AC line technologies.
Voltage regulation analysis
From the TESAT analysis it was determined that the voltage regulation for the Rabbit
and Hare conductors exceeds 40% for certain loads and therefore cannot be used to
transmit the full load for the lifetime of the network (20 'years). The voltage
regulation of the ±50 kV bipolar Rabbit, Hare and Wolf lines is shown in Fig. 4.34
and the results are summarised in Table 4-14.
2 4 6
Point Load [MW]
Fig. 4.34: Voltage regulation of tbe DC line tecbnologies as a function of load growtb
Fig. 4.34 shows that the Rabbit conductor will be able to transmit full load until the
is" year, while the Hare conductor will be able to transmit full load until the 19th
year. Only the Wolf conductor will be able to transmit the full load for the lifetime of
the line.
Table 4-14: Summary of voltage regulation performance
±50kV % Voltage Regulation





The power losses in kW for the different bipolar DC lines are shown in Fig. 4.35 and










Fig. 4.35: Power losses of the DC line technologies as a function of load growth
The minimum values of power loss in each of the conductors include a 30 kW loss
component for the two converter stations. The maximum value of converter losses for
Rabbit and Hare conductors amounts to 251 kW and 443 kW respectively. The Wolf
conductor will be the only conductor capable of transmitting the full load for the
lifetime of the network, with maximum converter losses equal to 510 kW. The loss
per pole (Ppole loss) for each of these lines can be calculated as follows:
PLosses = 2· (psupport loss + Ppole loss )
1
:::::> Ppole loss = "2PLosses - PSUPPorlloss
(4-5)
The results of equation (4-5) are shown in Table 4-15 for each of the bipolar DC lines.
Table 4-15: Summary of power losses
Minimum Maximum
±50 kV DC Line
Ppoleloss PLosses Ppoleloss PLosses
Technology
[kW] [kW] [kW] [kW]
Rabbit 8 46 1 595 3440
Hare 4 38 1 741 3926
Wolf 3 35 1 153 2816
Transmission costs
Fig. 4.36 shows the present value of LCC for the different bipolar DC lines and the
results are summarised in Table 4-16. The capital cost and the cost oflosses of the
two converter stations are also included in the LCC.
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Fig. 4.36: Lee for the De line technologies
From Fig. 4.36 it can be concluded that, although the Rabbit and Hare conductors are
the most cost-effective choice to serve the intended load for most of the network
lifetime, only the Wolf conductor will be able to transmit the full load for the lifetime
of the network. The values of PV TCL in Table 4-16 include both the cost of losses in
the line and the two converter stations for the lifetime of the line.
Table 4-16: Summary of Lee and cost of losses
±50 kV DC Line PVLCC [MR]
PVTCL [MR]
Technology Minimum Maximum
Rabbit 49.55 50.11 0.56
Hare 53.25 54.05 0.80
Wolf 59.15 59.83 0.68
Appropriate technology index (ATI)
The KPls to consider for DC line technologies are LCC, capacity and voltage
regulation. As a result of the long distance and the low power requirements of the
load, the DC voltage will be relatively high and the current low. Consequently, the
capacity KPl of the line is ignored. For DC transmission the transistor-based inverter
at the load end can cater for a voltage drop of more than 30%. The optimum line
technology for DC transmission has to pursue a low-cost performance, which would
economically justify low-power, long-distance transmission. The weighting factors
for LCC and voltage regulation are, therefore, chosen as 80% and 20%, respectively.
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Fig. 4.37: ATI of tbe bipolar line tecbnologies
The AT! for the bipolar line technologies is shown in Fig. 4.37 and the results are
summarised in Table 4-17. Rabbit conductor would be the optimum conductor to
string the line with for the first 13 years; after that Hare conductor would be the
optimum choice until the 19th year. Only after 19 years does the Wolf conductor
become the most effective choice in terms of cost and performance. However, owing
to the capital cost incurred with conductor stringing, the Wolf conductor will be
chosen as the optimum conductor for the network lifetime.
±50kV
Table 4-17: ATI summary of the bipolar line tecbnologies
AT!
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Fig. 4.38: Katima Mulilo network with an in-line compensator
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The two compensators in Fig. 4.38, are connected via a 500 km, ±50 kV De bipolar
line. This equates to a maximum De link voltage of 100 kV De and from section
4.6.1 it was determined that the Wolf conductor would be the optimum conductor to
use for this link.
The source impedance, Zs, in Fig. 4.38 is equal to the p.u. impedance of the 66 kV
busbar at Rundu substation, as shown in Table 4-6. !VpeeRI is specified as 1.0 p.u and
(}PeeR is specified as 0.1 rad. (}PeeR only determines the load current angle, as the load
has a fixed power factor of 0.96. The network planner must also specify the power
factor at the pees, the De line resistance and the operating voltage of the De link.
The power factor is taken as unity to limit reactive power demand from Rundu
substation at the sending end. The De line resistance is equal to 2.27 p.u. and the De
link voltage equals 1.52 p.u. As previously Sbase = Pbase = 100 MVA and
Vbase= 66 kV.
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Fig. 4.39: Voltage plots at (a) PCCS and (b) PCCR for an initial load of 5.21 x 10.3 p.u.
The voltage diagrams before and after the compensator at pees and peeR are shown
in Fig. 4.39 for an initial load of 5.21 x 10-3 p.u. The voltage regulation at peeR
achieves the required 1.0 p.u., as well as the voltage regulation at the pees which is
0.9970 p.u .. This falls well within the NRS 048 voltage regulation specifications.
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Fig.4.40: Power requirements of the device at (a) pees and (b) peeR for an initial load of
5.21 x 10-3p.u.
With a power factor of unity, there is no reactive power delivered by the device at
pees. As losses are included for the DC line, the active power injected at the pees
will not be equal to the active power received over the DC link at the peeR, as shown
in Fig. 4.40. The DC line losses can be calculated from Fig. 4.40 (a) and (b) as
49.4 x 10-6p.u., which translates into 4.94 kW. For a bipolar line the loss per pole
equals 2.47 kW, which corresponds with the value calculated previously for DC Wolf
conductor in Table 4-15. The device at the peeR transmits the active power received
over the DC link to the load. It also delivers 0.1458 MVar reactive power to the load
for a 0.96 lagging power factor.
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Fig. 4.41: Voltage plots at (a) pees and (b) peeR for a final load of 88.54 x 10-3p.u.
A power factor of -0.98 was chosen to achieve the desired voltage regulation at the
pees for an anticipated final load of 88.54 x 10-3p.u. The voltage regulation at the
peeR is regulated to the required 1.0 p.u., whereas the voltage regulation at the
pees is 0.9566 p.u., which falls barely within the NRS 048 voltage regulation
specification. The voltage graphs are shown in Fig. 4.41.
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Fig. 4.42: Power requirements of the device at (a) pees and (b) peeR for a final load of
88.54 x 10-3p.u.
With a leading power factor of 0.98, there is 2.02 MVar reactive power delivered by
the device at the pees. The losses across the DC link can be calculated from
Fig. 4.42 (a) and (b) as 0.0143 p.u., which translates into 1 430 kW. The load absorbs
the power delivered by the device at the peeR.
From Fig. 4.42 the sending-end compensator rating is 0.1013 p.u., which translates
into 10.13 MVA and 9.93 MW at a power factor of 0.98 leading. A change in the
power factor specified at the pees does not alter the active compensator rating, as
power demanded by the load remains constant with VPCCR. The receiving-end
compensator rating is 0.0885 p.u., which translates into 8.85 MVA and 8.5 MW at a
power factor ofO.96 lagging.
Determination of the break-even distance
The break-even distance between the uncompensated, shunt-compensated and
series-compensated AC networks, and the DC (in-line compensated) network is
shown in Fig. 4.43 (a) for final load conditions. It takes 255 km for DC transmission
to break even with uncompensated AC transmission, 237 km to break even with
shunt-compensated AC transmission and only 181 km to break even with
series-compensated AC transmission for final load conditions.
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Fig. 4.43: Break-even distances for (a) tinalload conditions and (b) initial load conditions
For initial load conditions the break-even distance is reduced even further. The
break-even distance is decreased to 250 km for uncompensated AC transmission,
232 km for shunt-compensated AC transmission and 178 km for series-compensated
AC transmission. These curves are shown in Fig. 4.43 (b). Beyond these distances
the in-line compensated network will become more economical than the
uncompensated, shunt- and series-compensated networks.
Hingorani obtained similar results for the break-even distance in the very low power
transmission range (5-20 MW) [A9].
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4.7 SUMMARY OF THE KATIMA MULILO CASE STUDY
Summary of the line technologies
The Katima Mulilo case study served as a showcase for the practical application of
the equations developed in Chapter 2 for three-phase AC and bipolar DC line
technologies. A summary of the findings for the voltage regulation (VR), power
losses, LCC and ATIs of different three-phase and bipolar line technologies are
shown in Table 4-18.
Table 4-18: Summary of the line technology performance in the Katima Mulilo network
Line %VR PLosses [kW] PVLCC [MR] ATI
Technology Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
a) Pelican -9.8 -15.9 760 867 75.50 76.27 4.3 4.9
Cl)
>- CIS..:.:: ..t:1 Twin Hare -9.3 -15.6 1 307 1 522 89.50 90.85 3.6 4.10..N I
M a)...... ] Wolf -6.8 -15.4 910 1050 63.50 64.43 5.0..... 5.8
Rabbit 3.0 43.2 46 3440 49.55 50.11 2.2 3.9
>- ~..:.:: "0 Hare 1.5 32.1 38 3926 53.25 54.05 1.9 3.30 0..V\ .-+1 ..D Wolf 1.0 21.3 35 2816 59.15 59.83 1.3 2.3
The three-phase lines suffer from voltage regulation problems. Due to the long
distance and small point load, there is a rise in the receiving-end voltage, due to the
flow of line-charging current through the line inductance. The AC line technologies
will, therefore, require some form of line compensation. Since inductance and
capacitance have no effect on a DC line, the voltage regulation problems experienced
with the AC line technologies do not arise with DC transmission. No line
compensation will be required to compensate for low receiving-end voltages, because
the inverter at the load end can cater for a voltage drop of more than 30% with no
commutation problems (transistor-based). For the DC line technologies only the Wolf
conductor will be able to transmit the full load for the lifetime of the network.
The AC line technologies will suffer maximum power losses for initial load
conditions, due to large line charging currents flowing through the line inductance for
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small loads over long distances. The max unum power losses for the DC line
technologies are more than those for the AC line technologies, because the system
voltage used for the AC technologies (132 kV phase-to-phase) is 1.52 times larger
than the value that is used for the bipolar lines (±50 kV). Also, converter losses were
included in the DC line losses.
Even though the cost of line compensation was not included in the LCC of the AC
lines, the bipolar lines still prove to be a more economical solution than the more
conventional three-phase AC lines. The Wolf conductor will be the cost effective
solution for the AC line technologies. For the DC line technologies Wolf conductor
will also be the most economic solution, because neither Rabbit nor Hare conductor
will be able to transmit the full load for the lifetime of the network.
The ATIs for the line technologies are project specific with different upper and lower
limits. The results are not absolute, but provide a quantative measure of the best
option for a particular line technology, i.e. AC or DC. Results from the ATI analysis
for the AC and DC lines also indicate Wolf conductor to be the optimum choice in
both cases.
Summary of the support technologies
The Katima Mulilo network experiences voltage regulation problems for initial load
conditions and the effect of shunt, series, series-shunt and in-line compensation in
terms of cost and technical performance were considered for these networks.
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Table 4-19: Summary of the voltage regulator performance in the Katima Mulilo network
8 IVPCCRI Device Rating Device Cost
Compensator Control
[rad] [p.u.] [MVA] [MW] [MVar] [MR]
None None 1.17 None
Shunt
Purely




-0.32 1.00 0.197 0 0.197 2.9121
reactive
Minimum
Series-shunt 0.70 1.00 0.547 0.350 0.420 None
rating
Minimum
In-line all 1.00 18.98 18.43 4.54 15.30
rating
It was determined that Wolf conductor would be the optimum choice for a 500 km,
132 kV AC interconnection between Rundu substation and Katima Mulilo distribution
station. The fault levels at Rundu substation are very low (high source impedance),
which means that the connection of another 500 km AC line at this weak point is
definitely out of the question. Compensation was, therefore, provided at Rundu
substation to reduce the high source impedance, before an AC network was
constructed between this point and Katima Mulilo. This compensation goes along
with increased capital incurred for the AC network.
Without compensation at Katirna Mulilo distribution station, the voltage rises to
1.17 p.u., which is well above the level of 1.05 required by NRS 048. All four
compensator topologies solve the voltage-regulation problem. From the viewpoint of
the AC network, there are two viable options, namely purely reactive shunt or series
compensation.
Purely reactive shunt compensation requires 8.6 MVar reactive power absorption.
The purely reactive series compensator has the lowest rating of all the options
investigated. At 197 kVar it undercuts the rating of the purely reactive shunt
compensator by 8.4 MVar. However, this is a very costly option, because the
protection of the series device requires a very large capital outlay. Purely reactive
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shunt compensation is probably the most cost-effective solution to implement for the
AC network, as a 7 MVar shunt reactor bank can be installed to absorb the bulk of the
reactive power. The generators at Katima Mulilo power station can then be modified
as synchronous condensers to rapidly compensate the balance of the required reactive
power.
For this network a series-shunt device is definitely not appropriate. The ratings of the
device are shown for 0.7 rad., because a network is never operated at voltage angles
larger than this angle. Although the power ratings of the device are much less than
purely reactive shunt or in-line compensation, the voltage ratings are excessive. For
other networks these devices can be very effective.
DC transmission, as an in-line technology, has the highest rating of all the options
investigated. One of the distinct advantages of DC transmission (transistor-based) for
this case is that it can be connected into an extremely weak AC network. No
compensation was therefore required at Rundu substation to reduce the source
impedance, eliminating the extra capital costs incurred with compensation at this
point. It was determined that Wolf conductor would be the optimum choice of a 500
km, ±50 kV bipolar DC line between Rundu substation and Katima Mulilo
distribution station.
The capital outlay of the two converter stations required for DC transmission is the
highest of all the compensator topologies. However, because the transmission
distance is fairly large, the savings with the DC transmission line is enough to pay for
the two converter stations. The in-line compensated network, therefore, seems to be
the most effective solution in terms of cost. An economic analysis is necessary,
which must include the cost of the AC and DC lines, terminals and any compensation
needed for voltage support. The cost of losses must also be taken into account.
Summary of the economic analysis
Fig. 4.44 shows the present value of LCC for the different network solutions to the
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Fig. 4.44: PVLCC for the different network solutions
From Fig. 4.44 and Table 4-20 it is proved that DC transmission will be the most
cost-effective solution for the Katima Mulilo case study. A series-compensated AC
network will be the most expensive solution, partly due to the cost of compensation
required at Rundu substation and the high capital layout of the equipment to protect
the series compensator against fault conditions. Although not clearly visible in the
figure, the shunt-compensated AC network will be the second most economic solution
for the network lifetime.




Uncompensated 68.23 69.16 0.93
Shunt compensated 68.93 69.07 0.15
Series compensated 7l.14 72.07 0.93
In-line compensated 58.30 58.98 0.68
The uncompensated and series-compensated networks have the highest cost of losses,
because for light loading conditions these networks experience large power losses as a
result of line charging currents producing more leading reactive power than the
network can absorb. For shunt-compensated networks the purely reactive
compensator absorbs this leading reactive power and, therefore, this network will
have the lowest cost of losses.
Beyond this simplistic economic analysis there are many details, variations and
performance issues that must be considered. Detailed studies should now be
conducted to determine the best solution for the Katima Mulilo case study.
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Summary of TESAT
TESA T made it possible to determine the optimum conductor for a particular Ae or
De line technology within a matter of minutes. It is used as a first-assessment tool to
evaluate the economic impact of different line and support technologies used in
solving a network problem and to identify the most cost-effective solution. TESAT,
together with PSAT, which was developed previously, will become useful tools for
network planners, who need to optimise the use of line and support technologies to
limit capital outlay and stretch networks up to thermal capacity. The innovative three-
dimensional graphs provide additional insight into the voltage regulation, power
losses, Lee and ATIs of different line technologies for various point load sizes and
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5.1 PSAT - RETICMASTER INTERFACE
Provision is made in PSAT for two sources of network parameters. For a
sub-transmission network the network parameters are calculated directly from the line
parameters. Sub-transmission networks connect substations with substations or loads.
The equivalent network is constructed from the known sending- or receiving-end
voltage and the calculated line parameters. The calculation of the OLP as well as the
interface with PSAT was discussed in detail in section 2.2.
Many loads are connected along the lines in reticulation networks. It was proven
previously [C 1] that the Thévenin equivalent network can be calculated for such a
network, but is very tedious. The alternative is to obtain the electrical characteristics
of the network from a ReticMaster model and use these to construct the sending- and
receiving-end circuits. ReticMaster was developed by Inspired Interfaces to quickly
and efficiently model radial networks from high-voltage source distribution down to
individual low-voltage consumers [B18].
Fig. 5.1 portrays the sending end of the network, with many loads connected to the
reticulation line. Vss, Sss, Vpccs, and Stees can be obtained from network simulation
data at any two nodes in ReticMaster. With these parameters known, the lines and
loads connected between these nodes can be represented by a single series and shunt
impedance, as shown in (b). This method, however, is restricted to constant
impedance loads. between the nodes concerned. Since most of the loads in rural areas
are constant impedances, this restriction is acceptable.
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Fig. 5.1: Modelling of a reticulation network
From (b), ZSeries, and ZShunt are calculated as follows:











IShunt = Iss - Ipees
Z - Vpees _ IVpeelv;s
Shunt - I - S' V' S' V'
Shunt SS pees - pees ss
(5-2)
With Vss, ZSeries and ZShunt known, a Thévenin-Norton source transformation results in
(c). A Norton-Thévenin source transformation finally takes (c) to the sending end of
PSAT, where Vs and Zs are given by equations (5-3) and (5-4):
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v. - V ss ( ZSeriesZ Shunt J









This method is not only restricted to the sending end of the network, but can also be
applied to the receiving end.
5. 1. 1 Implementation
In this section the interface between PSAT and ReticMaster is discussed. Firstly a
user report is created in ReticMaster, which is then exported as a text file. The
electrical characteristics of the network are then extracted from this file by the
PSAT -ReticMaster interface.
The user can define a report using the available fields by selecting Tools/Options from
the main menu in ReticMaster and clicking on the User Report Page tab shown in
Fig. 5.2. Multiple fields can be selected and moved to the Report Fields listbox. The
order of how the fields appear in the report can also be changed using the move
buttons [BI8]. The fields that the PSAT-ReticMaster interface requires to calculate V
and Z are displayed in the Report Fields listbox in Fig. 5.2. A file, Report.rpt, was
created to ensure that the necessary fields would appear in the correct order in the
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Fig. 5.2: User Report Page tab in ReticMaster
The user must specify the fields for the report before selecting Tools/Report from the
main menu. A report can then be generated for either a portion of, or the complete,
network. The user has the option of clicking on a required field and the report will be
sorted according to this field. Buttons are available to select either ascending or
descending order. Selecting Saves the current file button will export the user report to
a text file for further analysis in the PSAT -ReticMaster interface.
(·3.11' 2OO0kVA11kVI11kV Star.
Fig. 5.3: The user report in ReticMaster
The interface to extract the electrical characteristics of a reticulation network from the
ReticMaster user report is shown in Fig. 5.4. The user enters the ReticMaster report
name, which is retrieved when the Load button is selected. The interface calculate V
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and Z between the source node of the reticulation network and a user-selected load
node if the ReticMaster Source Node radio button is selected. Different load nodes
are selected by clicking on the node name in the ReticMaster Load Node listbox. If
the Alternative Source Node radio button is selected, the interface will calculate Vand
Z between any two load or source nodes. IVI and Z can be send to either the sending
or the receiving end in the PSAT input interface.
FM Eot PSAT Teon ~w Htlp




ElC Send IIIPSAT StniqEnd mBSI?I/.. Siiid IDPSAT IIiiIMiEnd,12i?A
$124'" TI96
S1.X}A a- TI96_1 .=JT10C ')
Fig. 5.4: Interface to extract network parameters from ReticMaster
Software development
The PSAT -ReticMaster interface was, just like the OLP interface of PSAT,
implemented in Matlab. The reasons for choosing Matlab and the use ofMatlab GUIs
were discussed in section 2.2.4.
The equations to calculate Vand Z are implemented in interface.m, of which the full
program listing is available in Addendum B2.
ReticMaster version 4.2 was used to create the user report.
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5.2 SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY AND DISPERSED
GENERATION DATABASE
A database infrastructure has been developed to link the ratings and configurations
determined by PSAT to real devices [C2]. Much data have been sourced and are










Fig. 5.5: Device library window
The following parameters are sent from PSAT to the device library:
• The device configuration - series, shunt, series-shunt or in-line;
• The value of Pdevice and Qdevice in p.u. The device rating is determined by the
specific network configuration and parameters, as well as the device
configuration and control method;
• If the device requires energy storage, PSAT will mark the Energy storage
checkbox. An energy-storage device can be connected to the DC bus of any
transistor-controlled device [C19]. A device with energy storage or a
distributed generator can supply both active and reactive power;
• For single-phase and three-phase networks PSAT enables the 1phase devices
and 3 phase devices radio buttons, respectively.
The user must enter the base values for Vbase and Sbase. PSAT determined the device
configuration, but the user must decide the device technology. The network device
technology will determine the reaction time and variation of the compensating power.
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Depending on dynamic needs, the user must decide among the following
technologies:
• Passive technology, such as shunt capacitors and reactors;
• Mechanically or thyristor switched technology, such as switched shunt
capacitors and reactors or a tap-changing transformer;
• Thyristor-controlled technology, such as a Static Var Compensator (SVC), a
TCSC or a HYDC line;
• Transistor-controlled technology, such as Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM) or a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR).
Distributed generation can be evaluated as a network support technology and is a
special case of shunt compensation. It is important not to confuse this technology
with a distributed generator as a power source at the receiving end of a network.
Selecting the Calculate button will automatically calculate the actual device ratings
for a specified Sbase and Vbase. The values are displayed in the Device Ratings column
of the interface. Pressing the Fit Device button will search the database for all similar
devices with equal or larger ratings. The names of all the devices found will be
displayed in the Device listbox. The ratings of these devices can be displayed in the
Device Ratings column by clicking on the device names in the listbox. The Info box
will display any additional data about the selected device, e.g. a manufacturer's name
such as ABB. If no devices could be found for the specified device configuration,
rating and technology, the message "no device" will be displayed in the Info box.
The user can add new devices to the database by selecting Device/Add Device from
the main menu in the device library interface. Selecting Device/Modify Device from
the main menu can modify existing devices. The add device and modify device
interfaces of the device library are shown in Fig. 5.6.
Implementation
The device library interface was also implemented in Matlab. A discussion on the
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Fig. 5.6: a) Add device and b) modify device interfaces
The program for the device library interface, as well as the add device and modify
device interfaces, is implemented in device.m. The program starts by importing the
device parameters send over by PSAT. It also imports the user-defined base values
and device technologies. Next, all the devices in the database for the defined device
technology and configuration are compared. All the devices found with equal or
larger ratings are extracted from the database and listed in the device interface. The
full program listing for device.m is included in Addendum B3.
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5.3 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Future developments in PSAT interfaces
The OLP interface of PSAT is a complete package for calculating the senes
impedance and shunt admittance for balanced three-phase, three-wire lines, where it is
assumed the lines are perfectly transposed. The following future extensions are
proposed for the OLP interface ofPSAT:
• Extension of the conductor database to include other conductor types as well.
These other conductor types include AAC, AAAC, aluminium conductor
alloy-reinforced (ACAR), and aluminium-alloy conductor steel-reinforced
(AACSR). Aerial bundled conductor (ABC) and steel conductor also need to
be included in the database;
• The calculation of AC and DC resistance values at different operating
temperatures for the various conductor types, as was discussed in detail in
section 2.2.1;
• Equations were developed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 to calculate the phase
and sequence impedances and admittances for a three-phase line with neutral
conductors. This included the calculation of the series phase impedance
matrix Zp (2-31) and the shunt phase admittance matrix Yp (2-54) for
untransposed three-phase lines with neutral conductors. Equations were also
developed to calculate the phase and sequence impedances and admittances of
completely transposed lines. These equations can be implemented in the OLP
interface to calculate the phase and sequence impedances of untransposed as
well as transposed three-phase lines with and without neutral conductors. The
phase and sequence values can also be calculated for other line technologies,
such as phase-phase, single-phase or SWER, using the matrices developed in
section 2.2. Because the effect of neutral wires is included, both balanced and
unbalanced conditions can be considered.
These extensions will enable the OLP interface to accurately calculate the line
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Future developments in TESAT interfaces
It was shown extensively that TESAT could be used to do voltage regulation analysis
and the calculation of line losses and transmission costs. Presently only three-phase
lines are analysed in the AC interface of TESA T and bipolar lines in the DC interface.
A technology index to compare different line technologies on a per project basis was
also implemented in these interfaces. The objective of these technology indexes is to
select the optimum conductor for a specific AC or DC line technology, based on the
lowest transmission cost, best emergency performance, stability of transmission and
quality of supply. The following future developments are proposed for the AC and
DC interfaces of TESAT:
• Implementation of equations to calculate the voltage regulation, line losses
and transmission costs of other line technologies, such as phase-to-phase,
single-phase and SWER lines in the AC interface and monopolar lines in the
DC interface of TESAT;
• The inclusion of these other line technologies in the AC and DC technology
indexes, including the development of equations to calculate the emergency
and stability performance of these line technologies;
• The development of equations to analyse the effect of network support devices
on the voltage regulation, power losses and transmission costs of AC line
technologies;
• The extension of the AC technology index to include the effect of line
compensation. The analysis equations were documented in great detail in
sections 2.6.1 and 2.7.1.
These extensions to the TESA T interfaces will enable network planners to determine
the optimum line technology and conductor when designing new networks or
upgrading existing networks. It will also allow planners to consider network support
devices in order to operate lines closer to their thermal limits.
SWER as an alternative for low power. long distance transmission
The main benefit of SWER lines is that a single conductor is used, which means
savings on line hardware. A SWER line can, therefore, be constructed at the fraction
of the cost of conventional three-phase overhead lines. This section discusses the
applicability of SWER networks for the Katima Mulilo case study. The phase and
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sequence impedances are calculated and the voltage regulation performance of the
lines are analysed in TESAT.
The following two conductors are evaluated with a 132 kV Kamerad tower structure
shown in Fig. 4.2:
• Wolf conductor
• Pelican conductor.
The AC resistance values at 40°C were calculated from the DC resistance values at
20°C and are shown in Table 4-1.
From section 2.2, the positive-sequence impedance for the SWER lines can be
calculated as follows:
= Zaaeq
= raa + ra' + jOJ2x 10-41n Daa'o;
= 0.2585+ jO.7370 [nlkm] (Wolf)
= 0.1784+ jO.7323 [nlkm] (Pelican)
(5-5)




- } (jJ --r-----.,.
- In{Deq/r)
= 2.25 [f.lSIkm] (Wolf)
= 2.29 [f.lSIkm] (Pelican)
(5-6)
The values of series impedance and shunt capacitance for SWER lines will be larger
than that for three-phase lines for the same choice of conductors. The reason for this
is that the equivalent area perpendicular to the flux linkage is much larger.
The voltage regulation performance of the lines were analysed in TESA T for the
Katima Mulilo network and the RXB values calculated in equations (5-5) and (5-6).
A base value of33YlMVA (100MVA/3) is used for Sbase and 76 kV (132 kV/.J3)
for Vbase. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7: Voltage regulation of 76.21 kV SWER lines as a function of load growth
The Wolf line will be able to conduct the full load until the 17th year and the Pelican
line until the is" year. Neither line will be able to conduct the full load for the
lifetime of the network. Fig. 5.7 and Table 5-1 shows that for initial loading
conditions high line-end voltages are experienced due to the Ferranti effect. Reactors
will therefore be required for voltage control at the receiving end.
Table 5-1: Summary of the voltage regulation performance





AC SWER Minimum Maximum
Wolf
The SWER networks can be upgraded to three-phase as the loading increases,
allowing a phase implementation of infrastructure and delayed capital investment.
For the Katima Mulilo case study it is, therefore, very advantageous to design the
network to be extremely "light" initially with high flexibility by means of practical









In today's economic environment it is important to find the most effective solution in
terms of cost and technical performance when planning new networks or upgrading
existing networks. The application of line and support technologies in the design
process can help achieve this goal. Network planners need tools to analyse and
implement such line and support technologies. They also need to be trained in such
analysis and implementation. An analysis tool, PSAT, has been developed previously
to model various network configurations, network problems and support technologies
as an aid to power system engineers for implementing network technologies [Cl].
One of the objectives of this thesis was to document the development of a software
tool, TESAT, to assist the network planner in selecting the optimum conductor and
line technology for a network. If network support is required, i.e. to solve voltage
regulation problems in an attempt to stretch the network up to thermal capacity,
TESAT can be used to evaluate the economic impact of the line and support
















Fig. 6.1: Inputs and outputs of the TESAT engine
A diagram of the technical and financial inputs and outputs of the TESA T engine is









• Key performance indicators (KPIs).
The determination of the line parameters for three-phase AC and bipolar DC lines was
discussed in Chapter 2. The equations for voltage regulation, transmission losses and
LCC for these line technologies with different conductors were subsequently
discussed. The cost of support technologies, if any, was included in the transmission
costs of the line technologies.
Having determined the voltage regulation, losses and life cycle costs, the ATI was
calculated to compare the various line technologies on a per project basis. For AC
line technologies the KPIs to consider were voltage regulation, capacity, stability and
voltage regulation. The DC ATI included the LCC, capacity and voltage regulation
KPIs. The KPIs were summated using weighting factors to evaluate the overall
technical and economical performance of a line technology.
The thermal load reach and transfer capabilities of different three-phase AC and
bipolar DC lines at distribution voltage levels were determined in Chapter 3. The
formula to calculate the load reach and transfer capabilities of these line technologies
were derived from the voltage regulation equations developed in Chapter 2.
The Katima Mulilo case study was presented in Chapter 4 to show the practical
application of TESAT. The case study showed that TESA T uses basic information to
quickly calculate the voltage regulation, losses and LCC of different conductors from
an AC and DC perspective in order to select the optimum conductor and line
technology for the task at hand. The combination of network support technologies
and line technologies to find the most effective solution in terms of cost and technical
performance was also addressed by the case study. Ultimately, the case study showed
that for low-power transmission over long distances, DC transmission at lower
voltage levels is more economical than AC transmission at higher voltage levels.
Apart from being technically more reliable than the AC interconnection, DC
transmission will cost about MR 10 (15%) less than the most viable AC alternative for




Chapter 5 discussed the interfaces between PSAT and the real world. The interface
between PSATand ReticMaster was presented, as well as the development of the
support technology and dispersed generation database. Future developments in the
PSAT interfaces and TESA T were subsequently discussed.
TESA T provides a sturdy platform on which future developments such as the
technical and economic performance of alternative line technologies can be modelled.
However, TESA T can already operate as an analysis aid to determine the optimum
conductor and line technology (three-phase or bipolar) for a network, and the
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A.1 CONDUCTOR DATA
Table A-I: Conductor Data [C4)
Stranding and Wire Overall Max DC DC
Conductor Material
Diameter [mm] Diameter Resistance Rating
Name Type
Aluminium Steel [mm] [Olkm, 20°C] [A]
Ash AAAC 19/3.48 - 17.40 0.1840 467
Chickadee ACSR 18/3.77 1/3.77 18.87 0.1427 530
Fox ACSR 6/2.79 1/2.79 8.37 0.7822 190
Gopher ACSR 6/2.36 1/2.36 7.08 1.0933 150
Hare ACSR 6/4.72 1/4.72 14.16 0.2733 360
Kingbird ACSR 18/4.78 1/4.78 23.88 0.0894
Magpie ACSR 3/2.118 4/2.188 6.35 2.7070 92
Mink ACSR 6/3.66 1/3.66 10.98 0.4546 260
Oak AAAC 7/4.65 - 13.95 0.2790 359
Pelican ACSR 18/4.14 1/4.14 20.70 0.1189 600
Rabbit ACSR 6/3.35 1/3.35 10.05 0.5426 240
Squirrel ACSR 6/2.11 1/2.11 6.33 1.3677 130
Tern ACSR 45/3.38 7/2.25 27.00 0.0718 830
Wolf ACSR 30/2.59 7/2.59 18.13 0.1828 470
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A.2 ESTIMATED CONVERTER STATION COSTS
Each converter station consists of a voltage source converter, a DC bus, an AC filter
and the converter control. The estimated converter station costs are shown in
Table A-2.
Table A-2: Estimated converter station costs
Description Quantity Price/Unit [R] Total [R]
Switches
3.3 kV 400 A Dual Pack IOBTs 182 10200.00 1 856400.00
Heat Sinks 464 100.00
DC Bus
DC Capacitors (3300 !IF, 450 VDC) 2500 400.00 1 000000.00
Filter Components
Filter Capacitors (50 !lF, 440 VAC) 16434 130.00 2 136420.00
Filter Inductors 6 100000.00 600000.00
Control and Measurement Equipment 2000000.00 2000000.00
Auxiliary Equipment 2000000.00 2000000.00
Sub-total 1 10 556 920.00
Other Costs 5028460.00
Total Cost 15085380.00
Total Cost/MW 1 774751.00
The heart of each converter station is a three-phase voltage source converter with
series connected IOBTs in each valve. For a maximum DC link voltage of 100 kV,
each converter valve will consist of a minimum of 31 series connected 3.3 kV, 400 A
dual pack lOBT switches. Every lOBT is provided with an antiparallel diode. Tum
on/off of each lOBT is ordered via an optical link from the control equipment at
ground potential. The semiconductors are cooled with heat sinks. The cost of these
heat sinks was estimated as 25% of the total cost of the lOBT switches.
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The primary objective of the DC capacitor bank is to provide a low inductive path for
the turn-off current, and energy storage to be able to control the power flow [A14].
The DC capacitor bank consists of 10 parallel strings of 125 series connected 3 000
J.!F,450 V electrolytic capacitors, in order to meet the voltage rating of 100 kV. Half
of the DC bus capacitors are installed at the sending-end station and the other half at
the receiving-end station. The DC bus will be robust against the effects of ripple
current and the only other requirement is a reasonably stiff voltage on the DC side.
Thus more parallel strings of series connected capacitors may be needed, although the
DC line capacitance may be sufficient.
The converter generates characteristic harmonics related to the switching frequency.
The AC currents are smoothed by the filter inductor and then the rest of the harmonic
content of the AC voltage is reduced by the AC filter. The filter capacitors consist of
33 parallel strings of 83 series connected 50 J.!F,440 V capacitors in order to meet the
voltage rating of 66 kV phase-to-phase. The equivalent rating of the filter capacitors
is 10 J.!F per phase, whereas the rating of the filter inductor depends on dynamic
performance of the system and the ripple current limitations, which differs for each
practical situation. The cost of the filter reactors was estimated as RI00 000 each.
The cost of the DC bus LEMs is included in the cost for the control and measurement
equipment. Auxiliary equipment costs include the cost of the DC line breakers, while
other costs include transport costs, construction costs, field services, survey fees,
engineering fees and general overhead costs. These were estimated as 50% of the
total material cost.
For 8.5 MW long-distance transmission, with a ±50 kV bipolar DC line, the cost for
the two converter stations would amount to R1.8 million per MW. It is important to
note that the values given in Table A-2 are estimated values and are subject to change.
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B.2 PSAT-RETICMASTER INTERFACE CODE
8.2.1 Interface.m








B.5 FUNCTION CODE TO CALCULATE THE THERMAL
lOAD REACH OF THREE-PHASE LINES
8.5.1 Constants.m
B.6 FUNCTION CODE TO CALCULATE THE TRANSFER








%Main Conductor GUl Function
switch(action)
case 'ApplySeuings'
%Display Selected Conductor Parameters
conductor=get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'CondSelect'),'UserData');
9 value='get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','CondSelect'),'Value');
10 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag'j'Stranding'), 'String',conductor( value). Stranding);
II set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Strand_Diam'),'String',conductor(value).StrandDiam);
12 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Overall_ Diam'), 'String',conductor( value). OverDiam);
13 set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Rtext'), 'String',conductor(value ).R);
14 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Current'), 'String',conductor(value). Current);
15












































































%Get Bundle Selection, Conductor Parameters, Tower Parameters, Distance and Earth Resistivity
Bundleselect~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'ConductorsIBundle'),'Value');
StrDia~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Strand _Diam'), 'String'»;
R~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Rtext'), 'String'»;
Over_Diam~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUl'),'Tag','Overall_Diam'),'String'»;
Distance~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUl'),'Tag','Distance'),'String'»;






%Calculation of the GMR ofthe conductor and the equivelent outside raduis (Dsc) of bundle selections
x:=conductor(value).x;
ifx~1.08955 %6/1
axes( findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag',' Axes I '»
cia;

















set(gea,'Position',[900 522 110 112]);
elseifx~2.56595 %26/7





set(gca,'Position',[900 521 III Ill]);
elseif x~2.892485 %30/7





set(gca,'Position',[897 520 115 115]);
elseif x=3 .174735 %45/7






elseif x=G .25 136 %54/7
axes(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUl'), 'Tag',' Axes I '»
cia;
image(imread('ACSR54A 7S.bmp', 'bmp'j);
setfgca, 'Tag','Axes I ');
set(gca,'Visible','ofl');
set(gea,'Position',[889 516 131 128]);
else x~~3.646384 %54/19






































































L I=imagfz I )/(2'pi'!);
GMR~(Dsc/100)'(GMDA2);
Cap I ~(2' pi' 8. 854e-9)/(log(GMD/(Dsc/l 00)));








134 Zc l=sqruz l/y l);
IJS Prcp Constl=sqrtfz l vyl);
136




141 CO"'{ IIZcO)' sinh(prop _ConstO'Distance);
142





148 %Calculation ofZ' and Y'J2
149 ZI~BI;















165 set(tindobj( tindobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'z Iedit'),'String',num2str(z I, '% l.4g'»;
166 set(tindobj(tindobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'zOedit'),'String', num2str(zO, '% I. 4g'»;
167 set(tindobj( tindobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'y I edit'), 'String',num2str(y I, '% I. 3g'»;
168 set(tindobj(tindobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag' ,'yOedit'), 'String',num2str(yO, '% 1.3g'»;
169
170 set(tindobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Z I edit'), 'String', num2str(Z 1,'% l.4g'»;
171 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Yledit'),'String',num2str(Y I, '% 1.2e'»;
172 set(findobj(ftndobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'T ag','ZOedit'), 'String',num2str(ZO, '% I. 4g'));






















set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Bundle Spacing'),'BackgroundColor' ,[ .6941 .6941 .6941]);
set(tindobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Bundlecmtext'),'Enable','ofl');
else
set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Bundietext'), 'Enable' ,'on');
set(tindobj(findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Bundle Spacing'), 'Enable', 'on');
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193 %Open Modify Conductor GUl with selected conductor parameters
194






20 I value=get(fmdobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'CondSelect'),'Value');
202
203 set(findobj('Tag', 'Name'),'String',conductor(value).Name);
204 if conductor(value).x ~ 108955
205 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'L'Tag' ,'Strandingselect'), 'Value', I);




210 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
211 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
212 set(gca,'Position',[56 616862]);
213 elseif conductor(value).x ~ 1950552
214 set(fi ndobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Strandingselect'),'Value',2);






221 set(gca,'Position',[5146 82 82]);
222 elseifconductor(value).x ~ 2.4118148
223 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conducto(),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value',3);




228 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
229 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
230 set(gca,'Position',[36 36110 112]);
231 elseif conductor(value).x ~ 2.56595
232 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value',4);




237 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
238 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
239 set(gca,'Position',[3636 III III]);
240 elself conductor(value).x = 2.892485
241 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag' ,'Strandingselect'),'Value',5);
242 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'), 'Tag','Axesl 'l)
243 cia;
244 image(imread('ACSR30A7S.bmp','bmp'));
245 set(gca, 'Tag','Axes 1');
246 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
247 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
248 set(gca,'Position',[3631 115115]);
249 elself conductor(value).x ~ 3.174735
250 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value',6);
251 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'),'Tag','Axes I'))
252 cia;
253 %image(imread('ACSR??bmp','bmp'));
254 set(gca,'Tag','Axes I ');
255 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
256 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
257 set(gca,'Position',[51 46 109 109]);
258 elseif conductor(value).x ~ 3.25136
259 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Strandingselect'), 'Value', 7);
260 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'L'Tag'i'Axest '))
261 cia;
262 image(imread('ACSR54A7S.bmp','bmp'l);
263 set(gca, 'Tag','Axes I');
264 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
265 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
266 set(gca,'Position',[2626 131 128]);
267 else
268 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conducto(),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value',8);




273 set(gca,'Colo(,[.8 .8 .8])
274 set(gca,'Visible','of!');
275 set(gca,'Position',[2626 131 128]);
276 end;
277 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conducto(),'Tag','Strand_Oiam'),'String',conductor(value).StrandDiam);
278 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Overall_ Diam'), 'String' ,conductor( value). OverOiam);
279 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Rtext'),'String',conductor(value ).R);
280 set(findobj(fmdobj('T ag', 'Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Current'),'String',conductor( value). Current);
281
282 case 'Mod Stranding'
283 Strandingselect=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conducto(),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value');
284 if Strandingselect=s I
285 axes( findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'),'T ag',' Axes I '))
286 cia;
287 image(imread('ACSR6AI S.bmp','bmp'));
288 set(gca, 'Tag','Axes I ');




293 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'), 'Tag',' Axes I'))
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297 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
298 set(gca,'Visible','off);
299 set(gca,'Position',[5 I 468282]);
300 elseif Strandingselect=3
30 I axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'), 'Tag','Axes I '»
302 cia;
303 image(imread('ACSR24A 7S.bmp', 'bmp'j);
304 set(gea, 'Tag','Axesl');
305 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
306 set(gca,'Visible','off);
307 setfgca, 'Position',[36 36 110 112]);
308 elseif Strandingselect==4






315 set(gca,'Position',[36 36 III III]);
316 elseif Strandingselect=5




321 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
322 set(gca,'Visible','ofr);
323 set(gca,'Position',(36 31 115 115]);
324 elseif Strandingselect==6




329 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
330 set(gca,'Visible','off);
331 set(gca,'Position',[51 46 109 109]);
332 elseif Strandingselect=7




337 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
338 set(gca,'Visible','off);
339 set(gca,'Position',[26 26 131 128]),
340 else




345 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8])
346 set(gca,'Visible','off);





352 %Get Conductor Structure
353 %Get Changed Conductor Parameters
354
355 conductor=gettfindobjtfindobjf'Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'CondSelect'),'UserData');
356 value='get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','CondSelect'),'Value');
357
358 Name=getffindobjf findobj('Tag', 'Modify Conductor'),'Tag', 'Name'), 'String');
359 Strandingselect~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'),'Tag','Strandingselect'),'Value');
360 Strand _Diam~str2num(get(findobj(fmdobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'), 'Tag','Strand _Diem'), 'String');
361 Overall_ Diam~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Overall_ Diam'), 'String');
362 R~num2str(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Ccnductor'L'Tag'i'Rtext'L'String'j);






369 %Change Conductor Structure
370 conductor(value )=struct('Name', Name, 'Stranding',Stranding, 'StrandDiam',Strand _Diam, 'OverDiam', Overall_ Diam,
371 'R',R,'Current',Current,'x',x);
372





378 SetCondParameters(CondSelect,Stranding,Strand _Diam,Overall_ Diam.R, Current, conductor);
379
380 case 'AddStranding'
381 Strandingselect~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Add Conductor'), 'Tag', 'Strandingselect'),'Value');
382 ifStrandingselect=1
383 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','Add Conductor'),'Tag','Axes I '»
384 cia;
385 image(intread(' ACSR6A IS.bmp', 'bmp'));
386 set(gca, 'Tag','Axesl');








































































































set(gca, 'Position',[36 36110 112]);
elseif Strandingselect=4






set(gca,'Position',[36 36 III Ill]);
elseif Strandingselect= 5






set(gca,'Position',[36 3 I 115 115]);
elseif Strandingselect=6






set(gca,'Position',[51 46 109 109]);
e1seif Strandingselect=7






set(gca,'Position',[26 26 131 128]);
else




set(gca,'Color,[ 8 .8 .8])
set(gca,'Visible','off);
set(gca,'Position',[26 26 131 128]);
end;
%Get Conductor Structure
%Get New Conductor Parameters
conductoFget(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','CondSelect'),'UserData');
Name=getffindobjfflndobjr'Tag',' Add Conductor), 'Tag', 'Name'), 'String');
Strandingselect~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Add Conductor),'Tag','Strandingse1ect'),'Value');
Strand _Diam~str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag',' Add Conductor), 'Tag','Strand _Diam'), 'String'j);








conductor(sz(2)+ I)=struct('Name',Name, 'Stranding',Stranding, 'StrandDiam', Strand _ Diam,'OverDiam', Overall_ Diam,'





SetCondParameters(CondSelect, Stranding, Strand_Diarn,Overall_ Diam,R, Current, conductor);
478 case 'OpenAddConductor'





484 %Close Add Conductor GUl
485 case 'CloseAddConductor'
486 fig ~ findobj('Tag','Add Conductor);
487 c1ose(figure(fig));
488
489 %Close Modify Conductor GUl
490 case 'CloseModConductor'




495 fig ~ findobj('Tag','OLPGUI');
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8.1.2 Tower. m
function Tower(action)




set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'OneEarthRB '),'Value', 0);
9 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','NoEanhRB '), 'Value', 0);
10 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Venel'),'BackgroundColor',[ I I IJ);
II set(findobj(findobj(Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horzel'),'BackgroundColor',(1 I I]);
12 set(findobj(findobj(Tag','OLPGUl'), 'Tag','Vene2'),'BackgroundColor',[1 I IJ);
13 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Horze2'),'BackgroundColor',(1 I IJ);
14 set(findobj(findobj(T ag', 'OLPGUl'), 'Tag', 'Vene 1'),'Enable', 'inactive');
15 set(findobj( findobj(T ag', 'OLPGUI'), Tag','Horze I '), 'Enable', 'inactive');
16 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),Tag','Vene2'),'Enable', 'inactive');
17 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUI'),Tag','Horze2'), 'Enable', 'inactive');
18 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Eanh Imtext'], 'Enable', 'on');
19 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUl'),Tag','Eanh2mteXl'),'Enable', 'on');






26 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'), Tag', 'NoEanhRB '), 'Value', 0);
27 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Vene I '),'BackgroundColor',[ I I IJ);
28 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horzel '),'BackgroundColor',[ I I I]);
29 set(findobj(findobj(Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Vene2'),'BackgroundC010r',[.6941 .6941 .6941 J);
30 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horze2'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
31 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUl'), 'Tag','Vene I), 'Enable', 'inactive');
32 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Horze I '),'Enable', 'inactive');
33 set(findobj(findobj(Tag','OLPGUl'),Tag','Vene2'),'Enable','off);
34 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horze2'), 'Enable', 'off);
35 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'), Tag'i'Earth I mtext'j.Enable', 'on');
36 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Eanh2mteXl'), 'Enable', 'off);








45 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUl'),'Tag','VeneI '),'BackgroundColor',[.694I 6941 .6941 J);
46 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUl'),'Tag','Horze I '),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .694 I J);
47 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Vene2'),'BackgroundCo10r',[.6941 .6941 .6941 J);
48 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horze2'),'BackgroundColor',[.6941 .6941 .694 I J);
49 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Vene I '),'Enable', 'off);
50 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Horze I '), 'Enable', 'off);
51 set(findobj(fmdobj('Tag','OLPGUl'),'Tag','Vene2'),'Enable','off);
52 set(findobj(findobj(Tag','OLPGUl'),Tag','Horze2'),'Enable','off);
53 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'Eanh I mtext'),'Enable', 'off);
54 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUl'), 'Tag', 'Eanh2mtext'),'Enable', 'off);




59 %Set selected tower parameters
60 tower=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag',TowerSelect'),'UserData');







































set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUl'), Tag','Horze I '),'String' ,tower(value ).Horze I);




set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUl'), 'Tag', 'Vene I'), 'String',tower( value). Vene I);
set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUl'), 'T ag','Vene2). 'String',tower( value). Vene2);
%Frequency of operation
1=50;




Horze I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horze I'),'String'»;
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97 SetRB(HorzeI ,Vertel,Horze2,Verte2)
98 Name=tower(value).Name;
99 PlotOLPT ower(Name,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze 1,Horze2, Vena. Vertb, Verte, Verte I,Verte2)
100
101 %Calculations
102 %Calculation ofR/km, Ukm and C/km for positive and zero sequences





I08 dabi=sqrtïf'verta+ Vertb )'2+(Horza-Horzb )'2);




























137 %Calculation of ABeD parameters
13 g AO=cosh(Prop _Conste=Distance),
139 DO~AO;
140 BO=ZcO·sinh(prop _Conste=Distance):
141 CO~( I/ZeO)'sinh(prop _ConstO'Distanee);
142
143 Al=coshtPropEonst l vljistance);
144 D1~AI;
145 B l""'Zcl·sinh(prop_Constl"'Distance);
146 C I~(I/Ze I)' sinh(Prop _Const I 'Distance );
147











159 set(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'UserData',Parameters);
160 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),Tag','GMDdisplay'),'String',sprintft%3.4r,GMD»;
161 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','z I edit'), 'String',num2str(z 1,% I. 4g'»;
162 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','zOedit'), 'String',num2str(zO, % I. 4g'»;
163 set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag'i'y Iedn'), 'String',num2str(y I, % 1.3g'»;
164 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'yOedit'), 'String' ,num2str(yO, '% 1.3g'»;
165 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'Z Iedit'), 'String', num2str(Z 1,'% I. 4g'»;
166 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'OLPGUI'), Tag', 'Y ledit'), 'String',num2str(Y I, % 1.2e'»;
167 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), Tag', 'ZOedit'),'String',num2str(ZO, % I. 4g'»;








176 %Get New Tower Parameters
177 Name~get(findobj(findobj(Tag',' Add Towe(),Tag','AddName'),'String');
178 Horza~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag',' Add Tower'), 'Tag',' Addf+orzaedit'j.String'j);
179 Horzlrstr2num(get(findobj(findobj(Tag',' Add Tower'), Tag',' AddHorzbedit'), 'String'»;
180 Horze~str2num(get(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'Add Tewer'), Tag',' Addblorzcedit'j.String'j);
181 Verta~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag',' Add Tower'), 'Tag',' Addvertaedit'j.Stnng'j);
182 Yertb=strênumtgetffindobjf findobj('Tag',' Add Tower'),'Tag',' AddVertbedit'}, 'String'»;
183 Verte~str2num(get(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'Add Tower'), Tag',' Addvertcedit'j.String'j);
184 Verte2~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Add Tower'), Tag',' AddVerte2'), 'String'»;
185 Verte I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'Add Tower'j.Tag',' AddVerte 1'), 'String'»;
186 Horze2~str2num(get(findobj(findobj(Tag','Add Towe(),Tag','AddHorze2'),'String'»;
187 Horze I =strênumfgetffindobjf findobj(Tag',' Add Tower'), Tag',' AddHorze I '), 'String'»;
188
189 %Add New Tower Structure
190 sz=size(tower);
191
192 tower(sz(2)+ I)=struct('Name' ,Name, 'Horza',Horza, 'Horzb',Horzb, 'Horze',Horze, 'HOTze 1"Horze 1,'Horze2',Horze2,
193 'Vena', Verta, 'Vertb', V ertb,'Verte',Verte.Verte I', Verte 1,'Verte2', Verte2);
194
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198
199 %Outputs
200 PlotOLPT ower(Name,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I,Horze2, Vena, Vertb. Vene, Verte I,Verte2);
201 PlotAddGUlTower(Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze l,Horze2, Vena, Vertb, Verte, Verte I,Verte2)
202 SetRB(Horzel,Vertel,Horze2,Verte2)
203 SetTowerParameters(T owerSelect,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I,Horze2, Vena, Vertb, Verte, Verte I,Verte2,tower);
204
205 case 'Modify'
206 %Open Modify Tower GUl with selected tower parameters
207





213 tower=getffindobjf findobj('Tag' ,'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'TowerSelect'), 'UserData');
214 value=getffindcbjf findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'TowerSelect'), 'Value');
215
216 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModName'),'String', tower( value ).Name);
217 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag','ModHorzaedit'), 'String', tower( value ).Horza);
218 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'Tag','ModHorzbedit'),'String', tower( value). Horzb);
219 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'Tag','ModHorzcedit'), 'String', tower( value ).Horzc);
220 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'Tag','ModVertaedit'),'String', tower( value). Verta);
221 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag', 'ModVertbedit'), 'String',tower(value). Vertb);
222 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'Tag','ModVertcedit'),'String', tower(value ).Verte);
223 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModVerte2'),'String',tower(value).Verte2);
224 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag', 'ModVerte 1'),'String',tower( value). Verte I);
225 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag', 'ModHorze2'), 'String',tower( value ).Horze2);
226 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag', 'ModHorze I '), 'String',tower( value ).Horze I);
227
228 Horza~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorzaedit'),'String'»;
229 Horzb=strznumtgetf findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify T ower'), 'Tag','ModHorzbedit'), 'String'));
230 Horzc~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorzcedit'),'String'»;




235 Verte I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'Tag', 'ModVerte I'), 'String'»;
236 Horze2~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorze2'),'String'»;
237 Horze I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorze I '), 'String'));
238
239 PlotModGUITower(Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I,Horze2, Vena, Vertb, Verte, Verte 1,Verte2)
240
241 case 'ApplyModTower'
242 %Get Tower Structure
243 toweFget(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','TowerSelect'),'UserData');
244 value=getffindobjffindobjf'Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'T owerSelect'),'Value');
245
246 %Get Modified Tower Parameters
247 Name~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModName'),'String');
248 Horza~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'), 'Tag', 'ModHorzaedit'), 'String'»;
249 Ho~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorzbedit'),'String'»;
250 Horzc~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorzcedit'),'String'»;




255 Verte I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'Modify Tower'), 'T ag','ModVerte I '),'String'»;
256 Horze2~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'),'Tag','ModHorze2'),'String'»;
257 Horze I~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','Modify Tower'), 'Tag', 'ModHorze I '),'String'));
258
259
260 tower(value )=struct('Name',Name, 'Horza' ,Horza, 'Horzb' .Horzb, 'Horze',Horze, 'Horze I',Horze I,'Horze2',Horze2,
261 'Verta', Verta,'Vertb', Vertb,'Vertc', Vertc,'Verte I ',Vertel,'Verte2',Verte2);
262
263 for i=I :Iength(tower)




268 PlotOLPT ower(Name,Horza,Horzb,Horze,Horze I,Horze2, Verta, Vertb, Verte, Verte I, Verte2)
269 PlotModGUlTower(Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I,Horze2, Verta, Vertb, Verte, Verte I, Verte2)
270 SetRB(Horze I,Verte I,Horze2, Verte2)
271 SetT owerParameters(T owerSelect,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I,Horze2, Verta, vertb, Verte, Verte I, Verte2,tower);
272
273 case 'OpenAddTower'





279 %Close Add Tower GUl
280 case 'CloseAddTower'
281 fig ~ findobj('Tag','Add Tower');
282 close(figure(fig));
283
284 %Close Modify Tower GUl
285 case 'CloseModTower'






292 function SetTowerParameters(T owerSeJect,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I ,Horze2, Verta, Vertb, Verte, Verte I,Verte2,tower);
293 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'TowerSelect'), 'String', TowerSelect);
294 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','T owerSelect'), 'UserData',tower);
295 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Horzaedit'), 'String',Horza);
296 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horzbedit'),'String',Horzb);
297 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horzcedit'),'String',Horzc);
298 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horze I '), 'String',Horze I);
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299 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horze2').'String',Horze2);
300 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'T ag','Vertaedit'), 'String', Verta);
30 I set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Vertbedit'),'String', Vertb);
302 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Vertcedit'), 'String', Verte);
303 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag'i'Verte I '), 'String', Verte I);
304 set(findobj(ftndobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Verte2'), 'String', Verte2);
305 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','TowerSelect'),'UserData',tower);
306
307 function PlotOLPTowel(Name,Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze I ,Horze2,Verta, Vertb,Vertc, Verte I, Verte2)
308 oneearth=getïfindobjffindobjr'Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'OneEarthRB'),'V alue');







































348 if (oneearth=e l) & (isempty(Horzel)-=O) & (isempty(VerteIFD)









358 elseif twoearth=s l & {isemptyd-lorze l j==O) & (isempty(Vertel)==O) & (isempty(Horze2)-0) & (isempty(Verte2)-0)
359 plot(Horzel,Vertel, 'k 0');

























385 set(gca,'Color',[.6941 .6941 .6941]);
386 axis([-(2'xmax+l) (2'xmax+l) 0 (1.2S'ymax+I)]);
387 ylabel('Verticai Spacing [m]', 'Fontsize',IO);
388 xiabel('Horizontal Spacing [m]', 'Fontsize', 10);
389 legend('phase a', 'phase b', 'phase c');





































































































































































axis([-(2'xmax+l) (2'xmax+l) 0 (1.25'ymax+I)]);
ylabel('Vertical Spacing [m]', 'Fontsize', 10);
xlabel('Horiwntal Spacing [m)', 'Fontsize', 10);
hold off;
function PlotAddGUIT ower(Horza,Horzb,Horzc,Horze 1,Horze2, Vena, Vertb,Verte, Verte I,Vene2)
xmax=O;
ymax=O;
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501 end;
502 ifVertel>ymax





















524 set(gca,'Color',[.8 .8 .8]);
525 axis([-(2'xmax+l) (2'xmax+l) 0 (1.25'ymax+I)]);
526 ylabel('Vertical Spacing [mj', 'Fontsize',IO);
527 xlabel('Horizontal Spacing [mj', 'Fontsize', 10);
528 hold off;
529
530 function SetRB(Horzel, Vene 1,Horze2, Verte2)





536 set(findobj( findobj('Tag' ,'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'NoEarthRB'),'Value', I);
537 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUl'),'Tag','TwoEarthRB 'i, 'Value', 0);
538 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Verte 1'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941]);
539 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horzel '),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .694 I J);
540 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Verte2'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
541 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Horze2),'BackgroundColor',[.6941 .6941 .6941 J);
542 set(findobj(fmdobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Verte I 'i,'Enable', 'off);
543 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horze 1'),'Enable', 'off);
544 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Verte2'), 'Enable', 'off);
545 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horzeê'), 'Enable', 'off);
546 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Earth Imtext'),'Enable', 'off);
547 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Eartb2mtext'),'Enable','off);
548 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Earth I text'),'Enable', 'off);
549 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Eartb2text'),'Enable', 'off);
550 elseif'(isemptydjorzezj=et) & (isempty(Verte2~1) & (isempty(Horzel~O) & (isemptyfVerte l j=eê)
551 oneeartb=getïfindobjfflndobjt'Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'OneEarthRB'),'Value');
552 noearth~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag' ,'NoEarthRB'),'Value');
553 if'{oneearth==O] & (noearth=so)
554 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'NoEarthRB'),'Value', I);
555 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Vertel '),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
556 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Horze I '),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
557 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Verte I '),'Enable', 'off);
558 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horze I 'i,'Enable', 'off);
559 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'Earth Imtext'), 'Enable', 'off);
560 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag','Earth I text'), 'Enable','on');
561 end;
562 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','TwoEarthRB'),'Value',0);
563 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'TwoEarthRB'), 'Enable','off);
564 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','OneEarthRB'),'Enable','on');
565 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Verte2'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
566 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'), 'Tag', 'Horzez'), 'BackgroundCoior', [.6941 .6941 .6941 J);
567 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Verte2'),'Enable','off);
568 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI');'Tag','Horze2'),'Enable','off);
569 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'OLPGUI'),'Tag', 'Earth2mtext'), 'Enable', 'off);
570 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','OLPGUI'),'Tag','Earth2text'),'Enable','off);
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set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'OtherRB'), 'Value',O);
set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'OtherListbox),'Enable', 'off);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','PRlGUl'), 'Tag','OtherListbox'),'BackgroundColo(,[.694I .6941 .6941 Jl;
10 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUI'), 'Tag', 'Sourcesr'), 'Enable', 'on');
II set(findobj(findobj('Tag','PRlGUl'), 'Tag','Sources(),'BackgroundColo(,[ 1 I IJl;
12 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'SourcesrYbase),'Enable', 'on');
13 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','PRlGUl'), 'Tag','SourcesrYbase),'BackgroundColo(,[ I 1 IJl;




18 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'SourceRB'), 'Value',O);
19 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'Sourcesr'),'Enable', 'off);
20 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','PRlGUI'),'Tag','Sources(),'BackgroundColo(,[.694I 6941 .6941 Jl;
21 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'Sourcesrvbase'), 'Enable', 'off);
22 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','PRlGUl'),'Tag','SourcesrYbase),'BackgroundColo(,[.694I 6941 .6941 Jl;
23 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'PRlGUl'), 'Tag', 'kVtext'),'Enable', 'off);
24 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'PRlGUI'), 'Tag', 'OtherListbox'),'Enable','on');

























50 technology=fscanf(fid, '%5', I);
51
52 matchsource=strcmp(Source,'Source');














67 if(matchtech ~ 0) & (matchbase ~ 1)
68 Vbase=Vbase*l000;
69 elseif (matchtech ~ 1) & (matchbase ~ 1)
70 Ybase"'sqrt(3)*Ybase*1000;








































































































%Calculate load end voltage (p.u.) (phase a)
Vloadmagnitude=(retic( value). V magnitude)J I00;
Vlcadangle=f retief value). Vangle'pi)/180;
Vload=Vloadmagnitude*cos(Vloadangle)+j*Vloadmagnitude*sin(Vloadangle);
%Calculate load end current (p.u.) (phase a)




set(findobj('Tag', 'Vloadmagnitude'), 'String', Vloadrnagnitude);
set(findobj('Tag', 'Vloadangle'), 'String',sprintf(%3. 2r,retic( value). Vangie»;
0/0------------------------------------------------------------
if SourceRB= I
sourcesr=get(findobj('Tag', 'Sourcesr'), 'U serData');
SourcesrVbase=str2num(get(findobj('Tag','SourcesrVbase'),'String'»;




%Calculate Sending-End or Receiving-End source current (p.u.} (phase a)
IsrrnagnitudF(sqrt(3 )'sourcesr(3)'(SourcesrVbase'l OOO»/SBASE;
Israngle=f sourcesr( 4 )'pi)l180;
Isr=lsrmagnitude*cos(Israngle)+j*Isrmagnitude*sin(IsrangIe);
elseifOtherRB=l
%Calculate Sending-End or Receiving-End source voltage (p.u.) (phase a)
Vsrmagnitude=(retic( valuesr). Vmagnitude )/100;
Vsrangle=Ïretict valuesr). Vangle'pi)l180;
Vsr=V srmagnitude*cos(V srangle )+j *V srmagnitude* sin(V srangle);
%Calculate Sending-End or Receiving-End source current (p.u.) (phase a)




















) 58 %Set outputs
159 set(findobj('Tag' .Veqmagnitude'), 'String',sprintf('%3. 4r, Veqrnagnitude »;
160 set(findobj('T ag', 'Veqangle'), 'String',sprintf(%3. 2f, Veqangle »;
161 set(findobj(Tag', 'Ieqrnagnitude'), 'String',sprintf(%3 .2e',leqrnagnitude »;
162 set(findobj('Tag', 'leqangle'),'String',sprintf('%3 .zf.leqangle »;
163 set(findobj('Tag', 'Zeq'), 'String',nurn2str(Zeq, '0/03.2e'»;
164
165 case 'ClosePRJ'
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14 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value', 0);
I 5 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'MechanicalRB '), 'Value', 0);
16 set(findobj(findobj('T ag',' AddDeviceG Ul'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'),'Value',O);
17 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Value', 0);
18 case'ThyristorAddGUI'
19 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
20 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'),'Value',O);
21 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'MechanicaIRB'),'Value', 0);
22 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'),'Value',O);
23 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Value',O);
24 case 'MechanicalAddGUI'
25 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
26 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'Value',O);
27 set(findobj( findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value', 0);
28 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB '),'Value',O);
29 set(findobj( findobj('T ag',' AddDeviceG Ul'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Value',O);
30 case 'PassiveAddGUI'
3 I set(gcbo,'Value', I);
32 set(findobj(findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'Value',O);
33 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','AddDeviceGUI'),'Tag','MechanicalRB'),'Value',O);
34 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'AddDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value', 0);




39 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value',O);
40 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUl'),'Tag', 'MechanicaIRB'),'V a1ue',O);















56 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','DGRB '),'Value',O);
57 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value', 0);










68 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value',O);
69 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'Value',O);
70 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'MechanicalRB '),'Value', 0);
71 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'), 'Value', 0);
72 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUl'),'Tag','DeviceControl'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 Jl;
73 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DGDeviceControl'), 'BackgroundColor',[ I I IJl;
74 case 'TransistorDeviceGUI'
75 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
76 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Va1ue',O);
77 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value', 0);
78 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'MechanicaiRB'), 'V alue',O);
79 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB '),'Value',O);
80 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceControl'), 'BackgroundColor',[ I I 1Jl;
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88 set(findobj(fmdobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceControl~,'BackgroundColor' ,[.6941 .6941 .6941 J);
89 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag','DGDeviceControl'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
90 case 'MechanicaIDeviceGUl'
91 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
92 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Value', 0);
93 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'Value', 0);
94 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value', 0);
95 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'), 'Va1ue',0);
96 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','DeviceControl'),'BackgroundCo10r',[.6941 .6941 .6941 J);




101 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'T ag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value', 0);
102 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'MechanicalRB '), 'Value', 0);
103 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value',O);
I04 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','DeviceControl'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
105 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'DGDeviceControl'),'BackgroundColor',[.694I .6941 .6941 J);
106 case 'SinglephaseAddGUI'
107 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
108 set(findobj( findobj('Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', '3phaseRB'),'Value',0);
109 case'ThreephaseAddGUI'
110 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
III set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','1 phaseRB'),'Value"O);
112 case'SinglephaseModGUI'
IlJ set(gcbo,'Value', I);
114 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', '3phaseRB '), 'Value',O);
115 case 'ThreephaseModGUI'
116 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
117 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag',' I phaseRB '), 'Value', 0);
118 case'SinglephaseDeviceGUI'
119 set(gcbo,'Value',I);
120 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', '3phaseRB '), 'Value', 0);
121 case 'ThreephaseDeviceGUI'
122 set(gcbo,'Value',I);
123 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag',' IphaseRB'),'Value',O);
124
125 case 'Calculate'
126 Sbase='str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'Sbase'TString'I);
127 Vbare=str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','Vbase'),'String'»;
128 Ppu=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','Ppu'),'String'»;
129 Qpu=str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'Qpu'), 'String'»;
130
131 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag','DeviceLB'),'Value', I);
132 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB '),'String', ");
133
134 ifisempty(ppu) & -isempty(Qpu)
135 Q=Qpu' Sbase;
136 S=Q;
137 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'S'), 'String',num2str(S»;
138 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'Q'), 'String', num2str(Q»;
139 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'P'), 'String',");




144 set(fmdobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'T ag', 'S~, 'String',num2str(S»;
145 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'P'), 'String',num2str(P»;
146 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'Q'),'String',num2str(Q»;






153 else isempty(Ppu) & isempty(Qpu)
154 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'S'), 'String',");
155 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'P'), 'String',");




160 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'Info'), 'String', 'fit device');
161
162 case 'Display_Device'
163 %Display Selected Conductor Parameters
164 DData=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','DGRB'),'UserData');
165





170 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'V'), 'String',DData( value ).Voltage);
171 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'P'), 'String',DData(value ).P);
172 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','Q'),'String',DData(value).Q);
173 P=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'P'), 'String'));
174 Q=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','Q1,'String'»;
175 S=abs(p+j'Q);
176 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'S'), 'String',num2str(S));
177
178 case 'Fit Device'
179 ShuntStructure=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','MechanicaIRB'),'UserData');
180 SeriesStructure='get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','PassiveRB '),'U serData');
181 SSStructure='get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'UserData');
182 ILStructure=get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'Tran.i.torRB'), 'UserData');
183
184 DeviceConfig=get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceConfig'), 'String');
185 V=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','V'),'String'));
186 P=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'P'), 'String'»;
187 Q=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','Q'),'String'));
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SF=get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag',' I phaseRB), 'Value');
TF=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI),'Tag','3phaseRB'),'Value');
Passive=get(findobj(fmdobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'), 'Value');
Mechanical=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','MecbanicaIRB'),'Value');
Thyristor=get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUl'),'Tag','ThyristorRB'),'Value');




set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'V alue', I);
Devices= ();
set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'String',Devices);
%Find Devices
%Shunt Configuration















A=[VF PF QF EF SF TFJ;
B=[ShuntStructure(i) VF ShuntStructure(i).PF ShuntStructure(i).QF ShuntStructure(i)
Energy ShuntStructure(i). Singlephase ShuntStructure(i). Threephase J;


















set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'J, 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'String',Devices);
end
k=k+l ;




set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DevieeGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'String',Devices);
end
k=k+l;













elseif (strcmp(DeviceConfig, 'Series'j=s I);













A=[VF PF QF EF SF TFJ;
B=[SeriesStructure(i). VF SeriesStructure(i).PF SeriesStructure(i). QF SeriesStructure(i)
Energy SeriesStructure(i).Singlephase SeriesStructure(i).Threephase];
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Devices(I}={ DData(I).Name};
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'String',Deviees);
end
k=k+l ;











set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DevieeLB'),'String',Deviees);
end
k=k+l ;






























A-[VF PF QF EF SF TF];
B-[SSStructure(i). VF SSStructure(i).PF SSStructure(i). QF SSStructure(i).Energy
SSStructure(i).Singlephase SSStructure(i).Threephase];




set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DevieeLB'),'String',Devices);
end
k=k+l ;
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else
end;
A~[VF PF QF EF SF TF];
B~[ILStructure(i).VF ILStructure(i).PF ILStructure(i).QF ILStructure(i)
Energy ILStructure(i).Singlephase ILStructure(i).Threephase];




set(findabj(findabj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'), 'String',Devices);
end
k=k+I:
elseif (ILStru';'ure(i) Device'Tech=ez} & (A~B) & (Mechanical=e l ); %In-Iine-Mechanical
DData(kFILStructure(i);
far I~ I :length(DData)
Devices(IF{DData(I).Name);
set(findabj(findabj('T ag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'),'String',Devices);
end
k=k+l ;
elseif (Il.Suucturefij.Device'Fech=G) & (A~B) & (Thyristor=e l); %In-Iine-Thyristor
DData(k)~ILStructure(i);































set(findabj(findabj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'Info'), 'String',DData( value). Info};
set(findabj(findabj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'V'), 'String',DData( value ). voltage),
set(findabj(findabj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','P'),'String',DData(value).P);
set(findabj( findabj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'Q'), 'String',DData(value). Q);
P~str2num(get(findabj(findabj('Tag','DeviceGUI'),'Tag','P'),'String'»;








460 Il.Structure=getffindobjf findabj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistarRB'), 'UserData');
461
462 AddName~get(findabj(findabj('Tag', 'AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'AddName'), 'String');
463 AddP~get(findabj(findabj('Tag','AddDeviceGUI'),'Tag','AddDeviceP'),'String');
464 AddQ~get(findabj(findabj('Tag','AddDeviceGUI'),'Tag','AddDeviceQ'),'String');
465 Addv=geuflndobjtfindobjï'Tag',' AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'AddDevice V), 'String');
466 Energy~get(findabj(findabj('Tag','AddDeviceGUI'),'Tag','EnergystarageCB'),'Value');







































































































if (PF~) & (QF~O)
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'AddDeviceGUI'), 'Tag',' AddDeviceS'), 'String',");
else









ShuntStructure(sz(2)+ 1)~struct('DeviceTech',Device Tech', 'Name',AddName, 'Voltage',AddV, 'VF', VF, 'P',AddP,





PF ,'Q',AddQ,'QF', QF, 'Energy',Energy,'Singlephase', Singlephase, 'Threephase', Threephase, 'Info',Devicelnfo);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'UserData',SSStructure);
elseif (Devicer'onflg=ea)
sz=sizetll.Structure);
lLStructure(sz(2)+ 1j=strucu'Device'FechDevice'Iech', 'Name',AddName, 'Voltage', Add V,'VF', VF,'P', AddP, 'PF',
PF ,'Q',AddQ,'QF', QF ,'Energy',Energy, 'Singlephase', Singlephase. 'Threephase' ,Threephase, 'Info',Devicelnfo);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'UserData',ILStructure);
end;
fig ~ findobj('Tag','DeviceGUl');
saveas(figure( fig),get(fig, 'FileName'), 'fig');
544 case 'GetStructure'








553 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'), 'UserData',SeriesStructure);
554 elseifDeviceConfig==2
555 ShuntStructurFget(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUl'),'Tag','MechanicaIRB'),'UserData');






562 SSStructurFget(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'ThyristorRB), 'UserData');
563 for I~I :length(SSStructure)
564 Name(I)~{ SSStructure(I).Name};
565 end
566 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'), 'String',Name);
567 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag' ,'DeviceLB'), 'UserData',SSStructure);
568 elseif DeviceConfig==4
569 Il.Structure=geufindobjf findobj('Tag', 'Devicefiljf), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'U serData');
570 for I~I :length(ILStructure)
571 Name(I)~{ILStructure(I).Name};
572 end
573 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'), 'String', Name);
574 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB'), 'UserData',ILStructure);
575 end;
576
577 case 'Display Device'











589 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', MechanicaIRB'),'Value', I);
590 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUl'),'Tag','PassiveRB'),'Value',O);
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set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','DGRB'),'Value',O)
elseifDeviceTech=3
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'),'Value', I);





set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'Value', I);





set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','DGRB'), 'Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','TransistorRB'),'Value',O);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','MechanicalRB'),'Value',O),
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'Value',O);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','PassiveRB'),'Value',O);
end;
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ModDevice V'), 'String',devicestruct( value). Voltage);
else





622 if(PF~I) & (QF~I)
623 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ModDeviceP'), 'String',devicestruct( value). PJ;
624 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ModDeviceQ'), 'String',devicestruct(value). Q);
625 S=str2num( devicestruct( value ).P)+j· str2num( devicestruct( value). Q);
626 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceS'),'String',num2str(S»;
627 elseif (PF~ I) & (QF~)
628 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceP'),'String',devicestruct(value).P);
629 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceQ'), 'String',");
630 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceS'),'String',devicestruct(value).P);
631 elseif(PF~)&(QF~I)
632 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceP'), 'String', ");
633 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceQ'),'String',devicestruct(value).Q);
634 S~j·str2num(devicestruct(value).Q);
635 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'Mod DeviceS '), 'String', num2str(S»;
636 else
637 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','ModDeviceP'),'String',");
638 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','ModDeviceQ'),'String',");
639 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag' ,'ModDeviceS'),'String', ");
640 end;
641
642 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'T ag','ModName'),'String',devicestruct( value). Name);
643 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','Modlnfo'), 'String',devicestruct( value ).Info),
644 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','EnergystorageCB'), 'Value',devicestruct( value ).Energy);
645 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag',' I phaseRB 'i, 'Value',devicestruct(value ). Singlephase);






652 ModName~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ModName'),'String');
653 Modlnfo~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag','Modlnfo'),'String');
654 Modj=genfindobjfflndobjt'Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ModDeviceP'), 'String');




659 Smglephase=gettflndobjf findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag',' 1phaseRB 'i,'Value');
660 Threephase~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', '3 phaseRB'),'Value');
661
662 Transisto~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','TransistorRB'),'Value');
663 Thyristo~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'V alue'};
664 Mechanical~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','MechanicaIRB'),'Value');
665 Passiv~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag','PassiveRB'),'Value');
666 DG~get(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DGRB'), 'Value');
667
668 if Passive= 1
669 Device'Fech=l ;























































709 DeviceConfig~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'DeviceConfigMenu'),'Value');
710 SeriesStructur~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB'),'U serData');
711 ShuntStructurFget(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','MechanicaIRB'), 'UserData');
712 SSStructur~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'UserData');
713 ILStructurFget(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag','TransistorRB'), 'UserData');
714 if'(Devicef'onfig=e l )
715 SeriesStructure(value )=struct('DeviceT ech',DeviceTech' > 'Name',ModName, 'Voltage' ,ModV, 'VF'>VF,'P',ModP,
716 'PF',PF, 'Q',ModQ, 'QF', QF, 'Energy',Energy, 'Singlephase',Singlephase, 'Threephase', Threephase,'1 nfo',Modlnfo);
717 for I~I :length(SeriesStructure)
718 Namerlj=j SerieaStructurellj.Name};
719 end
720 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag' ,'DeviceLB '), 'String',Name);
721 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag','DeviceLB), 'UserData', SeriesStructure);
722 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'PassiveRB '),'UserData',SeriesStructure);
723 elseif (Deviceêonfig=ez)
724 ShuntStructure(value)=struct('DeviceTech',DeviceTech','Name',ModName,'Voltage',ModV,'VF',VF,'P',ModP,'PF'
725 ,PF, 'Q',ModQ, 'QF', QF, 'Energy',Energy, 'Singlephase', Singlephase. 'Threephase', Threephase, 'Info',Modlnfo);







733 SSStructure( value )=struct('DeviceTech',DeviceTech'. 'Name',ModName, 'Voltage',ModV, 'VF',VF, 'P',ModP, 'PF'.
734 PF, 'Q',ModQ, 'QF', QF, 'Energy' ,Energy, 'Singlephase',Singlephase, 'Threephase', Threephase, 'Info', Mod Info );




739 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB '), 'UserData',SSStructure);
740 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUl'), 'Tag', 'ThyristorRB'), 'UserData',SSStructure);
741 elseif (Deviceêonfig=sa}
742 ILStructure(value )~struct('DeviceT ech',DeviceTech', 'Name',ModName, 'Voltage',ModV,'VF', VF, 'P',ModP, 'PF',
743 PF, 'Q',ModQ,'QF', QF, 'Energy' ,Energy, 'Singlephase', Singlephase, 'Threephase', Threephase, 'Info',Modlnfo);
744 for I~I :length(ILStructure)
745 Nametlj=Lll.Structureih.Name};
746 end
747 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB '), 'String',Name);
748 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'ModDeviceGUI'), 'Tag', 'DeviceLB '), 'UserData',ILStructure);
749 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'DeviceGUI'),'Tag', 'TransistorRB'), 'UserData',ILStructure);
750 end;







































9 set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'lossrb'), 'Value',O);
10 set(findobj(findobj(T ag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'ceirb'), 'Value', 0);
11 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'ATIrb'), 'Value',O);
12 set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'contslider'j.Value', 0);
13 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispeont'), 'String', '0');
14 case 'Loss'
15 set(gcbo,'Value', I);
16 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcontunit'),'String', 'kw');
17 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),Tag','vrrb'),'Value',O);
18 set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'cclrb'), 'Value', 0);
19 set(findobj( findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'AT!rb'), 'Value',O);
20 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', 10);




25 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcontunit'), 'String', 'R');
26 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','vrrb'),'Value',O);
27 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'lossrb'), 'Value',O);
28 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'), Tag','ATIrb'),'Value',O);
29 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', 10);





35 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'vrrb'),'Value',O);
36 set(findobj(findobj(Tag','lfacGUI'),Tag','lossrb'),'Value',O);
37 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'ceIrb'), 'Value',O);
38 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', I);





44 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Max',length);
45 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Sliderstep',[ l!length IOllength]);
46 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Min', I);
47 position~round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),Tag','posslider'),'Value'»;
48 if position>length
49 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'),'Value', 1);
50 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'), 'String',' I ');
51 UserData(38~1;
52 else
53 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'),'String',num2str(position»;
54 UserData(38)~round(get(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfacGUI'),Tag', 'posslider'),'V alue'j):
55 end;




60 years=strznumtgeu findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearse'), 'String'»;
61 UserData~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'),Tag', 'vrrb'),'UserData');
62 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag' ,'yearslider'), 'Max',years);
63 set(findobj(findobj(Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Sliderstep', [Ilyears 10/years]);
64 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Min', 0);
65 y~round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUI'),'Tag','yearslider'),'Value'»;
66 ifyear>years
67 setfflndobjïfindobjt'Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Value',O);
68 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispyear'), 'String' ,'0');
69 UserData(39FO;
70 else










81 ati=getfflndobjffindobjf'Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag','A TIrb'),'Value');
82 ifvr==1
83 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), Tag', 'eontslider'), 'Max', 100);
84 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Sliderstep', [0.005 0.05]);
85 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUI'), 'Tag' ,'contslider'),'Min', -100);
86 valueeontslider=oround(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value'»;
87 ifvaluecontslider>IOO
88 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', 0);
89 end;










































































































set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Max', IOe3);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Sliderstep',[O.OO I 0.0 I));
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Min',O);
valuecontslider-round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUI'),'Tag','contslider'),'Value'»;
ifvaJuecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'),'Value', I 0);
else
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispeont'),'String',num2str(valueeontslider»;
end;
elseifccl=1
set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', IOe3);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU),), 'Tag', 'eontslider'), 'Sliderstep',[O.OO I 0.0 I));
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Min',O);
valueeontslider-round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUI'),'Tag','eontslider'),'Value'»;
if valuecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', 10);
else;
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'),'String',num2str(valuecontslider·1 0000»;
end;
elseif ati= 1
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', I0);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUI'),'Tag','eontslider'),'Sliderstep',[O.11111111 0.5));
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'), 'Min', I);
valueeontslider-round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGU),),'Tag','eontslider'),'Value'»;
if valuecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUI'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'),'Value', I);
elseif valuecontslider> I0
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGU)'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'), 'Value', I);
else;








































































% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
% erase input on error
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namee I =getfflndobjffindobjf'Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag','c I e'), 'String');
namec2~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','c2e'),'String');
namec3~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','c3e'),'String');
%Get name of conductor I
%Get name of conductor 2
%Get name of conductor 3
222 UserData( I )~(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag','r Ie'), 'String')));
223 UserData(2)~(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','r2e'),'String'»);
224 UserData(3F(str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'r3e'), 'String'jj);
225 UserData( 4)~(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'x I e'),'String')));
226 UserData(5)~(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','x2e'),'String'»);
227 UserData( 6)~( str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag', 'x3e'),'String'»);
228 UserData(7F(str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'b Ie'),'String')))' Ie-6;
229 UserData(8F(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'T ag', 'b2e'),'String') »'1 e-6;
230 UserData(9)~(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag', 'b3e'),'String'»)'1 e-6,
23 I UserData( I0)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag', 'coste Ie'), 'String'»;
232 UserData( II )~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'coste2e'), 'String'»;
233 UserData( 12)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'costc3e'), 'String'»;
234 UserData( 13)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'ampc I e'),'String'»;
235 UserData( 14)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'ampcze'I'String'ï):
236 UserData( 15Fstr2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'ampcje'j.String'j),
237 UserData(16)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','lengthe'),'String')); 'Ioline length [km]
238 UserData(17)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUl'),'Tag','yearse'),'String'»; '10Get years
239 UserData( 18)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','ile'),'String'»'1 06; '10Get initial load
240 UserData(19)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfaeGUl'),'Tag','lge'),'String'))/I00; '10Get load growth ['lo]
241 UserData(20Fstr2num(get(findobj(findobj('T ag','lfacGUl'),'Tag', 'pfe'),'String')); '10Get power factor
242 UserData(22)~str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','sysve'),'String'))'le3; '10Get system voltage











254 UserData(3 3)~get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'Value');
255
256 UserData(3 5Fget(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag' ,'CCC I eb'), 'Value');
257 UserData(36)~get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','CCC2cb'),'Value');
258 UserData(3 7)~get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'CCC3 eb'), 'Value');
259 SetSliders(UserData);
260




265 %ac Voltage regulationl/lossiCCUATI functions
266 [Data,XData,XData 123 ,LR,XD, YData,plotc I cont.plotczcont.plotcêcont]
267 =VRandLoss(UserData.,GC,plotclcont,plotc2cont,plolc3cont);
268
269 'Io3d plots of voltage regulationlloss/CCUATI
270 plot3dac(XData 123. YData,namec l,namec2,namec3, UserData,Data)
271
272 'Io2d plots of cross-section through 3d voltage regulation/loss/CCU ATI plots
273 plot2dac(XData,XData 123 ,LR,XD, YData,namec I ,namec2, namec3 ,plotc Icont,plotc2cont,plotc3cont, UserData,Data)
274
275 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'vrrb'),'UserData', UserData);
276 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','lossrb'),'UserData',Data);
277 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'ceirb'), 'U serData',XData 123);
278 set(findobj(fmdobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'UserData', YData),
279 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','rpb'),'UserData',XD);
280 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'resetpb'), 'UserData',XData);
281 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'closepb'),'UserData',LR);
282 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'c Ie'), 'UserData',plotc leent);
283 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'c2e'),'UserData',plotc2cont);
284 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'c3e'),'UserData',plotc3cont);
285
286 case 'reset'
287 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'vrrb'),'Value', I);
288 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'lossrb'), 'Value',O);
289 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'eclrb'),'Value',O);
290 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfaeGUl'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'Value',O);
291
292 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Value', I);
















































ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'),'String',' I ');
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), 'V alue',O);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), Max',25);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispyear'), 'String', '0');
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', I);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Max', I 00);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'),'String',' I');
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag','c I e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj(1'ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag','r Ie'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag','x Ie'], 'String',");
set(findobj( findobj(1'ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'b Ie'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'coste I e'), 'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'ampc Ie'), 'String',");
set(findobj(findobj(1'ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag','c It'),'BackgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set(findobj(findobj(1'ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c2e'), 'String', "):
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'r2e'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'x2e'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','b2e'),'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'costc2e'),'String', "):
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','ampc2e'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag','c2t'),'BackgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c3e'), 'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'r3e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'x3e'),'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj(1'ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'b3e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','costc3e'),'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'ampc3e'),'String' ,");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','c3t'),'BackgroundCo10r',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set( findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'sysve'), 'String', "):
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'sendve'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','lengthe'),'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'lge'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'ile'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearse'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'inte'),'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'gclb'), 'Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'alfe'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'ccse'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'w I e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','w2e'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','w3e'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'w4e'),'String', "):
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'), Tag', 'pfe'), 'String',");






345 axes(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'),'Tag','vrI3 axes'))
346 cia reset
347 set(gca,'Tag','vrI3axes');











359 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'hrfcb'), 'Value',O)

































































































































































































set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Max', length);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Sliderstep',[ 1Ilength IO/length J);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Min', I);
position=roundtgetïfindobjf findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'), Tag'i'posslider'L'Value'j);
if position>length
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'j.Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'), 'String',' I ');
else
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'), 'String'inumêstrtpositionj),
end;
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Max',years);




set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Value',O);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispyear'), 'String', '0');
else
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispyear'), 'String',num2str( valueyearsliderj),
end;
ifvr=1
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', 100);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'L'Sliderstep', [0. 0 1 O.1lJ;
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'], 'Min', -100);
valuecontslider-round(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value'»;
if valuecontslider> I00
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value',O);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String', '0');
else
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String', num2str( valuecomsliderj);
end;
elseif 1055= I
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', IOe3);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Sliderstep' ,[0.00 I 0.01 lJ;
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Min',O);
valuecontslider-round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUl'),'Tag','contslider'),'Value'»;
ifvaluecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'),'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', 10);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String',' 10');
else











































































































set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'L'Max', I 0e3);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'j.Stidersrep'{O. 00 I 0 0 I]);
set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfacGU(1, 'Tag', 'comslider'jjMin' ,0);
vaJu=ntslider=round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','JfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value'»;
ifvaluecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'j.Value', 10);





set(findobj(findobj('T ag','lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'conrslider'jMax', 10);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','JfacGUI'),'Tag','contsJide~),'Sliderstep',[O.11111111 0.5]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag' .comslider'), 'Min', I);
vaJuecontsJider=round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'V alue'»;
jfvaluecontslider==O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'comslider'j.Value', J);
elseif valuecontslider> 10
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag' ,'contsJidd),'Value', J);
else;
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'),'String',num2str(vaJuecontslider»;
end;
end;










































for c= J :(years+ J)







testLR l=zerosïjjyears+ I), I]);
testl.Rê=zerosf] (years+ J), I]);










Zc l=sqrturc l+xc I 'j)/ycl);







%Calculate the sending voltage in p.u.
%Set up XData vector for 3d plot
%Discount Factor



































































































































Z 1sqpu=R1 puA2+ XI puA2;
Z2sqpu=R2pu"2+ X2pu"2;
Z3sqpu=RJpuA2+ X3puA2;
KI =I-B Ipu=X! pu+(B I puA2'Z I sqpu)/4;
K2=I-B2pu'X2pu+(B2puA2'Z2sqpu)/4;
K3= I-B3pu' XJpu+(B3 puA2 'Z3 sqpu)/4;







F I =(V spuA2)_2 'R I pu 'Prpu-Qrpu'(2'X I pu-B Ipu' Z I sqpu);
F2=(VspuA2)-2'R2pu'Prpu-Qrpu'(2'X2pu-B2pu'Z2sqpu);
F3=(VspuA2)-2'RJpu'Prpu-Qrpu'(2'X3pu-B3pu'Z3sqpu);





Ploss I(ij)=( (R I puiZ Isqpu)'(V spuA2- Vr I pu(ijY2-
2'(RI pu'Prpu+ XI pu'Qrpu)+B Ipu'XI pu'Vrl pu(ij)A2))'IE5;









Vreg I (ij)=Vregl (ijrepeatl);
Ploss I(i,j)=Ploss I (ijrepeat I);
PVCLI(ij)=O;































































































































ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
Ploss3(ij)'=«R3 pu/Z3sqpu)'(Yspu'2- Yr3pu(i,j)'2-
















if'(vr=e l ) & (contour>O) & (Yregl(i,j»=contour)
plate 1cont= I;
elseiffvr=s l ) & (contour-c=O) & (Yregl(ij)<=contour)
plate 1cent= I ;
elseif (loss=e l} & (ploss I(ij»=contour)
plotclcont=I ;
end;
if'(vr=e l} & (contour>O) & (Yreg2(ij»=contour)
plotc2cont= I;
elseif'{vr=e l ) & (contour-c=O) & (Vreg2(i,j)<=contour)
plotcfcont= I;
elseif (loss=s l} & (Ploss2(i,j»=contour)
plotc2cont= 1;
end;
if'(vr=e l ) & (contour>O) & (Yreg3(ij»=contour)
plotc3cont= 1;
elseif (vr=e l) & (ccntour'c=O) & (Yreg3(ij)<=contour)
plotc3cont=1 ;





Capacityc3(ij)=(costc3 'i)/(sqrt(3)'sysY'le-3'ampc3 'I "i),
SILc I(ij)'=(costc l'sqrt(abs(Z I)/imag(Y I)))/«sysYII e3)'2);
SILc2(i,j)'=( costc2' sqrt( abs(Z2)/imag(Y2)))/( (sys Y II e3)"2);


































for n= I :(years+ I)
if(cc1=I) & (pYCCLI(i,n»=contour'IOOOO) & (contour'10000>PYCCLI(I,I»
plate Icent= 1;
end;
if(cc1=I) & (pYCCL2(i,n»=contour'IOOOO) & (contour'IOOOO>PYCCL2(I,I))
plotc2cont= I ;
end;






%Capacity Matrix of conductor 1
%Capacity Matrix of conductor 2
%Capacity Matrix of conductor 3
%Cumulative Present Value Cost of Losses for Conductor 1
%Cumulative Present Value Cost of Losses for Conductor 2







































































































ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
closeih);
if isreal(Vrl pu)
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'),'Tag','cl t'),'BackgroundColo([.8314 .8157 .7843]);
else
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c I t'), 'BackgroundCoIor', 'r');
end;
ifisreal(Vr2pu)
,et(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'), 'Tag','c2t'),'BackgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
else
setiflndobjf findobj('Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c2t'), 'BackgroundCoIor', 'r'),
end;
ifisreal(Vr3pu)
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c3t'),'BackgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
else
setfflndobjffindobjf'Tag', 'lfacGUI'), 'Tag', 'c3t'), 'BackgroundCoIor', 'r'};
end;
%CaJculate upper, median and lower values for Lee KPl
LCCloweF();
LCCuppec=O;
if PVCCL I{length.years+ I »PVCCL2(1ength,years+ I) & PVCCL I (Iength,years+ I»PVCCL3(length,years+ I)
LCClowec=PVCCLI(length,year,+ 1)+ I;






%Calculate upper, median and lower values for Capacity KPl
Capacitylower=O;
Capacityupper=O;
if Capacityc I(I, I )<Capacityc2(1, I) & Capacityc 1(1, I)<Capacityc3( I, I)
Capacityupper=Capacityc I(I, I)-I;





ifCapaeitye I(I, 1»Capaeitye2(1, I) & Capacityel( I, I»Capacitye3(1, I)
Capacitylower=Capacityc I(I, 1)+ I;
elself Capacitye2( I, I»Capaeitye3( I, I)
Capaeitylowec=Capaeitye2(1, 1)+ I;
else;
Capaeitylowec=Capaeityc3( I, 1)+ I;
end;
Capacitymedian=Capacitylcwer -« (Capaeitylower-Capaeityupper)/ I0)·3);
%Calculate median values for SIL KPl
SILmedian~SILlower-«(SILlower-SILupper)l10)·3);




h ~ waitbar(O,'Caleulating ATIs ..');
for i=l :Iength
waitbar(illength)
for j= I :years+ 1
LCCe I(i,j)~ IO-(PVCCL I(i,j)-LCCupper)/( (LCClower-LCCupper)l1 0);
LCCe2(ijFI0-(pVCCL2(ij)-LCCupper)l«LCClower-LCCupper)l10);
LCCe3(i,j)~ I0-(PVCCL3(ij)-LCCupper)/«LCClower-LCCupper)/1 0);
Capaeitye I (ij)~ IO-(Capaeitye I (ij)-Capaeityupper)/«Capaeitylower-Capaeityupper)/ I0);
Capaeitye2(ij)~ I 0-(Capaeitye2(ij)-Capaeityupper)/«Capaeitylower -Capaeityupper)ll 0);
Capaeitye3(i,j)~ I0-(Capaeitye3(ij)-Capaeityupper)l«Capacitylower-Capaeityupper)/ I0);
SILe I(ij)~ IO-(SILe I(i,j)-SILupper)/«SILlower -SILupper)l1 0);
SILe2(ijF I0-(SILc2(ij)-SILupper)/«SILlower-SILupper)/ I0);
SILe3(i,j)~ I 0-(SILe3(i,j)-SILupper)/«SILlower-SILupper)/ I0),
















ATII(ijFLCCel(ij)·wl + Capaeityel(ij)·w2 + SILcl(ij)·w3 + VRel(i,j)*w4;
ATl2(ijFLCCe2(ij)·wl + Capaeitye2(ij)·w2 + SILc2(ij)·w3 + VRe2(ij)·w4;
ATI3(ijFLCCe3(ij)·wl + Capaeitye3(ij)·w2 + SILe3(ij)·w3 + VRe3(ij)·w4;
%Detennine minimum and maximum values for ATI contour plot
if {ati=s I) & (ATII (ij»contounnax I)
ccntourrnax l=A'Tlffi.j);
end;












































































%Detennine if contour plot is valid for ATIs of conductor 1,2 and 3
if(ati==I) & (contour>=contourminl) & (contour<=contourmaxl)
plate I cont= I ;
end;
if(ati=l) & (contour>=contourmin2) & (contour<=contourmax2)
plotc2cont= 1;
end;


























ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
8.4.2 LFDC.m
function Ifdc(action)




set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcontunit'),'String', '%');
set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'lossrb'), 'Value',O);
10 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'ccirb'),'Value',O);
II set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'Value' ,0);
12 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', I);




17 set(fmdobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'Dispcontunit'), 'String', 'kw'),
18 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'vrrb'), 'Value' ,0);
19 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'cclrb'), 'Value',O);
20 set(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'Value',O);
21 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', I0);




26 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcontunit'), 'String', 'R');
27 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','vrrb'),'Value',O);
28 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','lossrb'),'Value',0);
29 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'),'Value',O);
30 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','contslider'),'Value', 10);












43 length;str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'lengthe'), 'String'»;
44 UserData;get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','vrrb'),'UserData');
45 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','posslider'),'Max',length);
46 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Sliderstep', [Illength IOllengthJ);
47 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Min', I);
48 position;round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','posslider'),'Value'»;
49 if position>length







57 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'vrrb'), 'U serData', UserData);
58 Change2dPlotsDC([1 0 OJ)
59
60 case 'Yearslider'
61 years=strznurrqgettfiodobjf findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag','yearse'), 'String'»;
62 Userljata=getïfindobjt findobj('Tag' ,'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'vrrb'), 'U serData');
63 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'), 'Max' ,years);















76 Change2dPlotsDC([0 1 OJ)
77
78 case 'Contourslider'
79 vc=get(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'vrrb'), 'Value');
80 loss=getffindobjffindobjf'Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','lossrb'), 'Value');
81 ccl=getfflndobjtflndobjt'Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'cclrb'),'V alue');
82 ati=getf findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag',' ATIrb'), 'Value');
83 ifvr==l
84 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','contslider'),'Max', 100);
85 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Sliderstep',[O.O 1 O.IJ);
86 set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Min', I);
87 valuecontslidec=round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','contslider'),'Value'»;
88 ifvaluecontslider>100
89 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'coetslider'), 'Value', I);
90 end;
91 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','Dispcont'),'String',num2str(valuecontslider»;
92 elseif 1055= I
93 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', 1Oe3);
94 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Sliderstep', [0.001 0.0 IJ);



































































































set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String', num2str(valuecontslider));
end;
elseif ccl= I
set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Max', IOe3);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Sliderstep',[O.oo I 0.0 I]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Min',O);
valueeontslider='round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'I fdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value'));
jfvaluecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', 10);
else;






valuecontslider='TOund(get(findobj(findobj('Tag' ,'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value'));
if valuecontslider==O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Value', I);
elseif valuecontslider> I0
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', I);
else












































































namee I =get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'c Ie'), 'String');
186
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%erase input on error
%Get name of conductor I
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namec2=get(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'c2e'), 'String');
namec3=get(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','c3e'),'String');
%Get name of conductor 2
%Get name of conductor 3
UserData( I)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','r Ie'), 'String'»; %resistancelkm of conductor I
UserData(2)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGur), 'Tag', 'r2e'), 'String'»; %resistancelkm of conductor 2
UserData(3)=str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'r3e'), 'String'»; %resistancelkm of conductor 3
UserData( 4)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGur), 'Tag', 'coste I e'), 'String'»;
U serData(5)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'costc2e'), 'String'»;
UserData( 6)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'costc3e'), 'String'»;
UserData(7)=str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'ampc le'), 'String'»;
UserData(8)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','ampc2e'),'String'»;
UserData(9)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','ampc3e'),'String'»;
UserData( I0)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','sysve'),'String'»'1 e3; %Get system voltage [kV]
UserData( II )=(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI),'Tag', 'sendve'L'String'jj/I OO)*UserData( I0);
UserData( 12)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','lengthe'), 'String'»; %Get line length [km]
UserData( 13)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'lge'),'String') )/100; %Get load growth [%]
UserData(14)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','ile'),'String'»'1 e6; %Get initial load [MW]
UserData(15)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','yearse'),'String')); %Get years - normally 25
UserData( 16)=( str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','inte'),'String') »/100;
UserData( 17)=(str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag','al fe'),'String'» )'2;
UserData( 18)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag' ,'ccse'),'String'»;
UserData( 19)=(str2num(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag'i'cle'), 'String'» )/100;
UserData(20)=str2num(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','wle'),'String'»;










%Calculate voltage regulation, loss, ccl and ali matrices
[Data)CData,XData 123 ,LR,XD, ¥Data,plotc I cont.plcrczcont.plotcacontl
=VRandLoss(U serData, GC,plotc I cont, plotczcont.plotcd cont);
%3d plots of voltage regulation, loss and ati plots
plot3d(XData 123, YData,namec I,namec2,namec3, UserData,Data)
%2d plots of cross-section through 3d voltage regulation, loss and ati plots
plot2d(XData,XData I23,LR,XD, YData,namec l,namec2,namec3 ,plate I cont,plotc2cont,plotc3cont, UserData,Data)
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','vrrb'),'UserData',UserData);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','lossrb'),'UserData',Data);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'cclrb'), 'UserData',XData 123);












set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'),'Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','posslider'),'Max', 10);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'), 'String',' I ');
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','yearslider'),'Value',O);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','yearslider'),'Max',25);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'Dispyear'),'String', '0');
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'contslider'),'Max', 100);
set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'),'String', 'I ');
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','cle'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'r le'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'coste Ie'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'ampc I e'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','cl t'), 'BackgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'c2e'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'r2e'), 'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'costc2e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'ampe2e'), 'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUl'), 'Tag', 'c2t'),'BackgroundColor', [.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'c3e'),'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','r3e'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'costc3e'), 'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','ampc3e'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','c3t'),'BackgroundC010r',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'sysve'), 'String', ");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','sendve'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'lengthe'), 'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'Ige'), 'String',");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'ile'),'String', ");
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearse'),'String', "):
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','inte'),'String',");
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'),'Tag', 'gclb'), 'Value', I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUI'),'Tag','alfe'),'String',");




ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
299 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'wze'), 'String', ");
300 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'w4e'), 'String', ");
30 I set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'cle'), 'String',");
302
303 axes(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'vri 1axes'))
304 cia reset
305 set(gca, 'Tag','vrl 1axes');






3 I2 axes(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'vrlposaxes'))
313 cia reset
314 set(gca, 'Tag','vrlposaxes');
3 I 5 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUI'),'Tag','vrlyearaxes'))
316 cla reset
3 I7 set(gea, 'Tag','vrlyearaxes');
3 I8 axes(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'vrleontaxes'))
3 19 cia reset
320 set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
321
322 if get(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'IfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'hrfcb'), 'Value')
323 set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUl'),'Tag','hrfeb'),'Value',0)
















340 fig = findobj('Tag','2dvrlposfig');
34 I if -isempty(fig)
342 close(figure(fig»;
343 end;

































377 if get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag','hrfeb'),'Value')
378 set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'hrfeb'),'Value', 0)




















399 fig - findobj('Tag','2dvrlcontfig');
188
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416 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag','posslider'), 'Max',length);
417 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag' .posslider'), 'Sliderstep',[ Illength IOllength]);
4 I8 set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag','posslider'),'Min', I);
4 I9 position=round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'L'Yalue'j):
420 if position>length
421 set(findobj( findobj('T ag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'posslider'), 'Value',I);































































set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Disppos'), 'String'inumêstrfpositionj};
end;
set(findobj(findobj('T ag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'yeerslider'), 'Max',years);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'yearslider'], 'Sliderstep',[ I/years IO/years]);









set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Max', I 00);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'),'Tag', 'coruslider'), 'Sliderstep',[O. 0 I O.I]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'), 'Min', I);
valueeontslider=round(get(findobj( findobj('Tag','lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contshder'j.Value'j);
ifvaluecontslider> I00
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'), 'V alue',I);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String',' I ');
else
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispcont'), 'String', num2str( valuecontsliderj);
end;
elseif 1055=1
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'),'Max', IOe3);











set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contstider'), 'Sliderstep', [0. 00 I O.0 I]);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUl'),'Tag','eontslider'),'Min',0);
valuecontslider=round(get(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'),'Tag', 'contslider'j.Value'I),
if valuecontslider==O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'eontslider'),'V alue', I0);
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'Dispeont'),'String',' I00000');
else




set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUI'),'Tag','eontslider'),'Sliderstep',[O. I I I I I III 0.5]);
set(findobj( findobj('Tag' ,'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'),'Min', I);
valuecontslider=round(get(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUl'),'Tag','eontslider'),'Value'»;
if valuecontslider=O
set(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUI'), 'Tag', 'contslider'j.V alue', I);
elseif valuecontslider> 10




485 function [Oata,XData,XData I 23 ,LR,XD, YData,plote I cont,plote2eont,plote3cont)
486 =VRandLoss(UserOata,GC,plotelcont,plote2cont,plote3eont)











































































































































testLR l=zerosï] (years+ I), I ]);
testl.Rz=zerosïjjyears+ I), I]);





CL( c)-(IUI 000)'(2'st.tionloss)'( I+LG)"( e-I):
end;







h = waitbar(O,'Calculating matrices ..');
Yljate=Llength;













for j=I :(years+ I)
Prpu-(lUPbase)'( I+LGY'(j-I);
Vrlpu(ij)-(Vspu+sqrt« -Vspu)A2-4'O. 5'R I pu'Prpu»)l2;
Vr2pu(ij)-(V spu+sqrt« -V spu )"2-4 '0. 5 'R2pu'Prpu»)l2;
Vr3pu(ijF(Vspu+sqrt« -V spu )"2-4 '0. 5 'R3pu'Prpu»)l2;
if isreal(Vrl pu(ij»
Vreg I(ijF(Vspu-.bs(Vrl pu(ij)))'loo;
Ps I(i,jFV spul( abs(Vr I pu(ij»)'Prpu'Pbase;
Plossl(ijF(P,I(ij)-Prpu'Pb.se)lIOOO+CLG);









Vregl (ijFVreg I (ijrepeat I);
Ps I(ij)-Ps I (ijrepeat I);
Ploss I(i,jFPloss I{i.jrepeat I);
PVCLI (ij)-Q;













%Power base - usually chosen as 100 MW
%Calculate Zbase from Pbase and SysV
%Calculate the sending voltage in p.U.




%Cost of two converter stations [R]
%Total p.u. resistance for conductor I
%Total p.u. resistance for conductor 2
%Total p.u. resistance for conductor 3
%Receiving end power in p.u. for year(j-I)
O/OPercentage Voltage Regulation for conductor 1
%Percentage Voltage Regulation for conductor 2
%Percentage Voltage Regulation for conductor 3
%voltage regulation for conductor 1
%Sending end power of conductor I
%,Losses in kW of conductor 1
%Escalated cost of losses [RJ of conductor I
%Present Value cost of losses of conductor 1
O/OPresent value of year 0 = 0
%voltage regulation for conductor 2
%Sending end power of conductor 2
%Losses in kW of conductor 2
%Escalated cost of losses [R] of conductor 2




















































































































































Capaeitye3(ij}=(CCS+coste3'i)!(2'sysV'le-3 'ampe3 'I 'i);
end;
CPVCL I (i,: }=cumsum(PVCL I(i,: »;
CPVCL2(i,:}=eumsum(pVCL2(i,:»;
CPVCL3(i,: }=cumsum(PVCL3(i,: »;
PVCCL I(i, :)~CPVCL I(i, :)+eostc I'i;
PVCCL2(i,: }=CPVCL2(i,: )+coste2 'i;





if (ccl=s I) & (PVCCL I (i.np=conrour+l 0000) & (contour' IOOOO>PVCCL I (I, I»
plate Icont= 1 ;
elseif'{lcss=e l ) & (Ploss lfi.np=contour) & (eontour>Plossl(l, I))
plotclcont=l;
end;
if (ccl=s I) & (PVCCL2(i,n»~eontour'l 0000) & (eontour'10000>PVCCL2(1, I»
plotc2cont= I;
elseif (Ioss=s I) & (Plossztl.np=contour) & (eontour>Ploss2( I, I))
plotc2cont= I;
end;
if'{ccl=e l} & (PVCCL3(i,n»~eontour'IOOOO) & (eontour'10000>PVCCL3(1, I»
plotc3cont= I;







set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdcGUl'),'Tag','el t'),'BaekgroundColor',[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
else
set(findobj( findobj('Tag', 'lfdeGUl'), 'Tag', 'e I t'),'BaekgroundColo(, 'r');
end;
if isreal(Vr2pu)
set(findobj(findobj('Tag','lfdeGUI'), 'Tag','e2t'),'BaekgroundColo(,[.8314 .8157 .7843]);
else







%CaJculate upper, median and lower values for Lee KPl
191
%voltage regulation) for conductor 2
%Sending end power of conductor 3
%Losses in kW of conductor 3
%Escalated cost of losses [R] of conductor 3
%Present Value cost of losses of conductor 3
%Oetennine if conductor I contour plot is valid
%Detennine if conductor 2 contour plot is valid
%Detennine if conductor 3 contour plot is valid
%Capacity Matrix of conductor I
%Capacity Matrix of conductor 2
%Capacity Matrix of conductor 3
%Cumulative Present Value Cost of Losses for Conductor I
%Cumulative Present Value Cost of Losses for Conductor 2
%Cumulative Present Value Cost of Losses for Conductor 3
%Cumulative Present Value of Capital and Cost of Losses
%Cumulative Present Value of Capital and Cost of Losses
%Cumulative Present Value of Capital and Cost of Losses







































































































ADDENDUM 8 PROGRAM LISTINGS
LCCIoweFO;
LCCUppeFCCS;
if PVCCL I(Iength,years+ I »PVCCL2(1ength,years+ I) & PVCCL I (length.years+ I »PVCCL3(1ength,years+ I)
LCCIower=PVCCLI (Iength,years+ I )'Ie6+ I 06;
elseif PVCCL2(Iength,years+ I»PVCCL3(1ength,years+ I)
LCCIower=PVCCL2(1ength,years+ 1)'1 06+ I 06;
else
LCCIower=PVCCL3(Iength,years+ I)'1 06+ I 06;
end;
LCCmedian=LCCIower-«(LCCIower-LCCupper)!IO)'3);
%Calculate upper, median and lower values for Capacity KPl
Capacitylower=O;
Capacityupper=O;
ifCapaeitye I(length, I )<Capaeitye2(Iength, I) & Capaeitye I(length, I )<Capaeitye3(1ength, I)
Capaciryupper=Capacityc I(Iength, I)-1;





if Capaeitye I( I, I»Capaeityc2( I, I) & CapacitycI( I, I »Capacityc3(I, I)
CapacityloweFCapacitycI( I, 1)+ I;
elseif Capacitye2( I, I»Capacityc3( I, I)
CapacityloweFCapacityc2( I, 1)+ I;
else;
Capacitylower=Capacityc3( I, 1)+ I;
end;
Capacitymedian=Capacitylower-«(Capacitylower-Capacityupper)J 10)* 3);




h = waitbar(O,'Caicuiating ATIs ..');
for i=I :Iength
waitbar(iIIength)
for j= I :years+ I
LCCc I (ij)= IO-(PVCCL I(ij)'1 o6-LCCupper)/«LCCIower-LCCupper)/ I0);
LCCc2(ij)= IO-(pVCCL2(ij)'I o6-LCCupper)/«LCCIower-LCCupper)/i 0);
LCCc3(ij)= I0-(PVCCL3(ij)'I o6-LCCupper)/«LCCIower-LCCupper)/I 0);
Capacityc I(ij)= IO-(Capacityc I(ij)-Capacityupper)/«Capacitylower-Capacityupper)/I 0);
Capacityc2(ij)= I 0-(Capacityc2(ij)-Capacityupper )/«Capacitylower-Capaeityupper)/I 0);
Capacityc3(i,j)= I0-(Capacityc3(ij)-Capacityupper )/«Capaeitylower-Capaeityupper)! I0);
VRcI(ij)=IO-«Vregi (ij)/Ioo)-VRupper)/«VRlower-VRupper)/i 0);
VRe2(ij)= IO-«Vreg2(ij)!1 00)- VRupper)/«VRlower- VRupper)!I 0);
VRc3(i,j)= I0-«Vreg3(ij)/I 00)- VRupper)/«VRlower- VRupper)/I 0);
ATII(i,j)=LCCe I(ij)'wI +Capacityc I(i,j)'w2+VRcI(ij)'w4;
AT12(ij)=LCCc2(ij)'w I+Capacityc2(i,j)'w2+ VRc2(i,j)'w4;
ATl3(i,j)=LCCc3(ij)'wI+Capacityc3(ij)'w2+VRc3(i,j)'w4;
%Determine minimum and maximum values for ATl contour plot
if'(ati=et} & (ATlI(ij»eontounmaxI)
contourmax 1=A TIl (ij);
end;
if (ati~ I) & (A Tl2(ij»contounmax2)
contounmax2=ATl2(ij);
end;
if (ati=el ) & (ATI3(i,j»contounmax3)
contounmax3= ATI3(ij);
end;












%Detennine if contour plot is valid for ATls of conductor 1,2 and 3
if (ati=s I) & (eontour>=eontourmin 1) & (eontour<=eontourmax I)
plote 1cont= 1 ;
end;
if (ati=e l} & (contour>=contounmin2) & (contour<=contounmax2)
plote2cont= I;
end;














ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
804 Dala(:,:,10) - ATll;
805 Dala(:,:,II) - ATI2;
806 Dala(:,:,12) - ATB;
807
808 XDalaI23(:,:,I) - XDatal;
809 XDalaI23(:,:,2) - XDala2;
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8.4.3 Plot2d.m






































































































































YData2 I :LR2(year+ l);
YData3 I:LR3(year+l);
for il=I :LRI(year+ I);
VreglLR(i IFVregl(i 1.year+ l);
loss I LR(i I j=Ploss I(i l,year+ I);
PVCCLI LR(i IFPVCCL lei I ,year+ I);
ATIILR(i I)~A TI I(i l.year+ I);
end;


















































































































































































































































































































































































AXIS([a(l)-(a(2)-a(I»*0.1 a(2)+(a(2)-a(I»*0.1 a(3)-(a(4)-a(3»*0.1 a(4)+(a(4)-a(3»*0.1])
xlabel('Point Load [MW]');













set(gef, 'IntegerHandle', 'oir, ...







































%set(gea,'Position',[0.15 0.15 0.7 0.7]);






































































































































ht=title('Voltage Regulation vs Point Load');
elseif 1055== I








































































































































































































set(gcf,'Color',[ I I I]);
set(gca, 'FontSize' .fsize=O. 7);
axis tight
a= axis'




















title('Voltage Regulation vs Position');
elseifloss=l












title('Power Losses vs Position');
elseifcc1=1































AXlS([~(I)-(a(2)-a(I»'O I a(2)-+{a(2)-a(I»'O.1 a(3)-(a(4)-a(3»'O.1 a(4)+(a(4)-a(3»'O.I])
xlabel('Distance');














'Name','Power Losses vs Position', ..
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set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ..














































ht=title('Voltage Regulation vs Position');
elseif loss= I










ht=title('Power Losses vs Position');
elseifecl=1

























set(hx., 'FontSize',fsize·O. 8, ..
'VertieaIAlignment','top');







AXIS([~(1)-(a(2)-a(I»)*0.1 a(2}+\a(2)-a(I»*0.1 a(3)-(a(4)-a(3»*0.1 a(4)+(a(4)-a(3»*0.1])
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grid on;
end;
%Contour plots of Voltage regulationllosses/Cumulative Cost




[cs Lh l ] = contour(XData, YData, Vreg l.jcontcur contour],';');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[c,2.h2] = contour(XData, YData. Vreg2.[ contour contour]. 'b');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag'jvrlcontaxes');
[c53,h3] = contour(XData,YData, Vreg3,[contour contour],'g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 105s= I
[cs 1,h 1] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss I, [contour contour], 'r');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vricontaxes');
[c,2.h2] = contour(XData, Ylfata.Plcssê.] contour contour]. 'b');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss3,[ contour contour],'g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=1
[es Lh I] = contour(XData, YData.PVCCLl.[ contour' 10000 contour'I0000 ]:r');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[c,2.h2] = contour(XData. YData,PVCCL2.[contour'l 0000 contour' IOOOO]:b');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[c,3.h3] = contour(XData, YData.PVCCL3.[ contour' I 0000 contour' IOOOO]:g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot ofLCC [MR]');
elseif ati==1
[es l.h I] = contour(XData. YData.ATII.[ contour contourj.'r');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs2.h2] = contour(XData.YData.ATI2.[contour contourj.b');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs3.h3] = contour(XData, YData,A T13.[ contour contour ]:g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of AT!');
end;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');





legend(namec I, namec2, namec3,O);






set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle' ,'off, ..















'Name','ATI Contour Piot', ..
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'Name','ATI Contour Plot',.





set(gca,'Position',[0.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
ifvr=1












ht=title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseifloss=l












ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseif ccl=l












ht=titJe('Contour plot afCumulative Cost');
elseifati=1






























[csl,hl] ~ contour(XData, YData, Vregl,[contour coruocrl.r'):
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[c'2,h2] ~ contour(XData,YData, Vreg2,[contour contour],'b');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055= I
[csl,h I] ~ contour(XData, YData,Plossl,[ contour contourl.r'):
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs2,h2] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss2,[contour contour],'b');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseif ccl=1
[cs l.b I] ~ contour(XData, YData,PVCCL 1,[contour' I0000 contour' IOOOO],'r');
hold on;
setïgca, 'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs2,h2] = contour(XData, YData,PVCCL2,[ contour' I0000 contour'10000],'b');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of LCC [MR]');
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[csl,hl] ~ contour(XData, YData,ATII,[contour contour],'r');
hold on;
set(gea, 'Tag'i'vrlcontaxes'};
[cs2,h2]- contour(XData, YData,ATI2,[contour contour],'b');
hold off;
title('Conntour plot of ATI');
end;
seugca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');




legend( namec 1, namec2,O);











set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..





'Name', 'Cumulative Cost Contour Plot', ..
















set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ...




set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..











set(gca,'Position',[0.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
if vr== I








ht=title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseifloss=1








ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=l








ht=title('Contour plot of Cumulative Cost');
elseif ati= I
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hold on;






















[es I ,h I J ~ contour(XData, YOata, Vreg I ,[contour contourJ,'r');
hold on;
set(gea, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J ~ contour(XData, YOata, Vreg3,[contour contourjg');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
e1seifloss=1
[csl ,h 1] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss 1,[contour contour),'r');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss3,[contour contourj.tg');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=l
[csl ,h I J ~ contour(XData, YOata,PVCCLl,[contour' 10000 contour' 10000J,'r');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J ~ contour(XData, YOata,PVCCL3,[contour' 10000 contour' looOOJ,'g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot oflCC [MR]');
elseif ati= I
[cs l.hl ] ~ contour(XData, YOata,ATlJ,[contour contourJ,'r');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J ~ contour(XData, YOata,ATI3,[contour contourJ,'g');
hold off;
titJe('Contour plot of ATI');
end;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
















seugcf 'IntegerHandle' ,'afr, ..




set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ..












set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..




set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle' ,'off, ..
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'Tag','2dvrlcontfig');
elseifati=l
se t(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'of!' , ..
















ht=title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055= 1








ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=l








ht=title('Contour plot afCumulative Cost');
elseifati=l


























[cs2,h2J - contour(XData, YData, Vreg2,[ contour contour], 'b');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J - contour(XData, YData,Vreg3,[contour contourJ,'g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseifloss=1
(cs2,h2] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss2,[contour contour],'b');
hold on;
set(gca, 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J - contour(XData, YData,Ploss3,[contour contourl.'g'):
hold off;
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseif ccl=r l
[cs2,h2J - contour(XData, YDat',PVCCL2,[contour'IOOOO contour'IOOOOJ,'b');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J - contour(XData, YData,PVCCl3,[contour' I 0000 contour'10000J,'g');
hold off;
title('Contour plot oflCC [MR]');
elseif ati= I
[cs2,h2J - contour(XData, YOata,ATl2,[contour contourl.b');
hold on;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');
[cs3,h3J - contour(XData,YData,ATl3,[contour ccnrourjg');
hold off;



























































































































set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off' I"




set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..


































set(gca,'Position',[O.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
ifvr==l








ht=titlet'Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseifloss=l




[cs3 ,h] ~ contour(XData, YData,Ploss3,[ contour contour ],'g');
set(h, 'Line Width', 1.5);
c1abel(cs3,h);
hold ofT;
ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
e1seifccl=l








ht=titlet'Contcur plot of Cumulative Cost');
elseif ati=l
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set(ht,'FontSize',fsize);









[es l,h I] = contour(XData, YData, Vreg 1,[contour contour],'r');
lide('Conlour plot ofVohage Regulation');
elseif 1055= 1
[cs I ,h I] = contour(XData, YData.,Ploss J ,[contour contour J, 'r');
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=1
[es I ,h I J = contour(XDala, YData,PVCCLI,[contour'l 0000 contour' IOOOOJ;r');
titlet'Contour plot ofLCC [MR]');
elseif ati= 1
[cs lh l ] = contour(XData, YData,ATII,[conlour contourl.tr');
titlef'Contour plot of ATI');
end;
set(gca,'Tag','vrlcontaxes');

























set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off' , ..






















set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..






setfgca.Position'{nl S 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
if vr== I
[csl,h] = contour(XData,YData, Vregl,[contour contour],'r');
setfh.Linewidth'i l.S),
clabel(csl,h);
ht=titlet'Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055= 1
[es I ,h) = conlour(XData, YDala,Plossl {contour contourj.tr');
set(h,'LineWidth',1.5);
ciabel(csI,h);
ht=titlet'Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=I
[csl,hJ = contour(XDala, YData,PVCCL I ,[ conlour'10000 contour": OOOOJ,'r');
set(h;LineWidth',1.5);
cJabel(csl,h);
ht=titlet'Contour plot of Cumulative Cost');
elseif ati= 1
[csl,hJ = conlour(XDala, YDala,ATII,[conlour contourj.'r');
set(h;LineWidlh',1.5);
ciabel(csl,h);


























































































































[es2,h2] = eontour(XData, YData, Vreg2,[contour eontour],'b');
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055= I
[c52,h2] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss2,[ contour contour], 'b');
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=l
[es2,h2] = eontour(XData, YData,PVCCL2,[eontour'l 0000 contour' IOOOO],'b');
title('Contour plot ofLCC [MR]');
elseif ati=l
[es2,h2] = eontour(XData, YData,ATI2,[contour contour],'b');













set(gef, 'IntegerHandle', 'off, ..



























set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'afr, ..
















set(gea,'Position',[0.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
ifvr=1
[es2,h] = contour(XData,YData, Vreg2,[contour contour],'b');
set(h,'LineWidth',1.5);
elabel(es2,h);
ht=titlef'Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 10ss=1
[es2,h] = contour(XData, YData,Ploss2,[eontour contour], 'b');
set(h, 'LineWidth', 1.5);
c1abel(es2,h);
ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseifccl=1
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c1abel(cs2,h);
ht=title('Contour plot of Cumulative Cost');
elseif ati= 1
[cs2,h] ~ contour(XData, YData,ATI2,[contour contour],'b');
set(h,'LineWidth',1.5);
c1abel(cs2,h);














elself isempty(plotc leent) & isempty(plotc2cont) & -isempty(plotc3cont)
axes(findobj(findobj('Tag', 'lfdcGUI'), 'Tag', 'vrlcontaxes')
cia;
ifvr==l
[cs3,h3] ~ contour(XData, YData, Vreg3,[contour contour],'g');
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055==1
[cs3,h3] ~ contour(XData, YData,Ploss3,[contour contour],'g');
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseif ccl=1
[cs3,h3] ~ contour(XData,YData,PVCCL3,[ contour' I0000 contour' 10000],'g');
title('Contour plot ofLCC [MR]');
elseif ati=l
[cs3,h3] ~ contour(XData, YData,ATI3,[contour contour],'g');














































set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'oil', ..











set(gca,'Position',[0.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
ifvr=l
[cs3,h] ~ contour(XData, YData, Vreg3,[contour contour],'g');
set(h,'LineWidth',1.5);
clabel(cs3,h);
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[cs3.hJ - contour(XData. YData,Ploss3.[ contour contourJ,'g');
setfh.Linewidthl.S),
clabehcs'l.b);
ht=title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
elseif ccJ=l





[csd.h] - contour(XData, YData.ATI3.[contour contourJ,'g');
set(h,'LineWidth·.1.5);
clabelfcsd.h};









set(gcf,'Colo~.[ I I I]);




elseif isempty(plotcl cont) & isempty(plotc2cont) & isempty(plotc3cont)
axes( flndobjffindobjf'Tag', 'lfdcfilfl'), Tag', 'vrlcontaxes')
cla;
if vr== I
title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif 1055=1
title('Contour plot of Power Losses');
e1seifccl=1
title('Contour plot of LCC');
elseif ati=1
title('Contour plot of ATl');
end;
set(gca,'Tag','vricontaxes');
















set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off I"

















set(gcf, 'Integerl-landle', 'off •..
















set(gca,·Position·.[O.15 0.15 0.82 0.82]);
if vr== I
cia;
ht=title('Contour plot of Voltage Regulation');
elseif loss=s I
cia;
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cia;
ht=thlet'Contour plot of LCC');
elseifati=1
cia;
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8.4.4 Plot3d.m





























































































vr UserDa ta (23) j
loss UserData (24);
ccl UserDa ta (25) ;
ati UserData(26)j
Vregl Data{:, :,1);
Vreg2 Data (: • :.21 ;










XDatal XData ( : , : I 1) ;
XData2 XDa ta ( : , : I 2) ;
XData3 XData (:.:.31;
axes (findobj (findobj ( 'Tag' , I IfdcGUI' ) , I Tag' I I vrllaxes ') )
c ï e •
if vr==1
surf(XDatal,YData,Vregl);
zlabel ('Voltage Regulation [ %] ');
elseif 1055==1
surf(XDatal,YData,Plossllj
zlabel (' Power Losses [ kW] ');
elseif ccl==!
surf (XDatal, YData, rvccr.i ) ;








ylabel (' Distance [ km] ') ;
x Labe L (' Point Laad ( HW]') ;
title (namee1);
axes (findobj (findobj (' Tag I, 'lfdeGUI') , 'Tag' , 'vr12axes ') )
c La r
if vr==l
surf (XData2, YData, Vreg2);
zlabel ('Voltage Regulation [ %] ');
eiseif 1055==1
surf (XData2, YData, Ploss2);
zlabel ( 'Power Losses [ kW] ') ;
elseif ccl==1
surf (XData2, YData, PVCCL2) ;





set (gea, 'Tag', 'vr12axes');
view ([ 60 14[ I
shading interp
ylabel ( 'Distance [ km] ') ;
xlabel (' Point Load [ MW] I) ;
ti t ie (namec2);
axes (findobj (findobj ( 'Tag' , 'lfdcGUI ') , 'Tag' r 'vr13axes' ) )
c La ,
if vr=r=I
surf (XData3, YData, Vreg3);
zlabel ('Voltage Regulation [ %] ');
elseif 1055==1
surf(XData3,YData,Ploss3);
zlabel('Power Losses [k~ I);
elseif ccl==l
surf (XData3, YData, PVCCL3);





set (gca, 'Tag', 'vr13axes');
view([ 60 1411
shading interp
ylabel ( 'Distance [ km] ') ;
x Labe I (' Point Load [ MW]"I ;
title (namec3);
if get (findobj (findobj ('Tag', 'lfdeGUI '), 'Tag', 'hrfcb'), 'Value')
fsize = 36;
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set (get, 'IntegerHandle' , 'off' I'"
'Name' , •Power Losses I, ...
'NumberTitle' ,'off', ...
I Tag' 1 ' 3dvrlcl fig ') ;
elseif ccl==l
set (get, 1 IntegerHandle' ,'off', ...
'Name', 'Lee', ...
'NumberTi tle' I 'off I, ...
'Tag', '3dvrlclfig');
elseif ati;:;;:=l
set (get,' IntegerHandle' I 'off', ...
'Name', 'ATl', ...






set (get, 1 IntegerHandle' ,'off', ...
'Name', 'Voltage Regulation', '0'
INumberTi tle I, 'off' , ...
I Tag' , , 3dvr Le I fig' ) ;
elseif 1055==1
set{gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...
I Name I, 'Power Losses ', ...
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag' , '3dvrlcl fig') i
elseif ccl==!
set{gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...
'Name', 'LCe', ...
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag' , , 3dvr lcl fig' ) ;
elseif ati= .. l
set (gcf,' IntegerHandle' , 'off', ...
'Name', 'ATI', ...








hz=zlabel ('Voltage Regulation ( %] 'l;
elseif loss==l
surfH=surf (XDatal, YOata, Plossl 1 ;
hz=zlabel {'Power Losses { kW] 'l i
elseif ccl==l
surfH=sur f (XOatal, YOata, PVCCLl) i
h z=z l abe I ('Cumulative Cast [MR] ') i
elseif ati==l
surfH=surf (XOatal, YData, ATI 1) ;
h z=z Labe L ( 'ATI' 1 ;
end;
ht=ti t Le (nameel ) i
h=xlabel (' Point Load [MW] ') ;
s e t. tb , 'FontSize',fsize*0.8, ...
'VerticaIAIignment', 'middle');
h=y l.abe L ( 'Distance [ km] ') ;
set (h,' FontSize' , fsize* O. 8, ...
'VerticaIAligrunent' , 'cap' ) ;
set (ht, I FontSize' , fsize);
posz = get {h z , 'Position');






axis([ currAxisLim(l) currAxisLim(2) currAxisLim(3) currAxisLim(4l currAxisLim(5) currAxisLim(6)))
view{60,14)




set (get,' IntegerHandle' , 'off', .




set (get,' IntegerHandle' , 'off', ...




set (gef,' IntegerHandle' , 'off', ..•
'Name', 'LCC', ...



















































































































if v r=o= I
set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', .




set (get. I IntegerHandle' , 'off' •...
I Name' • 'Power Losses ' •...
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag', '3dvrlc2fig');
elsei f ccl==l
set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...
'Name', 'Lee', ...






I Tag I, I 3dvrlc2fig I) ;
end;
end;
set (qc f , •Position' .I 1 29 1024 672J);
set(gca,'Position',[O.17 0.12 0.7 0.75] li
if vr==!
surfH=surf (XData2, YData, vr eqz j ,
hz=zlabel ('Voltage Regulation [ %] ');
elseif 10ss""""1
sur rnesur r (XData2, YData, Ploss2) i
hz=zlabel r ' Power Losses [ kW] , ) i
elseif ccl"""'!
surfH"'surf(XData2,YData,PVCCL2);
hz=zlabel ('Cumulative Cast [MR] ') i
elseif ati"''''l
surfH=surf (XData2, YData,ATI2) i
hz=z Labe L (' ATI' ) ;
end;
ht=t.Lt Le (namec2);
h=xlabel (' Point Load [ MW] ') ;
set{h, 'FontSize',fsize*O.8, ...
'VerticaIAlignment', 'middle');
h=ylabel (' Distance ( km] ') ;
set (h,' FontSize' , f s i ze+ O. 8, ...
'VerticaIAlignment', 'cap');
set (ht, 'FontSize' ,fsize);
posz = get(hz,'Position');
set (h z , "r'ont s i ae t v f s Lze+ov a, ...
'VerticaIAlignment', 'bottom'):
set (gcf, 'Color',[ 1 1 11);
set (gca,' FontSize' , rs t ze- O. 7);
shading interp
eurrAxisLim = axis;






set (gct,' IntegerHandle' , 'off', .
'Name', 'Voltage Regulation', .
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag' , I 3dvrlc3fig') ;
elseif 1055==1
set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...
'Name' , 'Power Losses ', ...
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag', '3dvrle3fig');
eLse i f ccl==1
set (get, 'IntegerHandle' , 'off', ...
'Name', 'LCe', ...
'NumberTitle' , 'off', ...
'Tag', '3dvrlc3fig');
elseif ati==1








set (get,' IntegerHandle', 'off', .
'Name', 'Voltage Regulation', .
'NurnberTitle', 'off', ...
'Tag' , , 3dvr Ic3fig' ) ;
elseif 10ss==1
set(gcf,'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...




set(gcf, 'IntegerHandle', 'off', ...
'Name', 'LCC', ...
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set (get I I IntegerHandle I, 'off' I •••
'Name', IATI', ...




s e t tqcf , 'Position',! 1 29 1024 6721);
set(gca, 'Position',[ 0.17 0.12 0.7 0.75] li
if vr==l
surfH=surf(XData3,YData,Vreg3};
hz=zlabel ('Voltage Regulation [ %] I):
elseif 105S==1
surfH=surf (XData3, YData, Ploss3) ;
hz=zlabel (' Power Losses [ kW] ');
elseif ccl==l
surfH=surf (XData3, YData, PVCCL3);
hz=zlabel ( 'Curnulati ve Cast [ MR] ') i
elseif ati==l




h=xlabel ( I Point Load [ MW) I) ;
set (h , 'FontSize I, fsize* 0.8, ...
'VerticalAl ignment 1 I I middle I ) ;
h=ylabel (' Distance [ km] I) ;
set(h, 'FontSize',fsize*O.8, ...
'VerticalAlignment', 'cap' 1;
set (ht,' FontSize', rs Lae i ,
posz = get (hz , 'Position');
set (hz, 'FontSize',fsize*O.8, ...
'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom');
set (gef, 'Color',[ 1 1 1]);
set(gca, 'FontSize',fsize*O.71;
338 shading interp
339 currAxisLim = axis;





ADDENDUM B PROGRAM LISTINGS
B.5 FUNCTION CODE TO CALCULATE THE THERMAL
LOAD REACH OF THREE-PHASE LINES
8.5.1 Constants.m






































26 c=]c l c2 c3 c4 cS];
27






















15 c2=(2'r'pf + (sin(acos(pf)'(2'x-b'z2))'Vr"2;
16 c3=(I-b'x+(bA2'z2)/4)'Vr"4 - VsA2'VrA2;
17
18 transfercapability=(cl c2 c3];
19
20 tc=trootsttransfercapability)











%per unit voltage drop
%receiving-end voltage
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